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Abstract 
Directly driven linear generators have been suggested as a viable alternative to hydraulic and 
pneumatic power take-off for the conversion of wave energy to electrical energy. With 
fewer mechanical parts to fail and significantly less complexity, direct drive wave energy 
converters offer the prospect of higher reliability, higher conversion efficiencies, and the 
possibility of a low-maintenance system; all of which are key attributes, particularly for 
offshore devices. 
Controlling the motion of a wave energy converter is a fundamental aspect in maximising its 
performance. The vast majority, of proposals for controlling a wave energy converter for 
such a requirement have so far been achieved by mechanical means - air pressure control and 
mechanical latching to name but two. However, once again, these mechanical devices add to 
the complexity of the overall system, thus reducing its reliability. 
A control methodology is suggested where the generator itself is used to meet the necessary 
control requirements. With no additional mechanisms needed to control body movement, 
the prospects of electromechanical devices in deep water could .be much improved by an 
overall simpler system. 
This thesis is based on the hypothesis that linear electrical generators can be effectively 
controlled to optimise the performance of a wave energy converter with direct power take-
off. 
The first part of this work analyses the behaviour of a point absorber under the influence of 
regular external forces, and how its motion is affected by the shape and mass of the body. 
Requirements' for optimal oscillation relative to the external force are also investigated. 
Subsequently, a wave energy converter with direct power take-off is analysed with emphasis 
placed on developing a direct power take-off model based on a prototype linear machine 
using a simplified mathematical representation. Using the model, a control methodology is 
developed to meet the requirements for optimal oscillation. The final part involves 
experimental evaluation where a linear machine using the proposed control methodology is 
tested with an applied control strategy. Conclusions are drawn regarding the effectiveness of 
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1.1 Introduction to Wave Energy 
Wave energy can be thought of as a concentrated form of solar energy. The heating 
of the earth generates winds, which transfer some of their energy to form waves as 
they pass across open stretches of water. An important attribute of sea waves is their 
high energy density, which is the highest compared with other renewable energy 
sources. As a result, waves form a potentially large and useful worldwide resource, 
which has been estimated at more than 2 TW [1], about 10% of the world's 
electricity consumption. As with most forms of renewable energy, wave energy is 
not evenly distributed around the world. Increased wave activity, and therefore the 
highest energy waves, can be found off the western coasts in the 40° to 60° latitude 
range in both northern and southern hemispheres. The waters surrounding the UK lie 
within this region, which has been estimated to provide up to 120 GW of wave 
power [2]. Figure 1.1 shows a map of global wave power levels. The wave energy 
resource is generally expressed as the power available per unit wave crest length, as 
shown in (1 .1) where p is the density of sea water, g is acceleration due to gravity, 







The challenge of converting wave energy into electrical energy on a large scale was 
first addressed more than 30 years ago. Initially, this was very much spurred on by 
the oil crisis, which triggered a sudden growth in research into electricity generation 
by alternative means. More recently, the ever present threat and universal awareness 
of global warming has carried wave energy research into the 21St  century. Worldwide 
initiatives to meet emissions targets and to increase electricity generation through 
cleaner methods have acted as a catalyst towards the development of new wave 
energy devices. On a national level the UK has set itself a long-term target of a 60% 
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050, compared with levels in 1990. By 2020 the UK 
hopes to achieve between 26% and 32% reduction in CO2 emissions and also to 
achieve 20% electricity production by renewable means [3]. It is expected that wave 
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Introduction 
1.1.1 Background to wave energy conversion and current status 
Although generally believed to be a relatively recent technology, extracting energy 
from sea waves and converting it into a more useful form is in fact a concept that is 
centuries old. The first known patent to be registered for a device that utilises wave 
energy dates back to 1799 [4]. It was envisaged that the proposed device, which 
involved attaching wooden beams to docked battleships, could be used to drive a 
number of items such as a pump, a saw, or a cotton or grain mill. However, there is 
little to suggest that such a wave energy device was ever built. Faraday's 
experiments on electromagnetic induction in 1831 soon led to proposals for wave 
energy devices that generated electricity. One such proposal was made by I.L. 
Roberts in 1881 who suggested using a ratchet bar attached to a floating buoy [5]. 
The vertical movement of the ratchet bar would drive a ratchet wheel, which in turn 
would drive an attached power shaft. Figure 1.2 illustrates Roberts' idea, which 
shows five devices connected together, driving a single axle. Though conceived more 
than a hundred years old, many aspects of its design are not dissimilar to some recent 
wave energy. converter (WEC) prototypes. 
Figure 1.2: Illustration of a proposed wave energy converter by I.L. Roberts, 1881. 
One notable inventor was Yoshio Masuda, a former Japanese naval commander who 
introduced the three float system (1947) and the oscillating water column (1965) [6] 
[7] [8]. Masuda's ideas inspired others to further develop these concepts; however, it 
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was not until the 1970s that serious efforts were made to produce and test small-scale 
devices that could effectively convert wave energy into electricity. Presently, wave 
energy has reached a stage where devices have been developed on a commercial 
level, with the world's first wave farm, Agucadoura Wave Park, in operation off the 
coast of Portugal [9]. However, the majority of research into wave energy is still in 
the prototype stage. This is very much due to the fact that unlike wind energy, which 
has settled on the design approach of 3 blades mounted on a horizontal axis, there is 
as yet no consensus as to the optimal design for wave energy capture and conversion. 
A report by Boud summarises the research and development programmes in several 
countries in terms of their resource, funding, activities, and status [10]. In 2003, a 
total of 19 countries were participating in some form of research or testing of wave 
energy converters. 
1.1.2 Diversity of wave energy converters 
Wave energy converters can be divided into 3 separate categories - onshore, 
nearshore, and offshore devices: 
• Onshore devices are usually fixed to the shoreline and have a moderate 
electrical capacity. They have, the advantage of relatively'  simple installation 
and maintenance. 
• Near shore devices are installed close to the shore at water depths of about 30 
to 100 metres [11]. These devices can exploit the greater power density found 
in larger waves 
• Offshore devices tend to be large scale to take full advantage of the much 
more powerful waves found in deep water. However, they have a more 
complex installation process and require deep water moorings or long lengths 




The number of suitable sites to locate a wave energy converter increases with 
distance from the shore. Locating a wave energy converter further offshore also 
makes the resource more accessible. 
Wave energy converters are also categorised in terms of the power take-off 
mechanism. Currently, converters tend to use either hydraulic or pneumatic power 
take-off systems. Oscillating water columns (OWC) are prevalent in shoreline 
converters, whereas hydraulic systems are favoured in deeper seas. 
Another form of power take-off system, which has often been overlooked, is the 
direct electrical power take-off system. It has been shown through a comparative 
study that a direct electrical power take-off system has good potential and justifies 
further research and development [13]. This is certainly a necessity as it would not be 
possible to decide on an optimal power take-off system without exploring all the 
possibilities. In particular, an area of research that has attracted interest is the use of a 
linear electrical generator directly coupled to the wave energy device. This 
eliminates the need for an interface between the wave energy device and an electrical 
generator, thereby reducing complexity and increasing the overall reliability. 
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1.2 Initial Hypothesis 
Through the evaluation of relevant papers and discussions with those involved in this 
area of research, it is apparent that a substantial amount of research into power 
conversion and linear generator control is required. Research into these areas is 
essential to optimise and show the true potential of a direct power take-off system, 
and would make great strides in developing a controlled linear generator that could 
be integrated into an existing wave energy device. The hypothesis that is being tested 
in this work is that: 
Linear electrical generators can be effectively controlled by a power electronic 
interface system to optimise the performance of a wave energy converter with direct 
power take-off. 
1.3 Aims and Objectives 
This project has several distinct objectives: 
To review recent activities in wave energy conversion with regards to 
power take-off systems and control techniques. 
To investigate linear machine characteristics and operation for direct 
power take-off wave energy conversion. 
To develop a linear generator control methodology based on a prototype 
linear generator. 
To apply a control strategy to a prototype linear generator for maximising 
power extraction and conversion and evaluate its performance. 
To analyse and assess the possibility of linear generator control in a large 
scale wave energy converter. 
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To accomplish the above objectives, the work was divided into three key stages: 
Analysis of point absorber WECs. This stage analyses the behaviour of a 
point absorber under the influence of regular external forces, and how its 
motion is affected by the shape and mass of the body. Requirements for 
optimal oscillation relative to the external force are also investigated. 
• Analysis of a wave energy converter with direct power take-off. Emphasis 
was placed on developing a direct power take-off model based on a prototype 
linear machine using a simplified mathematical representation. Using the 
model, a control methodology was developed to meet the requirements for 
optimal oscillation. 
o . Experimental evaluation. A linear machine using the proposed control 
methodology was tested with an applied control strategy. Conclusions are 
drawn regarding the effectiveness of the proposed methodology and the 
performance of the generator with the applied control strategy. 
1.4 Contribution to Knowledge 
The use of directly driven electrical generators in wave energy devices has been 
suggested as long ago as the initial development stage of the Salter Duck. However, 
these were deemed to be unsuitable due to their weight and physical size. Since then, 
the wave energy community has distanced itself from direct drive and concentrated 
largely on hydraulics and pneumatics. As is the case in all fields of research, ideas 
adjudged to be unviable should be reassessed as new developments arise. Presently, 
direct drive electrical generation finds itself in this position. 
To date, control of direct drive WECs has been achieved only through mechanical 
means. Direct electrical control can maximise the power extracted from the waves by 
enabling the characteristics of linear machines to be tuned without the need for 
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mechanical intervention. In addition, the control methodology presented has allowed 
mathematical algorithms to be developed with the use of accurate software models, 
in order to satisfy particular characteristic requirements. Published experimental 
results from tests performed on a linear generator have shown the extent to which the 
proposed control strategy has managed to achieve its aim. Overall, the research has 
provided a clearer understanding of control for linear electrical machines, which 
contributes towards the development of effective and efficient direct drive power 
take-off systems. 
In a wider context, the research gives greater awareness of linear generators as a 
viable alternative for wave energy conversion. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 presents the concept of direct power take-off for wave energy conversion. 
Direct drive systems are introduced through a number of well known examples, 
where the main benefits of such a system are explained in addition to highlighting 
certain drawbacks. The concept and development of direct drive systems in wave 
energy conversion is introduced and compared with established power take-off 
systems. Emphasis is given on the use of linear machines for heaving buoy WECs 
and the machine topologies considered for this application. 
Chapter 3 explains the different aspects of control in a wave energy converter and 
their requirements. Control for a point absorber oscillating body is explained using 
electrical analogues along with the concepts of electrical and mechanical resonance. 
The problem of low power factor in certain linear machine types is explained and the 
theory behind power factor correction is summarised. Options for power conversion 
from a variable source into an electrical network are reviewed and assessed. 
Chapter 4 reviews the methods for controlling the motion of a WEC and assesses the 
possibility of direct electrical control: A summary of the main control strategies and 
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of those used in current WECs is given. The characteristics of different sea states, 
which influences strategy development, are explained. The main parameters required 
by a control system in developing a control procedure are discussed. The possibilities 
for accurate wave measurement are subsequently assessed. 
Chapter 5 analyses and assesses the performance of a large scale WEC with direct 
power take-off. A methodology for linear generator control using theoretical analysis 
is given. The design of a complete WEC model is described and analysed for a range 
of sea states. Strategies implemented in a control model using the methodology are 
compared and assessed for their suitability in a direct drive system. 
Chapter 6 analyses and assesses the performance of a linear generator controlled for 
optimum phase and amplitude of oscillation. A description of the experimental test 
setup is given followed by a discussion of the limitations imposed by various 
elements within the setup. A control procedure is introduced and the hardware 
control implementation is described. Experimental results are presented. and analysed, 
followed by conclusions drawn from the results. 
Chapter 7 summarises the main points that can be drawn from simulated and 
experimental testing. Detailed discussion into the feasibility of direct control of 
linear generators is given. 
An Overview of the theoretical and experimental work is presented in Chapter 8, 
from which main conclusions are drawn and discussed. The thesis concludes with 
suggestions for further work and proposals for future research. 
CHAPTER 2 
Directly Driven Systems 
2.1 Introduction to Direct Drive 
A direct drive system can be defined as one which has a direct connection or 
coupling between the driving and driven elements. A well-known example of direct 
drive is the high wheel bicycle invented in the late 19th  century. To avoid the use of a 
complex and heavy gearing system, the crank and pedals were directly connected to 
the hub of the enlarged front wheel, resulting in the first practical bicycle in terms of 
speed and distance travelled. Modern day examples of direct drive systems include 
drive mechanisms for turntables, computer hard disk drives, sewing machines, and 
bass drum pedals. 
Figure 2.1: Examples of direct drive mechanisms - high wheel bicycle (left), 
turntable (middle), and hard disk drive (right). 
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The main benefits of a direct drive system generally include increased efficiency as 
there is no power lost in intermediate stages, high reliability resulting from a 
mechanically simpler system, and reduced noise due to less vibration from fewer 
moving parts. Recently, a number of home appliance manufacturers have adapted 
direct drive systems for washing'machines that have reduced energy consumption in 
addition to the benefits mentioned above [14]. Direct drive systems do, however, 
tend to be physically larger and heavier than systems that are driven indirectly. An 
equivalent belt driven turntable, for example, would have a motor that is a quarter of 
the diameter of a direct drive motor. In addition, applications that use a direct drive 
system tend to require specifically designed mechanisms, which inevitably increases 
cost. The use of direct drive systems has increased substantially over the years, 
particularly in' the metal working and .manufacturing industries, utilising linear 
machines. This is mainly due to improvements in performance and elimination of 
problems that existed in earlier designs of direct drive systems. 
2.2 Direct Drive Systems in Wave Energy Conversion 
2.2.1 Background 
The possibility of linking the moving part of a wave energy converter directly to an 
electrical generator has been a topic, of discussion for many years, dating back to 
when the first prototypes were introduced in the 1970s. Due to the naturally slow 
movement of the waves, any electrical generator would have to be able to operate at 
low variable speeds. Although, in most cases, this would require the use of a special 
machine, it was still regarded as an attractive prospect as many saw the benefits of 
simple power take-off. However, due to the quantity and expense of magnetic 
material required in order for these types of machines to operate, direct drive 
remained an uneconomic option. In addition, the output would have to be converted 
to a fixed amplitude and frequency, something which could be achieved through 
switching converters but would not have been available at that time. There was a 
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general consensus among the wave energy community that efforts should be 
concentrated on the development of hydraulic and pneumatic based power take-off 
systems as opposed to a direct drive system. It was not until the 1980s that the 
introduction of high energy density permanent magnets, such as neodymium-iron-
boron [15], led to the development of novel machine topologies, which brought 
about a renewed interest in direct drive power take-off for wave energy conversion. 
2.2.2 The direct drive system 
Presently, prototype direct drive WECs exist mainly in the form of a heaving (rise 
and fall motion) buoy coupled to. a linear generator. The heaving buoy is perhaps the 
simplest of all WEC designs as it only extracts energy from the vertical oscillatory 
motion of sea waves. Although it is possible to provide a direct link between the 
buoy and a rotating machine, implementation would be a much more cumbersome 
process compared with a linear machine.. Therefore, linear generators naturally have 












Figure 2.2: Generic direct drive heaving buoy WEC. 
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Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of a generic direct drive heaving buoy WEC. The 
floating buoy is connected via a rigid or flexible coupling to the translator, the 
moving part of the linear generator, which is located directly beneath the buoy. The 
translator moves relative to the fixed part of the generator, the stator, which is either 
tethered or mounted directly to the seabed. This configuration of direct drive WEC 
can be found in devices by Ocean Power Technologies, Oregon State University, and 
Seabased AB. Other configurations of direct drive WECs exist as shown in figure 2.3. 
These include a fully submerged buoy and power take-off system, such as the 
Archimedes Wave Swing (AWS) [16], (left), and a semi-submerged floating buoy 
with power take-off mounted to a fixed structure above the sea surface, a WEC 
design currently being tested by Trident Energy Limited [17] [18] [19], (right). 
Power take-off 
_- - Water surface 
I jj Submerged 
Power 	I 	buoy 
take-off I 
ructure 
Seabed 	Floating buoy 
Water surface 
Figure 2.3: Alternative direct drive WEC configurations. 
2.2.3 Alternative forms of power take-off for WECs 
A number of different power take-off .systems have been developed for various types 
of WEC. Most designs fall into one of three main categories, which are described in 
this section. 
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Whilst power take-off system design may vary enormously, a large number of these 
designs involve the use of linear hydraulic rams. Typically, these are connected to 
the main moving element of a WEC and are used to pump high-pressure fluid 
(usually oil) through a hydraulic motor. This in turn drives a conventional rotating 
electrical generator. Groups of rams have been used to extract energy from more than 
one degree of freedom. Pelamis Wave Power have developed a WEC that uses 
hydraulic rams as the basis for its power take-off [20]. It consists of cylindrical 
bodies held together by hinged joints, with power modules between each cylindrical 
section where the hydraulic rams are located. The rams are operated through the 
movement of the joints induced by the waves. Short term energy storage is provided 
by high pressure accumulators that help to deliver a smooth power flow into the 
electricity network. A diagram of the Pelamis WEC is shown in figure 2.4. 
Power modules 	 Cylindrical sections 
Figure 2.4: Side and plan views of the Pe/amis WEC. 
Oscillating water columns (OWC) exist in shoreline converters, which operate 
through pneumatic compression and decompression of air within a collector chamber 
as a result of wave action. Wave energy is extracted as air flows back and forth via a 
turbine, coupled to a generator. OWCs tend to use counter-rotating Wells' turbines as 
they have the ability to accept bidirectional airflow whilst rotating in only one 
direction [21]. The Limpet WEC developed by Wavegen is an example of an OWC 
device, which is situated on the shoreline on the Isle of Islay off the west coast of 
Scotland [22]. 
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The final category is a power take-off system based on the flywheel approach. The 
flywheel is driven indirectly by the primary moving element of the WEC on either 
the rising or falling wave. A clutch mechanism enables the flywheel, which is 
coupled to an electrical generator, to continue rotating in the same direction even 
when the direction of the primary moving element has reversed. The Manchester 
Bobber is an example of this flywheel design [23]. Wave action causes a pulley to be 
driven via a floating mass suspended on a cable with a counter balance on the other 
side. The pulley is connected to the flywheel via a clutch which engages on the 
descent of the floating mass. 
2.2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of direct drive WECs 
As with all direct drive systems, the principle advantage compared with other forms 
of power take-off is its simple approach. By simply eradicating the need for a 
mechanical interface, a number of benefits can be obtained. By having fewer moving 
parts, due to the lack of hydraulics and gearbox systems, the opportunity for a fault 
or failure is immediately reduced. Hence, power take-off reliability is increased. This 
is particularly desirable in the case of offshore WECs, where maintenance and 
repairs carry high risks and can be both costly and time consuming. Reducing the 
number Of visits needed for unplanned or emergency maintenance is particularly 
important since, on occasion, the site may be inaccessible due to extreme weather 
conditions. Power take-off losses can be reduced as there would be . no losses 
attributed to a mechanical interface, thereby allowing the overall efficiency of the 
WEC to be increased. Losses in hydraulic systems are heavily dependant upon flow 
rate. While efficiencies of above 90% are possible at full load, partial flow rates of 
less than half of full load tend to result in much lower efficiencies, typically between 
60% to 70%. Gearbox efficiencies, which can range from 50% to 90%, depend on 
the chosen gearing ratio and gearing configuration. 
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Until the use of direct drive systems becomes more established in wave energy 
conversion, the initial outlay for such a power take-off system is likely to be high. 
This is mainly due to the fact that there are no suitable linear generators that are 
commercially available and could be bought and implemented directly into a WEC. 
Hence, custom designed linear machines would need to be built for this purpose. In 
addition, the large amounts of iron and copper used would not only add to the cost of 
the linear machine, but would increase its mass substantially. 
2.2.5 Comparisons between linear generators and hydraulics systems 
A comparative study was carried out in 2001 to assess the viability of developing 
linear electrical machines for direct drive power take-off in wave energy converters 
[13].. This was undertaken as part of the UK's Department of Trade and Industry 
Sustainable Energy Programme. The hydraulic power take-off was used as a 
benchmark in like-for-like comparisons where conclusions were drawn on the 
possibility of future work in direct drive systems. 
Each system was analysed by simulation with the following main points being drawn 
from the study: 
. The cost of an electrical machine is higher than that of a hydraulic cylinder 
with similar thrust capacity, but the overall costs of each of the power take-
off systems are likely to be similar. 
•' The direct drive system is more efficient than the hydraulic system, but needs 
a slightly larger wave power device for the same power output. 
The hydraulic system has a smoother power output and lower mass than the 
direct drive system. 
• The direct drive system could be a flooded system and has the potential to be 
maintenance-free. The hydraulic system requires carefully designed seals to 
ensure it remains watertight and also requires periodic maintenance. 
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The study supports the further development of prototypes and concludes that a direct 
drive system would offer excellent prospects for superior performance and other 
benefits compared with hydraulic systems. 
2.3 Linear Machines for Heave Motion Wave Energy Devices 
2.3.1 Introduction 
The basic design of a linear machine is often perceived as a conventional rotating 
machine that has been opened up or unrolled so that its stator lies flat with the rotor 
moving linearly along its length, as shown in figure 2.5. Hence, a linear force is 
produced as opposed to rotational torque. The slow reciprocating motion of a 
heaving buoy means that any linear machine directly coupled to it would also be 
slow moving. Therefore it would have to react very large forces if the size of the 
machine is to be kept within reasonable limits. Electrical machine size is largely 
determined by its surface force density or shear stress. As an example, to deliver 500 
kW from a linear machine with a shear stress of 20 Min  moving at a velocity of 1 
rn/s would require the machine to have an active surface area of 25 m2 . A machine 






Double-sided linear machine 
Single-sided linear machine 
Figure 2.5: Forming a linear machine from a conventional rotating machine, 
showing single sided stator and double sided stator designs. 
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In order to reduce bearing loads due to the attractive forces between the stator and 
the translator, double sided machine designs are used so that the forces are balanced. 
This also helps to maintain a constant airgap. 
A number of different linear machine topologies have been considered for direct 
drive wave energy conversion. Pounder et al investigated the suitability of a number 
of machine topologies, including induction machines and switched reluctance 
machines [24]. It was proposed that permanent magnet synchronous machines with 
stator iron are most suitable due to efficiency and economic benefits. A newer 
machine topology known as the transverse-flux permanent magnet (TFPM) machine 
was also proposed as potentially suitable given further study. Subsequently, in a 
basic design study by Mueller, the TFPM machine is identified as offering the best 
potential for wave energy applications [25]. The TFPM machine is part of a larger 
family of machines known as variable reluctance permanent magnet (VRPM) 
machines. These, along with the aforementioned permanent magnet synchronous 
machines, are described in the following subsections. 
2.3.2 Permanent magnet synchronous machines 
The use of permanent magnets for field excitation removes the need for brushes that 
inevitably wear out over time and require regular maintenance. In a typical machine 
design, permanent magnets are mounted along the surface of an iron/steel translator, 
which moves along a stator consisting of three phase windings held in place by an 
iron/steel structure. 
A permanent magnet synchronous machine with stator iron has been used for the 
AWS pilot plant. Swedish company Seabased AB along with researchers at Uppsala 
University, Sweden, are developing multi-sided  permanent magnet generators for 
small wave energy devices that form an array of WECs [26]. Novel permanent 
magnet generators are also being developed for direct drive WECs at Oregon State 
University, USA [27]. 
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2.3.3 Variable reluctance permanent magnet machines 
VRPM machines exhibit shear stresses that are unmatched by any other machine 
topology. They were first developed in the 1980's along with other novel permanent 
magnet machine topologies following the introduction of high energy density 
permanent magnets. VRPM machines, with their high specific output, are 
particularly suited to applications requiring high torque at low speeds, which 
prompted its use in direct drive power, take-off systems. 
\TRPM machines have unique design characteristics based on a slotted surface that 
allow the rate of change in magnetic flux to be increased. This rapid change in flux 
over a short distance is often referred to as magnetic gearing, and results in large 
forces being developed in the airgap. VRPM machines exist in many different forms 
but all follow the same basic principles of operation, which are described in papers 
by Harris [28] [29], Iwabuchi [30] [31], and Weh [32]. A typical VRPM machine 
configuration is shown in figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Typical configuration of a VRPM machine. 
In figure 2.6, the toothed translator moves beneath the C-cores with a coil wound on 
each pole and magnets mounted on each pole face. For each phase, the flux flow is 
greatest when the translator teeth are fully aligned with the magnets. As the translator 
moves, the flux decays to zero in the unaligned position. Flux flows in the opposite 
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direction as the translator moves into alignment with an adjacent magnet. For a 
translator with reciprocating motion, the EMF induced in each of the coils has 
varying amplitude and frequency. 
TFPM machines have been reported to deliver shear stresses of up to 200 kN/m 2, 10 
times greater than a conventional linear generator [32]. Weh also suggests that - the 
TFPM machine would be smaller, lighter and more efficient than a conventional 
linear generator with a similar power output. However, TFPM machines suffer from 
low power factor while operating at full load due to their inherent high inductance. 
The unconventional design also complicates machine construction [33]. 
The linear vernier hybrid machine was proposed as an alternative to the TFPM 
machine. Although the shear stresses are' not as high as that of the TFPM machine, 
the more conventional machine structure simplifies construction considerably [34]. 
Analysis has shown low power factor to be a trait of all VRPM machines and is a 
compromise that needs to be made for the high specific output. Power factor is 
determined by the ratio of peak flux linkage due to armature current to peak flux 
linkage due to magnet flux, where a high flux ratio indicates a low power factor. 
VRPM machines have a high flux 'ratio, thus limiting the power output. 
Compensation by capacitor banks or active power factor correction is needed to 
achieve a high average power output. For wave energy conversion, however, it is 
likely that compensation using both of these methods would be required to allow for 
variations in electrical frequency. 
VRPM machines for direct drive power take-off have been developed at the 
University of Durham and Delft University of Technology. 
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2.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has introduced directly driven systems and, in particular, direct power 
take-off for 'wave energy conversion. Well known examples have been used to 
introduce the concept as well as highlighting some of the main advantages and 
disadvantages of a direct drive system. The development of direct power take-off for 
wave energy conversion has been presented and compared with established power 
take-off systems. Linear machines for heaving buoy WECs have been introduced, 
with a description of different machine topologies that have been considered for 
wave energy conversion. 
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Control of Point Absorber WECs 
3.1 Introduction to Point Absorbers 
To extract energy from sea waves, a system is required to transfer energy from the 
wave to a load. This system takes the form of a damped oscillating body that 
interacts with the waves. A point absorber is one such body which, by definition, has 
a very small horizontal extension compared to the predominant wavelength. 
Heaving-type point absorbers tend to be axisymmetric about the vertical axis and 
have .a narrow bandwidth due to its small physical dimensions. However, it is for the 
same reason that point absorbers have a high converted power-to-volume ratio 
compared with oscillating bodies that span several wavelengths, known as 
terminators, attenuators, or linear absorbers. 
Heaving-type point absorbers have a single degree of motion and can theoretically 
extract up to half of the energy available from the incident wave. Point absorber 
WK designs with one degree of motion are common as it considerably simplifies 
power take-off design. A point absorber with multiple degrees of motion would 
allow almost all of the incident wave energy to be absorbed, in an ideal case, but 
would require a much more complex power take-off system to convert the extracted 
energy [35]. 
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3.2 Reasons for Control 
3.2.1 Maximum power extraction 
Heaving point absorbers have a narrow bandwidth. Therefore they can only extract 
maximum power from a small range of wave frequencies. Outside this range of 
frequencies, the captured power rapidly decreases. Figure 3.1 illustrates the variation 
in captured power with wave frequency for a hypothetical heaving point absorber 
compared with an oscillating body with a large horizontal extension. An ideal case 
where captured power is at a maximum for all wave frequencies is included for 
comparison. 











Figure 3.1: Illustration of normalised captured power versus wave frequency for a 
term inator/acluator device, a point absorber device, and an ideal case 
where captured power is at a maximum for all wave frequencies. 
The graphs clearly illustrate the sensitivity of heaving point absorbers to frequency 
variation. It is also clear that heaving point absorbers would benefit greatly from 
applying optimum control to widen its capture bandwidth. This would allow more 
power to be extracted from each wave. In the case of an array of WECs, a lower 
number of devices can be used to achieve a given power output. This would result in 
an overall more cost-efficient system. Note that the capture bandwidth is not the 
same as the capture width, which is defined as the width of the incident wave front 
where its energy is equal to the maximum energy absorbed by the point absorber. 
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3.2.2 Survivability 
All WECs are designed to be able to operate in a range of different weather 
conditions, within certain mechanical and electrical design limits. Adverse weather 
conditions such as storms or a freak wave may bring a WEC outside its design limits. 
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Figure 3.2: Draupner freak wave at 15:20 on 1st January 1995. Wave height versus 
time measured at Draupner oil platform. 
Previously considered as a myth, it was not until 1995 that the existence of freak 
waves was confirmed through oceanography [36]. Data from a freak wave was 
captured at Draupner oil platform; figure 3.2 clearly shows a wave almost three times 
the average wave height occurring spontaneously. Applying control to a WEC would 
ensure that the design limits are not exceeded while in operation, and also allow 
operation to be halted if conditions pose a risk of damage to the WEC. 
3.3 Resonance 
Resonance is a phenomenon where a system oscillates at maximum amplitude and 
absorbs most energy at a particular frequency, known as the resonant frequency. 
Certain systems have multiple resonant frequencies which are usually harmonics of 
the strongest resonance. The fundamental resonant frequency corresponds to the 
system's natural frequency of oscillation. 
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Examples of resonance range from celestial mechanics, where orbital resonance can 
occur between two or more orbiting bodies that exert a regular, periodic gravitational 
influence on each other [37], to the resonance of the basilar membrane in the inner 
ear, which forms the basis of hearing [38]. A well known example of resonance is the 
excessive swaying demonstrated by the Millennium Bridge in London in 2000 where 
the footsteps of -thousands of people crossing the bridge corresponded with its natural 
frequency [39]. 
3.3.1 Mechanical resonance of a point absorber 
A point absorber absorbs most energy when it is in resonance. That is, the maximum 
amount of energy is removed from the wave and transferred to the point absorber 
when the wave frequency matches the natural frequency of the point absorber. When 
this occurs, the wave excitation force is in phase with the velocity of the point 
absorber. As previously mentioned, a point absorber has narrow bandwidth. 
Therefore, the energy it absorbs drops dramatically when the wave frequency moves 
away from the natural frequency. Since the wave frequency is determined  by nature 
and cannot be controlled, the natural frequency of the point absorber should be 
controlled so that it remains at, or close to, resonance. 
3.3.2 Electrical resonance in a wave energy converter 
Resonance in an electrical circuit occurs when the resonant frequency of the circuit 
corresponds with the frequency of the electrical source. In a WEC, electrical 
resonance allows the maximum amount of converted power to be transferred from 
the generator to a load. In a purely resistive circuit, voltage and current are in phase 
with each other However, inductive and capacitive components in the circuit mean 
that control is required since the interaction of inductance and capacitance gives rise 
to resonance. 
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3.4 Maximum Power Extraction* 
A mechanical system has an analogous electrical system with differential equations 
of the same form [40]. Therefore, we can use an electrical system to represent a 
mechanical system using analogues. A point absorber can be represented using the 
electrical analogue of a mass-spring-damper system to give an insight into power 
transfer within a direct drive WEC and how to maximize the power extracted. Table 
3.1 shows how the mechanical quantities in a mass-spring-damper system can be 
represented electrically in two different ways, either using the electrical quantities in 
column (a) or its duality as shown in column (b). 
Mechanical quantity 	Electrical analogue (a) 	Electrical analogue (b) 
Mass, M Inductance, L Capacitance, C 
Spring stiffness, k 1/Capacitance, 1/C 1/Inductance, i/L 
Friction/Damping, b Resistance, R Conductance, G 
Force, F Voltage, V Current, I 
Displacement, x Charge/electric flux, Q/w Magnetic flux, p 
Velocity, v Current, I Voltage, V 
Table 3.1: Electrical analogues of mechanical quantities. 
As an example, for a forced mass-spring damper system described by (3. 1), the 
electrical analogue in terms of charge is as shown in (3.2) where current is the 
derivative of charge. 
F=M+B±+K± 	 (3.1) 
V = LQ+RQ+!Q 	 (3.2) 
Figure 3.3 shows a series resonant circuit representing the wave energy device and 
generator where the electrical equivalent of the wave excitation force Fe is 
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represented by an EMF source. The EMF source drives an equivalent current, the 
device velocity v through the various elements of the circuit: inductance represents 
the mass of the device M, capacitance is the inverse of the spring stiffness force 
constant K and the resistance is the mechanical damping B, which includes 
radiation resistance and frictional losses. The load, which includes the power take-
off, has a reaction force F1 across. an impedance Z. 
1/K\i 
Fe 
Wave energy device 	 Load 
Figure 3.3: Electrical analogue of a point absorber WEC, based on a mass-spring-
damper system. 
For the wave energy device to extract maximum power from the waves, mechanical 
resonance must be achieved. In figure 3.3, this corresponds to maximum power being 
transferred from the source Fe to impedance Z. As mentioned previously, this 
occurs when the frequency of Fe is the same as the natural frequency of Z. At 
resonance, the excitation force Fe is in phase with device velocity v, which is 
analogous to voltage in phase with current. In both cases, power flow is 
unidirectional. 
However, the aim of maximum power extraction is not only to extract maximum 
power from the waves but also to transfer as much of the extracted power as possible 
to the generator. It is entirely possible for a wave energy device such as a point 
absorber to extract maximum power only for it to be dissipated internally or returned 
to the sea, thereby creating waves. In this case, the amount of useful energy being 
transferred to the generator is far from optimal. 
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To maximise power transfer from source to load, the maximum power theorem for 
electrical circuits can be applied. This theorem states that maximum power is 
obtained from a source when the resistance of the source and load are equal. 
Although first devised for resistive circuits, the maximum power theorem can be 
extended to include reactive circuits where the impedance of the source and load 
should be equal in magnitude but opposite in phase; the load impedance is the 
complex conjugate of the source impedance. In wave energy conversion, controlling 
the load impedance in this way is often known as complex conjugate control [41]. A 
proof of this theory can be found in appendix A. 1, where it is also shown that the 
theoretical maximum power obtained at the load is half of the power available at the 
source. In other words, half of the power absorbed by the point absorber is available 
as useful energy for conversion into electricity. 
Bearing in mind that the circuit in figure 3.3 represents a point absorber WEC, which 
has an uncontrollable source and predetermined quantities for the wave energy 
device, it becomes apparent that maximum power transfer can only be achieved 
through adjustment of the quantities that combine to form Z1 . The requirements of Zi 
to provide maximum power extraction can be expressed through a set of equations by 
applying electrical theory to the circuit in figure 3.3. 
Impedance Zw can be expressed as follows: 
Z = B, +jaM 	 (3.3) 
Z, can be expanded in terms of its resistive, inductance and/or capacitive components. 
Z 1 = B1 + jwM1 - 	 (3.4) 
CO 
By applying the maximum power theOrem, the following conditions exist for Z1: 
B 1 =B 	 (3.5) 
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 K w  
ja)Mi _jL=_jwM+j_ 	 . 	(3.6) 
CO 
Assuming that M, is a fixed quantity within the WEC and cannot be adjusted for 
control purpOses, (3.6) can be simplified by combining M and M1 to'represent the 
overall mass of the WEC. 
 Kw 
j-=jo)M—j--- 	 (3.7) 
CO 
where 
M=M+M, 	 (3.8) 
Hence there are two parameters that can be used for maximum power extraction - 
the load damping component, B,, and the load spring stiffness component, K,. By 
meeting the requirements for K,, the reactive components in the circuit cancel each 
other, out; hence, the sum of the imaginary parts of the overall impedance adds up to 
zero. What remains is a resistive circuit where source and load resistances can be 
matched to obtain maximum power at the load. 
3.5 Power Factor Correction 
An electrical generator can be represented by a simple equivalent circuit to analyse 
power transfer within the power take-off system. Figure 3.4 shows a voltage source, 
E, connected to an impedance, Zgen, which represents the EMF induced in the stator 
windings and the generator's internal impedance. ZIoad,  which may be resistive or 
partly reactive, is connected to the output terminals of the generator. 
To extract maximum power from an electrical generator, the induced EMT and phase 
current must be in phase. In a resistive circuit, this occurs naturally where power is 
dissipated in the internal resistance and load resistance. However, electrical machines 
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have both an internal resistance and inductance due to the stator windings. Typically, 
the inductance is low for permanent magnet synchronous machines. However, if the 
inductance is large, as is the case with many VRPM machines, the ability to extract 
useful amounts of power from the machine is greatly reduced. This can be better 
explained through an example with use of phasor diagrams. 
ri 
E. Zioad V 
Generator 	 Load 
Figure 3.4: Simple equivalent circuit for an electrical generator (one phase). 
I 	Rgen = 1 0 	 Lgen 
	




R108d=1O() 	V 10 Hz 
Figure 3.5: Simple equivalent circuit for an electrical generator connected to a 
resistive load. 
Figure 3.5 shows a simple equivalent circuit for an electrical generator connected to 
a resistive load. The effect of inductance on power dissipated at the load can be 
shown using two different values for inductance L gen , a low value (0.05 H) and a high 
value (0.5 H). Figure 3.6 shows phasor diagrams for the equivalent circuit in figure 
3.5 for the two different values of inductance. Calculations for these phasor diagrams 
can be found in appendix A.2. 
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Lgen = 0.05 - H 	 Lgen = 0.5 H 
Figure 3.6: Phasor diagrams for the simple equivalent circuit in figure 3.5. 
A series inductance resists any change in current. Current through an inductor lags 
the voltage across it by 90 degrees; therefore, a phase lag () exists between EMF 
and current. As the inductance increases, this phase difference also increases and 
causes the terminal voltage to drop further when operating on load. Hence, power 
output is greatly limited. 
The power factor of an electrical machine is defined as the ratio of real power to 
apparent power, which can be simplified as the cosine of the angle between EMF and 
current if the waveforms are sinusoidal, as shown in (3.9). For non-sinusoidal 
waveforms, which may be caused by 'ion-linear loads, a distortion factor is added to 
this equation. 
Real Power (W) 	i•E•cos, 
Power Factor = 	 = 	= cosçp 	(3.9) 
Apparent Power (VA) i E 
In figure 3.6, since the phase angle between EMIF and current is much greater when 
L gen = 0.5 H, the ratio of real power to apparent power is low and hence has a low 
power factor. This can be somewhat rectified by using power factor correction (PFC) 
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techniques to reduce or eliminate the effect of the series inductance on the circuit. 
Commonly, in fixed frequency applications, a capacitor is connected in series with 
the stator windings to compensate for the series inductance. This decreases the phase 
angle between EMF and current and therefore brings the power factor closer to unity. 
The average power dissipated in RIoad  with power factor correction is 413.14 W 
compared with an average power of 45.12 W dissipated in R oad without any power 
factor correction, as shown in figure 3.7. This calculation is shown in appendix A.3. 
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Figure 3.7: Power dissipated in RI oad with and without power factor correction. 
3.5 Power Conversion into a Network 
3.5.1 AC-AC conversion 
Due to the reciprocating motion of point absorber WECs and the varying nature of 
sea waves, the output from the electrical generator varies in amplitude and frequency. 
Connection into an electricity network or grid requires a constant voltage and 
frequency. Hence there is a need for a power conversion stage between the electrical 
generator and the electricity network, as shown in figure 3.8. 
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Electrical 
	
Power 	 Electricity 
Generator Conversion Network 
Figure 3.8: A power conversion. stage is able to convert the variable output from the 
electrical generator to a fixed voltage and frequency, suitable for 
connection to the electricity network 
Power conversion from a variable voltage and frequency to a fixed voltage and 
frequency for grid connection can be achieved in a number of different ways. The 
most commonly used scheme is conversion through rectification and inversion. This 
is where an AC signal is rectified to DC and inverted back to AC with the required 
voltage and frequency. In a single phase system, a rectifier could simply consist of a 
single diode that blocks one half of the AC signal. However, more complex rectifier 
circuits contain a number of diodes, and additional components to operate more 
efficiently. Figure 3.9 shows a number of different single phase and three phase 
rectifier circuits. Similarly, a simple inverter could constitute a transformer and a 
single switch where the output signal is a square waveform at the switching 
frequency. More advanced inverter designs allow control strategies to be applied and 
suppress harmonics to minimise distortion. Figure 3.10 shows a number of single 
phase and three phase inverter circuits. 
+1 
(a) 	 (b) 	 (C) 
Figure 3.9: Rectifier topologies - Single phase controlled rectifier with centre-
tapped transformer (a), 3 phase diode bridge rectifier (b), and single phase active 
rectifier with smoothing (c). 
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(a) 	 (b) 	 (C) 
Figure 3.10: Inverter topologies - Single phase inverter (a), 3 phase inverter (b), 
and single phase multi-level cascaded inverter (c). 
AC to AC conversion is also possible using a cycloconverter. Whilst the more widely 
used thyristcir-based cycloconverter, shown in figure 3.11, only allows conversion to 
a fraction of the input frequency, a two stage step-up and step-down cycloconverter 
pair could be used to provide variable output frequency that is higher or lower than 
the input frequency. However, this topology would require an overly complex 
control system in order to convert the variable AC output from a linear machine, 
which can have a frequency as low as 0 Hz, to a fixed mains frequency. In general, 
step-up cycloconverters or cycloinverters are not commonly used as they do not offer 
any significant advantages over other inverter topologies. 
vac 
Figure 3.11: Basic single-phase to singlephase cycloconverter topology. 
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A matrix converter is a relatively new type of power converter that was first 
proposed in the early 1980s [42]. They can be thought of as a new class of 
cycloconverter that use high frequency switches arranged in a matrix form where 




Figure 3.12: Basic matrix cOnverter topology. 
Advantages are thought to be higher converter efficiencies due to the absence of a 
DC link capacitor, lower losses from the bidirectional switches, and lower harmonic 
content from the converter output. Thermal stresses on the semiconductor devices are 
also lower, which helps to increase the lifetime of the converter [43]. One of the 
main concerns in the further development of the matrix converter topology is the 
unavailability of a true bidirectional switch even though many designs have been 
proposed that require such a device; This concern has led to a number of hybrid 
designs that do not require any bidirectional switches [44]. Although much research 
into matrix converters has taken place and many papers have been published, the 
topology remains rarely used in practical applications. 
3.6 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 3 has described the various aspects of control in a wave energy converter 
and their requirements. With the use of electrical analogues and the concepts of 
electrical and mechanical resonance, control for a reciprocating point absorber has 
been explained. The chapter has also highlighted the problem of low power factor 
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related to certain machine topologies and the theory behind power factor correction. 
Power conversion from a variable source to a fixed electrical network has been 
introduced along with some of the options for a suitable power electronics interface. 
kill 
CHAPTER 4 
Control Methods and Strategies 
4.1 Control Methods 
To control the motion of a WEC, additional forces are needed to act upon the moving 
body. Published literature on control aspects for wave energy converters has shown 
that the application of these forces was largely expected to be implemented 
mechanically. This was due to the fact that the vast majority of WECs in 
development had mechanical power take-off systems. A number of WECs with a 
hydraulic-based power take-off use similar control mechanisms, whereby hydraulic 
valves are used to regulate the flow of fluid in the system. By adjusting the fluid 
pressure, the motion of the ram and hence the motion of the moving body can be 
controlled. Similarly, OWCs use valves to control the rate of air flowing into and out 
of the chamber, thus controlling the movement of water in the chamber. 
Alternatively, friction couplings and clutch mechanisms have been suggested as 
braking systems to slow down or even stop the movement of the body [45]. 
The selection or design of a control strategy for a WEC with direct electrical power 
take-off, however, would not necessarily be based upon mechanical control methods. 
Whilst mechanical implementation is the obvious choice given a WEC with 
mechanical power take-off, this choice becomes less obvious, though' possible, for 
direct drive WECs. As a direct drive WEC does not require any sort of hydraulic or 
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pneumatic system for its power take-off, using hydraulics or pneumatics to control 
body. motion would complicate the design of the WEC considerably. As a 
consequence, the reliability of the entire system would be compromised. Using a 
braking system, such as those mentioned above, would similarly compromise 
reliability. 
One key attribute of a direct drive power take-off system compared with hydraulic or 
pneumatic based systems is the ability of the linear machine to act as a generator and 
as a motor. Direct drive power take-off is able to extract and convert energy from sea 
waves as well as directly apply energy back into the sea. Hence, a direct drive WEC 
can act as a wave absorber and also as a wave creator. In effect, this allows the WEC 
to be accelerated or decelerated to a position that enables maximum absorption of 
energy from each wave. With many hydraulic and pneumatic based systems, 
movement of the WEC is only possible through an incident wave acting on the body. 
Therefore, valve control only acts to decelerate the motion of the WEC. Needless to 
say, any braking system used would also only act to slow down a moving body. 
Consequently,. direct drive WECs can utilise a single linear machine for both power 
take-off and also as a mechanism to control the motion of the WEC. This so-called 
electrical implementation for control would not add any complexity to the WEC and 
supports the fundamental aspects of increased reliability and low maintenance in a 
direct drive system. In addition, it is well known that linear machines are able to be 
controlled with .a high.degree of variability and precision that would not be possible 
with a mechanical system. Linear motors have been used in positioning systems for a 
number of years and offer superior performance and higher reliability compared to 
pneumatic and hydraulic actuators. Certain linear motor topologies can also offer a 
level of accuracy previously only thought possible with ball screw mechanisms [46] 
[47] [48]. High precision has been demonstrated in a number of applications ranging 
from nano-positioning mechanisms to high power inverter drives for high speed 
trains. . 
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4.2 Control Strategies 
A control strategy can be thought of as a plan or a course of action to achieve a 
specific goal or result relating to, in this case, the control of a WEC. By definition, 
the combination of measures that make up a control strategy are adaptable by nature 
rather than a fixed set of instructions, which make up a control procedure. 
4.2.1 Different strategies 
Various control strategies have been proposed and are about as numerous as wave 
energy converter types. However, unlike wave energy converters, few have been 
tested experimentally and even fewer implemented in wave energy converters; many 
strategies exist only as a theoretical possibility. No less than thirteen different control 
strategies have been discussed by Salter in [49]. These range from simple and 
relatively ineffective fixed amplitude or fixed force strategies, to a full complex-
conjugate solution that aims to extract maximum power at all wave frequencies. 
Since full complex conjugate control is an ideal solution, it requires an ideal WEC. 
Therefore it is rarely adopted as a control strategy for the entire range of wave 
frequencies. Usually, this is due to electrical • or mechanical restrictions imposed by 
the WEC. Hence, alternative strategies have been developed that allow a WEC to 
operate within its design limits whilst maintaining certain aspects of the ideal 
solution. Three of these strategies are described below. 
Reactive loading (phase control) 
Reactive loading is used to provide additional spring stiffness or inertia to the 
moving body in order to allow the WEC to operate with the characteristics of a pure 
damper [49]. By introducing a phase shift into the power take-off force, reactive 
loading allows the body velocity to be in phase with the wave excitation force. Hence, 
mechanical resonance is restored to the system. Optimal phase control allows 
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maximum energy to be transferred from the incident wave to the oscillating body. 
However, the oscillation amplitude is dependant on the damping in the system. If 
damping is low, a significant proportion of the extracted energy would remain as 
kinetic energy in the body. Indeed, the oscillation amplitude would continuously 
increase if damping was completely absent from the system, since there would be 
energy gain due to phase control but no energy loss. 
Real loading (amplitude control) 
A moving body oscillating at a particular frequency has an optimum, value for its 
damping coefficient and hence, an optimum amplitude of oscillation. If the damping 
coefficient can be controlled and maintained at its optimum value, power converted 
at the power take-off stage is at a maximum. However, since there is no reactive 
loading, extracted power from the waves is sub-optimal. 
Latching 
This is perhaps the most discussed strategy and one which has received the most 
attention [50] [51] [52]. The strategy operates by latching an oscillating body at its 
maximum or minimum excursion and releasing it at an appropriate moment where it 
is able to best interact with the incident wave. Hence, by deciding on the point of 
release, maximum power can be extracted from the wave. Since the latching strategy 
cannot extract power from each and every wave, its control algorithm must be 
selective in its approach. That is, it may choose to ignore a smaller wave in favour of 
a forthcoming larger wave with higher energy content [53]. One notable benefit of 
the latching strategy is that a relatively simple control mechanism can be used, since 
there are only two control states; the latched state and the unlatched state. This 
strategy can be implemented in WECs that have a natural frequency that is higher 
than the predominant wave frequency, 
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4.2.2 Sea state 
The location of the WEC also influences strategy development, in particular, the type 
of waves to which a WEC is exposed to. Although waves can result from geological 
effects, they are usually generated by winds blowing over large stretches of open 
water. These waves are known as wind waves, with their formation influenced by 
three factors: 
The length of ocean that the wind blows over, otherwise known as the fetch, 
. The duration that the wind has blown over the given stretch of open water, 
. The wind speed over the given stretch of open water. 
Hence, these factors combine to determine the characteristics of the waves, which are 
naturally affected by location, climate, and seasonal variations. Wind waves are 
typically classified into three main types, which have different characteristics. These 
are described below. 
• Capillary waves: also known simply as ripples, these are surface waves with 
very short wavelengths, typically less than 2 centimetres for water waves. 
The motion of capillary waves is governed by surface tension forces and does 
not persist when the wind stops. 
• Wind seas: formed when ripples increase in size due to the continual blowing 
of the wind. These are short-period waves that are located in or close to the 
area of wave generation. Wind seas tend to be irregular and chaotic in nature 
due to the continual force of the wind. A typical wave pattern for wind seas is 
shown in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Typical wave pattern for wind seas. 
• Swells: these are long-period waves that can travel long distances and can be 
found far away from the area that generated them. Swells take on a more 
sinusoidal wave pattern and therefore appear more regular in nature and have 
smoother, well-defined crests and troughs, as shown in figure 4.2. They are 
also able to retain energy more easily than short-period waves. 
Figure 41: Swell waves showing sinusoidal-like wave characteristics. 
Figure 4.3: Shorter period waves superimposed onto regular swell waves. 
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Extracting energy from wind seas requires a strategy that analyses and reacts to each 
wave individually, due to its irregular. nature. It would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to determine the frequency of an incident wave and attempt to control the WEC on 
this basis, especially since wind seas rarely reach steady-state conditions. Extracting 
energy from swell waves that arrive at the WEC from more than one direction may 
also pose a significant challenge in strategy development. If the wave height and 
period of each group of swell waves differ considerably from the other, and therefore 
creates sufficient distortion as shown in figure 4.3, it may be necessary to adopt a 
strategy that is not dissimilar to that of wind seas. In both cases, a time domain 
approach is appropriate, which not only analyses the effect of the incident wave but 
also considers the persisting effect of past waves. Knowledge of future waves is also 
required by time domain analysis [54]. 
However, if only one group of swell waves is present, and therefore have fairly 
uniform wave heights and periods, the extra energy extracted by controlling the 
WEC on a wave by wave basis may be minimal. In this case it may be sufficient to 
analyse waves in the frequency domain and tune the WEC so that its natural 
frequency matches the predominant wave frequency. A frequency domain approach 
is best suited to waves in steady-state conditions and where variations in wave 
characteristics occur over a period of hours and minutes rather than seconds. 
Capillary waves are not considered in strategy development and are generally 
ignored in wave energy conversion as. they contain an insignificant amount of energy 
for extraction due to their short wave heights and periods. 
4.2.3 Control methods and strategies used in current WECs 
The following briefly describes the control method and strategy used in two full-
scale WECs that have undergone testing in real seas. 
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Pelamis uses active joint control to vary the restraining force of each of the hinged 
joints connecting the cylindrical body sections. This is achieved through 
electronically controlled valves which regulate the fluid flow between the hydraulic 
ram, which is directly connected to the joint, and the high-pressure accumulator and 
reservoir. This enables control over power conversion and helps to limit loading and 
excessive device movement in survival conditions. Active joint control also allows a 
degree of resonant response to be introduced to the WEC to improve power capture. 
The control system uses real-time measurements of the WEC response which enables 
control throughout each wave cycle [55] [56]. Figure 4.4 shows the power take-off 
system inside one of the power modules. 
- 	 Hydraulic ram 
- - High-pressure accumalator 
Reservoir 
- Hinged joint 
Figure 4.4: Cut-away view 0/ a power module from a Pelamis WEC. 
Archimedes Wave Swing uses an air pressure system that allows the frequency 
characteristics of the WEC to be altered. The transfer of air and water between a 
central tank and an auxiliary tank allows the volume of air in the chamber between 
the floater and the fixed base to be controlled. Additional damping is provided by a 
nitrogen filled cylinder that operates in conjunction with the linear generator. The 
pressure in the air chamber is adjusted to provide stiffness control which is 
dependant on the dominant wave frequency. Water dampers are used to restrict 
motion in survivability conditions [57] [58]. Figure 4.5 shows an artist's impression 
of the AWS device and the actual prototype prior to the submergence. 
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1 
Figure 4.5: Artist's impression of a group of submerged '1 IVS de'iices (left), and the 
actual A WSprotoiype in 2004 prior to submergence (right). 
Other WECs that have undergone sea trials such as the AquaBuOY, PowerBuoy, and 
Wave Dragon have also adopted a strategy that controls for the predominant wave 
frequency. Although a strategy should be determined primarily by the sea state, slow 
acting control can be implemented for control verification and testing purposes until 
a more advanced control strategy is developed. 
4.2.4 Proposing a strategy for a direct drive WEC 
As previously mentioned, linear machines are able to be controlled with a high 
degree of variability and precision. Therefore, a control strategy for a direct drive 
WEC need not adhere to one particular strategy, but could alternate between 
strategies depending on the present sea state. A sophisticated control system may 
even choose to utilise a combination of two or more strategies. Naturally, extensive 
testing both through simulation and experimental work is necessary to decide upon 
an optimal strategy. 
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4.3 Control Procedures 
A control procedure determines the order that decisions or calculations are to be 
made in order to achieve the correct control outcome. A control procedure can be 
thought of as a set of step-by-step instructions that allows the control system to carry 
out the chosen strategy. Inevitably, more sophisticated strategies require more 
complicated procedures. An example of a control procedure for the Wave Dragon 
WEC is given in [59]. A list of steps is given for the process of operating a valve to 
control the buoyancy level of the floating platform. Control procedures can also be 
described through schematic representation, an example of which is given by 
Eidsmoen in [60]. This procedure implements the latching strategy through control 
of an operable valve for a hydraulic power take-off system for a simulated WEC. 
To allow the control system to make certain decisions or calculations, it needs to be 
given information about the WEC which it is to control and also about the 
environment in which the WEC is located. The following describes some of the main 
elements required by the control system. 
4.3.1 Equation of motion and hydrodynamic coefficients 
This describes the behaviour of a system relative to a given frame of reference. In the 
case of a point absorber, it refers to the linear motion of a body under force, which is 
described as a. function of time. The basic form of the equation is given by Newton's 
second law, which states that the acceleration of a body is proportional to the mass of 
the body and the resultant force acting on the body. 
F = ma 
	 (4.1) 
The motion. of a point absorber is also determined by a spring stiffness or restoring 
force due to buoyancy and by a damping force due to friction, energy extraction, and 
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the radiation Of waves by the oscillating body. Hence, we obtain the equation for a 
forced damped oscillator. 
ml + bx + kx = f(t) 
	
(4.2) 
To obtain the equation of motion for a point absorber, the following variables need to 
be known: 
. The mass of the body: this is the mass of the moving part of the WEC. For a 
direct drive WEC, this would primarily be made up of the floating buoy and 
the translator coupled to the buoy. The stationary part of the WEC, such as 
the structural support which may in some cases be fixed to the seabed, or the 
stator of the linear generator, is not included in the mass of the body. 
The acceleration, velocity and displacement of the body: these are required to 
calculate the respective inertial, damping, and spring stiffness forces acting 
on the body. 
• Added mass: this is the mass of the fluid surrounding the .body that is 
accelerated due to the motion of the body, thereby increasing the overall mass 
of the system. Added mass is determined by hydrodynamic theory and is 
dependant on the geometry of the moving body, the frequency of oscillation, 
and the density of the fluid. For bodies of much greater density compared 
with the density of the fluid, the added mass is negligible and can often be 
ignored. Conversely, overlooking added mass in situations where the fluid 
has a comparable or. greater density than the body can lead to significant 
errors. Values for added mass for a number of common body shapes have 
been determined by Havelock [61] and Lamb [62]. 
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• Damping due to radiation: a body oscillating at the surface of a fluid causes 
waves to be produced. Radiation damping is related to the changing body 
displacement volume, friction, and surface tension. Similarly to added mass, 
it is determined by hydrodynamic theory and is dependant on the geometry of 
the moving body, the frequency of oscillation, and the density of the fluid. 
• Wave excitation: The force acting on a body due to an incident wave is 
determined from the pressure of the fluid surrounding the body. It is also 
determined by an excitation force coefficient, determined by hydrodynamic 
theory.. For low frequencies, the excitation force becomes independent of this 
coefficient and the magnitude of the excitation force is similar to what would 
be expected by applying Archimedes' law. At high frequencies the coefficient 
tends to zero and hence the excitation force vanishes. 
• Spring stiffness coefficient: this is defined as the change in buoyancy force 
with vertical displacement of the body. For body shapes with an area that is 
independent of the submerged depth of the body, the spring stiffness 
coefficient is constant. Body geometries without a uniform water plane area 
would complicate the calculation of this coefficient. 
4.3.2 Measurement of wave characteristics 
In order for the control system to operate at its full potential, accurate information 
about the waves, from which a WEC. is to extract energy, must be obtained. 
Depending on the chosen control strategy, a number of different wave characteristics 
need to be known. Strategies based on time domain analysis require knowledge of 
instantaneous wave elevation from which many other measurements can be derived 
such as the wave excitation force. Frequency domain analysis tends to make use of 
averaged values such as mean wave - height and mean wave period. These are not 
measured directly but uses processed real-time data that has been collected over a 
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number of wave cycles. Therefore frequency domain analysis still requires 
instantaneous wave measurements. 
Currently there are a number of different methods and devices that measure wave 
characteristics. Perhaps the most common and well-known of these devices is the 
wave buoy. Wave buoys measure the vertical acceleration from each passing wave 
using an accelerometer and process the measured data to obtain sea surface 
elevations. The processed data can then be used to determine other wave properties, 
such as wave period and wavelength. Presently, communications for transferring data 
is achieved using a wireless high-frequency link. Some types of wave buoy also 
measure directional components, which require an electronic compass and two 
additional accelerometers. Directional measurements are particularly important in the 
case where a control system relies on information from a single wave buoy. 
Assuming that the wave buoy is positioned a certain distance in front of the WEC, it 
needs to measure the incident wave characteristics and calculate the time it will take 
for the incident wave to reach the WEC. If a wave train is perpendicular to an 
imaginary line linking the buoy and the WEC, as shown in figure 4.6(a), then the 
time taken for an incident wave to reach the WEC is simply the distance between the 
buoy and the WEC divided by the speed of the wave train. In this case, directional 
information is not required. However, if a wave train approaches the buoy at an angle, 
which is more than likely, calculating the time for an incident wave to travel from the 
buoy to the WEC would be inaccurate without directional information. This scenario 
is shown in figure 4.6(b). 
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c:) 	= Wave buoy 
= Wave energy , converter 
Figure 4.6: Plan view of a perpendicular wave train (a) and a diagonal wave train 
(b) relative to the positions of the wave buoy and the WEC. 
Sonar-based devices such as Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) can be used 
to measure ocean currents as well as sea surface elevation [63]. This is possible due 
to advances in signal processing whereas previously separate instruments would have 
been required. An upward facing ADCP located on or near the sea bed transmits 
constant frequency sound pulses which are reflected off the sea surface, as shown in 
figure 4.7. Depending on the movement of water at the sea surface, reflected sound 
waves can have a lower or higher frequency compared to the transmitted signal due 
to the Doppler Effect. The difference in frequency, known as the Doppler shift, is 
used for velocity measurements. Surface elevation and directional information can 
then be obtained from an ADCP through various signal processing techniques. Echo 
ranging can also be used to determine the distance from the ADCP to the sea surface 
[64] [65]. - 
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Sea surface 
Acoustic Doppler Current ProfilerT4 '  
Sea bed 
Figure 4.7: Up facing Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler positioned on the sea bed. 
Radar systems have been used where greater spatial coverage is required. Although a 
typical system can cover an area with a radius in the kilometre range, it is the shorter 
range systems measuring local wave conditions that are of more interest for WEC 
control purposes. Shorter range systems also tend to have higher resolution and can 
detect a larger range of wave heights. One such system is X-band radar, where a 
system covering an area of 20 square metres has a resolution of 40 cm [66]. However, 
at present, radar systems cannot provide information about individual waves and are 
best suited to providing averaged parameters such as significant wave height. 
Attempts have been made to identify individual waves from a radar image and 
subsequently obtain data on surface elevation and directionality, although this is very 
much in the development stage. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between WaMoS II 
X-band radar elevation data and pressure gauge elevation data which is used as a 
reference. Whilst the wave periods are- in good agreement, there are significant 
differences for the measured wave height. 
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WaM0S fi 	: 09-06-2005 06:03:11 UTC 
oressure oaae: 09-06-2005 06:05:50 UTC 
- WaMoS II - Pressure gage 	______________ 	 -.• 
0 	 20 	 40 	 60 	 80. 
Time [s] 
Figure 4.8: Time series of the sea surface elevation (ij) (source: OceanwaveS GmbH 
2006). 
Satellite systems can also provide averaged parameters but on a global scale and with 
a larger time span. Altimeter sensor measurements for systems such as the European 
Space Agency's ERS satellites and NASA's Jason satellites have been estimated to 
measure sea surface elevations to within 5 cm [67] [68]. 
It is apparent that each of the above methods have particular strengths and 
weaknesses, suited to different applications. Efforts have been made to develop novel 
methods of wave measurement that aim to provide a WEC control system with the 
required accurate wave data. One such development is the use of a sensor ribbon that 
is able to detect bend and twist movements. Data from the ribbon is streamed to a 
computer where a real-time three-dimensional image is created along with a data set 
of its shape. Although originally intended for use in applications such as biomedical, 
virtual reality, and robotic control, it has been suggested that the sensor ribbon could 
provide an accurate measurement of wave characteristics [69]. Figure 4.9 shows the 
setup for the sensor ribbon. The ribbon consists of an array of fibre optic sensors 
laminated on a thin, deformable steel substrate and enclosed in a flexible waterproof 
jacket. On one side of the fibre, there are so-called "loss zones" along the entire 
length of the ribbon that are designed to allow light to escape. The amount of light 
loss and, hence, the intensity of light transmitted is dependant on the degree and 
direction of bend in the ribbon, which vanes linearly with curvature [70]. 
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to computer 
- 	 electronic circuitry 
Figure 4.9: Fibre optic sensor ribbon setup. 
Initial tests show that the physical response of the nbbon has excellent agreement 
with the target wave pattern in terms of spectral parameters. Period statistics were 
generally found to be within one percent of the target values. Errors for surface 
elevation were found to be highest at wave crests and troughs with values differing 
by up to 12%. Figure 4.10 shows the physical response of the ribbon compared with 
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Figure 4.10: Physical response of the ribbon compared with target surface. 
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Algorithms that apply a correction factor above a certain dynamic threshold have 
been developed that reduce errors by up to 50%. Additional corrective measures are 
being developed to account for overshoot in an attempt to reduce errors even further. 
Figure 4.11 shows a comparison of measured wave elevation by the sensor ribbon 
and a wire resistance wave gauge [69]. It is apparent that the accuracy of the spectral 
parameters for the ribbon's physical response is carried through to sensor 
measurements. Similarly, errors are also seen at wave crests and troughs, particularly 
for low amplitude ramp-up waves, which is likely to affect the WEC control system 
and its ability to extract maximum power. It is, however, still unclear as to the degree 
of accuracy of wave characteristic data required by individual wave devices. Given 
that corrective algorithms continue to be developed and improved, it has been 
suggested that detailed two-dimensional or possibly three-dimensional surface 








Figure 4.11: Comparison of measured wave elevation from a wave gauge and 
sensor ribbon. 
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4.4 Case Study - Comparison of Two Control Strategies 
This section introduces two different control strategies to maximise the power 
extracted from the waves. The theory behind each strategy is given, followed by a 
description of the control procedure and implementation in a Simulink model. 
Simulation results are shown for both control strategies for evaluation. Results for an 
uncontrolled floating body are also given as a comparison. Simulation parameters are 
given in table 4.1. 
Parameter 	 Value 
Radius of body 2 m 
Height of body 7.52 m 
Mass of body 48383 kg 
Added mass 16574 kg 
Hydrostatic spring stiffness 126230 N/rn 
Hvdródvnamic darnDing 2744 Ns/m 
Table 4.1: Case study simulation parameters 
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4.4.1 Discrete control 
For floating bodies in heave, the concept of latching can be used to achieve phase 
control if the body has a higher natural frequency compared with the wave frequency. 
Phase control enables the velocity of the floating body to be in phase with the wave 
excitation force, hence maximising the power extracted from the waves, since power 
is a product of force and velocity. Latching acts as a brake to temporarily hold the 
body's motion and then releases the body from its fixed position at a suitable time so 





Figure 4.12: Latching concept - graphs of time-varying wave excitation force Fe(t), 
body displacement x(t), and body velocity x(t). 
Figure 4.12 'shows the waveforms for a floating body that is initially latched. The 
body's displacement x(t) is held constant and its velocity x(t) is zero. It can be seen 
that the body is released at a specific time when the wave excitation force Fe(t) and 
body velocity are able to be in phase with each other. The body is latched again once 
it has reached its maximum excursion from its resting position. Therefore, for the 
strategy adopted in figure 4.12, the body is latched for both positive and negative 
extremes of excursion. An alternative to this strategy would be to latch only at one 
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extreme, either positive or negative, however this has been shown to be less effective 
for phase control and wave power extraction [71]. 
A floating body can be modelled as a mass spring damper system with the following 
equation of motion: 
M+B±+Kx = Fe (t) 
	
(4.3) 
M is the body mass, and B and Kw are the damping and spring stiffness coefficients 
respectively. When latching occurs, the velocity of the floating body must fall to zero, 
hence we can set B± to zero. In addition, during the latched period the acceleration 
of the body is also zero, hence we can set Mi to zero. However, to latch the body in 
a fixed position, we require an additional spring stiffness force KjX to be provided 
externally according to (4.4) since Fe(t) and Kx cannot be controlled. 
Bx+Mi=F(t)—Kx—K1x=O 	
(4.4) 
:.K,x=Fe (t)—K w x 
Therefore, the overall spring stiffness force directly opposes the wave excitation 
force during latching. To release the body from its latched position, the external force 
K1x is removed to allow the body.to move freely. 
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4.4.1.1 Latching procedures 
Two latching procedures are outlined below, the more suitable of which is 
implemented using Simulink. The simulation results are then compared with an 
uncontrolled system that oscillates freely in water. 
Latching procedure 1 
When the velocity of the body =0, latch the body, reset counter.. 
Note the time (ti) that Fe(t) = 0, start counter. 
Calculate the period of. Fe(t) using the frequency, and divide by 4 to 
determine the time (12) when maximum force occurs and when its velocity is 
zero (maximum or minimum amplitude). 
Work out the natural period of the body using the natural frequency as 
calculated by a = FLM;W- 
Divide the natural period by 4 to determine the time (13) that its velocity is 
zero (maximum or minimum amplitude). 
Subtract from 12 to determine the length of time (t4) after F. = 0 that the 
body should be unlatched. 






Figure 4.13: Waveforms for latching procedure 1 - graphs of time-varying wave 
excitation force F(t), body displacement x(t), and body velocity ±(t). 
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Latching procedure 2 
When the velocity of the body =0, latch the body. 
. Calculate the period of Fe(t) using the frequency, and divide by 4 to 
determine the time (t2) when its velocity is zero (maximum or minimum 
amplitude). 
Work out the natural period of the body using the natural frequency as 
calculated by a. = 
 F~~w 
Divide. the natural period by 4 to determine the time (t3) that its velocity is 
zero (maximum or minimum amplitude). 
Subtract from t2 to determine the length of time (t4) after Fe(t) = 0 that the 
body should be unlatched. 
Delay the Fe(t) waveform by time t4 and call waveform Fed(t). 
When Fe-d(t) = 0, unlatch the body. 
Fe(t) 
F(t) 




Figure 4.14: Waveforms for latéhing procedure 2 - graphs of time-varying wave 
excitation force Fe(t), delayed wave excitation force Fe..d(t),  body 
displacement x(t), and body velocity i(t). 
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4.4.1.2 Implementation in Simulink 
Since both latching procedures essentially perform the same function and give the 
same overall effect, the chosen procedure would be due to ease of implementation in 
Simulink. The second latching strategy was chosen as it is easier and more efficient 
to apply a delay on a signal as opposed to counting up to a certain value as is 
required in the first latching strategy. 
The procedure is fairly straightforward to implement, using predominantly simple 
mathematical blocks. Detection of zero velocity is achieved using a hit crossing 
block, which gives a unit impulse signal when a threshold crossing is detected. In 
this case, the threshold is set to zero to implement zero-crossing detection. As these 
unit impulse signals are used as the latching and release signals, they need to be held 
for thd duration of the latch/unlatch periods. This is done by passing the impulse 
signal through an S-R flip-flop, which holds the output value until the next unit 
impulse signal is applied to other input. The latching control system implemented in 
Simulink is shown in figure 4.15. 
Figure 4.15: Latching control implemented in Simulink 
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4.4.1.3 Simulation results 
Below are some of the simulation results for a floating body with latching control. 
The wave excitation force in figure 4.16(a) is the force acting on a semi-submerged 
heaving buoy due to a 1 metre amplitude wave train with a frequency of 1 rad/s. In 
figure 4.16(b), the period Where the buoy is latched corresponds to the period where 
the velocity of the buoy is 0 rn/s. By comparing figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b), it can be 
seen that the buoy velocity is in phase with the wave excitation force. Figure 4.16(d) 
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Latching control simulation results - wave excitation force (a), buoy 
velocity (b), buoy displacement (c), and extracted instantaneous (blue) 
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4.4.2 Continuous control 
In chapter 3, the requirements for maximum power extraction for a mass-spring-
damper system are given. By controlling the load spring stiffness coefficient K1 
according to (4.5), the velocity of .a heaving buoy can be controlled to be in phase 
with the wave excitation force. 
K 1 = w2M - K 	 (4.5) 
4.4.2.1 Implementation in Simulink 
Implementing a continuous control strategy is also fairly, straightforward and can be 
achieved using predominantly simple mathematical blocks. Measured wave 
excitation frequency, buoy spring stiffness coefficient, and the overall mass are used 
as inputs to the control model. These parameters are used to calculate the required 
load spring stiffness coefficient, which is multiplied by the buoy displacement to 
obtain the required spring stiffness force. Any change in any of the input parameters 
would result in a change in the load spring stiffness force. An implementation of a 
simple continuous control strategy is shown in figure 4.17. 
wer 
Figure 4.17: Continuous control' implemented in Simulink 
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4.4.2.2 Simulation results 
Figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(b) shows that the wave excitation force and buoy heaving 
are continuously in phase throughout each wave cycle. Comparing figures 4.16(d) 
and 4.18(d) shows that the power absorbed by the heaving buoy is slightly higher for 
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Figure 4.18: Continuous control simulation results - wave excitation force (a), 
buoy velocity (b), buoy displacement (c), and extracted instantaneous 
(blue) and average (pink) power (ci). 
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4.4.3 Uncontrolled system 
In an uncontrolled system, the body oscillates at its natural frequency, which is 
higher than the wave excitation frequency. Therefore, the velocity of the heaving 
buoy is not in phase with the wave excitation force, as shown in figures 4.19(a) and 
4.19(b). Figure. 4.19(c) shows that the amplitude of oscillation is much lower 
compared to both latching and continuous control strategies. Figure 4.19(d) shows 
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Figure 4.19 Uncontrolled simulation results - wave excitation force (a), buoy.  
- 	- velocity (b), buoy displacement (c), and extracted power (d). 
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4.5 Chapter.  Summary 
Chapter 4 has reviewed the methods for controlling the motion of a WEC and has 
assessed the possibility of direct electrical control. A summary of the main control 
strategies has been given along with a description of the strategies used in existing 
WECs. A description of the different sea states, which influences strategy 
development has been explained. This has been followed by a discussion of the main 
parameters required by a control system in order to develop a control procedure. 
Different possibilities for accurate wave measurement are assessed. The chapter 
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5.1 Reaction Force Control 
In order to control the oscillation of a heaving point absorber, the force generated by 
a directly coupled linear electrical, generator, the so-called generator reaction force, 
can be utilised. For optimal control, the phase and amplitude of oscillation should be 
controlled as two separate entities. Hence, the generator force is represented as the 
sum of two components: a damping force proportional to velocity and a spring 
stiffness force proportional to displacement, as given in (5.1). 
fg  =bg X+'kg X 	 (5.1) 
In permanent magnet linear machines, the generator force is a function of the 
geometry and properties of the permanent magnets, the machine design and the peak 
current. However, only the latter can be used to control this force. Therefore, in order 
to resolve the generator force vector (f) into two orthogonal components, the current 
vector is decomposed into the x - directed component and the x directed 
component, as displacement and velocity are orthogonal. 
3 
fg =-KFICos(o)t+cOg ) 	 (5.2) 
2. 
Linear Generator Control 
The expression for generator force given in (5.2) where KF is the generator peak 
force constant, I is the peak current, and Vg is the phase angle of the generator force 
vector. Equation (5.2) is derived in section 5.2.2 can be expanded to give:• 
f 
= 3KF (i 	o. t cos 	- I sin w t sin q') 	 (5.3) g 	2 
where the two current terms in the brackets can be represented as current phasors i 
and ia,. Electrically, these are the orthogonal components of the armature current 
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Figure 5.1: Black waveform showing the phase current envelope, i + i. Phase 
current shown in grey. 
A simplified equation for the generator force is shown in (5.4) where KG = 3K F  
x —I sin q g sin at and i = I cos g cos wt. 
	
fg =K0 (i+i) 
	
(5.4) 
By comparing (5.1) and (5.4), expressions can be given for the generator forces in 
terms of the damping and spring stiffness forces; these are given in (5.5a) and (5.5b). 
They can be rearranged to provide the current vector requirements in terms of the 
generator spring stiffness and damping constants (Kg and Bg) shown by the equations 
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in (5.6) which can also be expressed in terms of the device parameters as described 
in chapter 3. 
fg .=Kg X= x KG 	 (5.5a) 
fgr = Bg± = iX KG 	 (5.5b) 
(K 
) 
i=H--Ix 	 (5.6a) 
KG 
(B\ 
ix =1 _.!. 1± 	 (5.6b) 
KG) 
Subsequently, the desired 3-phase currents are derived from the current vectors and 
used for current regulation. 
By controlling the current vectors i and i it is therefore possible to control the 
phase and amplitude of the device for maximum energy conversion. The current 
vector i controls the generator spring stiffness force providing phase control; the 
current vector ç controls the damping force providing amplitude control and 
conversion of real power. 
5.2 Wave Energy Converter Model with Direct Power Take-Off 
A direct drive WEC was modelled using Matlab/Simulink, a simulation and model-
based design environment for dynamic systems. A description of the model is given 
in 5.2.1, followed by an in-depth description of the generator reaction force model in 
5.2.2. 
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5.2.1 General model description 
Figure 5.2 shows a Simulink model of a direct drive WEC. The model primarily 
comprises a wave energy capture device modelled as a mass-spring-damper system 
and a power take-off system that includes the linear generator, the power converter 
and the control system. 
gR33m33  
Figure 5.2: Simulink model of a direct drive WEC with implementation of phase 
and amplitude control. 
The linear generator is modelled on the vernier hybrid machine (VFIM) which is 
based on the Variable Reluctance Permanent Magnet (VRPM) machine topology [72] 
[73]. VRPM machines are well known to have high shear stresses and are 
particularly suited to low speed, high torque applications. Shear stresses of up to 200 
kN/m2 can be found in machines such as the Transverse Flux Permanent Magnet 
machine, but they suffer from low power factor and construction complexity [33]. 
The VHM goes some way to resolving the latter by adopting a more conventional 
machine structure. 
Linear Generator Control 
The electrical output of the linear generator has variable amplitude and frequency 
due to the reciprocating motion of the point absorber. The model uses two back-to-
back inverters for the power conversion stage to allow inversion into the mains and 
armature current control by way of active rectification. 
The control system is divided into two main subsystems within the power take-off 
block, which is shown in figure 5.3. The spring stiffness and damping coefficient 
requirements are used to calculate the x - directed and x - directed current 
components, which are then fed into the first subsystem (3-phase i) to derive the 
required 3-phase armature currents. The required 3-phase currents are then compared 
with the actual 3-phase currents by a second subsystem (I control); the error is used 
to generate driving signals for the power converter switches on the active rectifier 
side. A similar controller exists to regulate the DC link voltage via the inverter, 
which has a direct influence on the rate of change of the armature currents. A well 
maintained DC link voltage would not only allow the armature current to be 
controlled effectively, but would in turn allow the motion of the point absorber to be 
more in tune with the incident wave. 
Figure 5.3: Simulink model of the power take-off (PTO) block. 
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Hydrodynamic parameters are required in both the wave energy capture device 
model and the power take-off model where numerical values are calculated based on 
a method described by Eidsmoen, using linear hydrodynamic theory [74]. These 
numerical values are subsequently stored in look-up tables as excitation force, added 
mass and damping coefficients, whiéh are then used to derive the excitation force 
due to the incident wave and the radiation impedance, which make up the added 
mass and damping forces. 
5.2.2 Linear generator and reaction force model 
As with a conventional electrical machine, the useful force in a linear machine is 
produced by the interaction of current carrying conductors with a magnetic field 
known as the Lorentz force. If the magnetic field (B) and the current (1). in a 
conductor of length 1 are perpendicular, the Lorentz force is given by (5.7) where q is 
the charge travelling along a conductor at a velocity v. 
F = qvB =• IlB 
	
(5.7) 
Calculation of the Lorentz forces in an electrical machine can be achieved using 
finite element modelling with a reasonable level of confidence. The calculated force 
values for various positions of the translator in the machine can be stored in a look-
up table and then used for simulation. However, a new finite element model has to be 
regenerated for any change in geometry and so is not very versatile for use in the 
design office. Hence, in this study a simpler analytical model is derived and 
presented, with finite element and e,perimenta1 results to support the model. 
A cross-section of one phase of a linear VHIM is shown in figure 5.4(a). A linear 
toothed translator moves back and forth between two C-cores with coils wound on 
each pole. Magnets are mounted on each pole face so that the flux flow is as shown 
in figure 5.4(a) when the translator teeth are fully aligned with the magnets. The flux 
decays to zero and then reverses polarity as the translator moves to the fully 
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unaligned position. Hence, the coils experience a rapid change in flux where the 
electrical frequency of the pulsations is greater than the frequency of translator 
oscillation, thus producing a so-called magnetic gearing effect. For a 3-phase 
machine the adjacent phases are separated by two thirds of a translator pitch so that 
the flux pulsations are 1200  out of phase. The machine can be constructed via a 
modular approach with each phase magnetically isolated from the other phases, 
which allows a high degree of flexibility in the choice of power ratings and design 
parameters. Details of the design and modelling of the linear machine can be found 
in references [75] and [76]. 
 





Figure 5.4: (a) One phase module of the linear VHM, (b) Method of force 
production. 
F2 	 F1 
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Figure 5.4(b) shows the machine magnified around one pole face to illustrate the 
method of force production. A set of equivalent currents is used to represent the 
permanent magnets mounted on the pole face with the magnetic field produced by 
the coils wound around each limb of the C-core. A higher flux density (B 1 ) is 
observed in the air gap under a tooth compared to the flux density in the slot region 
(B2). As shown in the diagram maximum force is produced when the centre of the 
tooth is aligned with the interface between two adjacent magnets. If the magnetic 
field is in the direction shown, a large force is produced under a tooth (F1 ) and a 
smaller force acting in the opposite direction is produced in the slot region (F2). The 
peak force on one translator tooth is given by: 
FthOth =(B —B 2 )JPM l 
	
(5.8) 
where B 1 and B2 are both due to the armature excitation, / is the core length of the 
machine and 'PM,  given in (5.9), is the 'equivalent current at the interface of two 
adjacent magnets of thickness t. 




Brem is the remanent flux density of the rare-earth magnets, P o is the permeability of 
free space and Pr  is the permanent magnet recoil permeability. A conformal 
transformation technique has been applied by Spooner and Haydock [72] to calculate 
B1 and B2 and is given in (5.10). 
B 2 	g. 
B Vg +a2  
(5.10) 
where a is half the slot width, and g is the distance between the translator and the 
pole face and is equal to the sum of the actual air gap length and the thickness of the 
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magnet. Hence, the peak force for one phase with p pole faces and Z teeth per face 
can now be re-written as: 
Fphase  = PZBI[l 	g a2 ]1PM l 	 (5.11) 
The maximum flux density (B 1 ) is given in (5.12). It is calculated from the magnetic 
reluctance network of one phase with the assumption that the magnetic air gap is 
constant. 
1110•. B 1 =Nla (t) 
g 
(5.12) 
where N is the number of turns per coil and ia(t) is the coil armature current which 
can be controlled. A similar expression has been derived by Iwabuchi et al [31] with 
the only difference being that their expression for peak force contains a constant, fl, 
which is equal to the bracketed term in (5.11). 
As the translator moves position, the flux density waveform produced by the 
armature currents moves with the translator, so that the force acting on the translator 
teeth changes also. The geometry of the air gap was chosen for an example machine 
such that the harmonics in the flux density waveform can be ignored. The method for 
calculating the harmonics is given by Freeman where the flux density waveform can 
be obtained for any.slot width to air gap length ratio [77]. Hence, an air gap length 
can be chosen to minimise harmonics and allow the flux density waveform in the air 
gap to be assumed sinusoidal; so, it can be inferred that the force distribution with 
position is also sinusoidal. For a translator oscillation frequency, cv, which would be 
equal to the buoy frequency in a direct drive system, the force for a single phase 
machine is given by (5.13). 
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} fph =KF sln2 - 	t a (t) 	 (5.13) 
where the peak force constant is given by: 
	
K F  = PZ[l 	
g 
- g2 




In most applications there will be three phases each producing its own force similar 
to (5.13), but each force will be out of phase with the other by 120 electrical degrees. 
The form of the phase current depends upon the nature of the induced EMF, which is 
given by (5.15) - (5.17) for all three phases [78]. 




oJCO5(t+g) 	 ' 	(5.16) e =Ecos B 	l —x----+O 
e 




o JCO5(t+ g ) 	 (5.17) = Ecos j —  
In order to convert maximum electrical power from the linear VHM the induced 
EMF and the current must be in phase with one another in order to compensate for 
the high reactance typical of these. machines..Hence, the phase currents will be of a 
similar form to the induced voltages and are given in (5.18) to (5.20). 
A, ICOS 
12,r X±8




 2,r  
—+9 
2 ' 	





= 9 ojcos(wt ±g) 	 (5.20) 
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Substituting' each of the 3-phase currents into (5.13) will produce the forces 
generated by each phase. The total reaction force generated by the machine is equal 
to the sum, which is expressed in (5.21) and assumes that Oo = 7t/2. The derivation of 
the total generator force is given in appendix B. 1. 
fg = - KFJcos(wt + 'g) 	 (5.21) 
For a point absorber in monochromatic waves the excitation force is assumed to be in 
phase with the wave elevation. Hence, the generator force is of a similar distribution 
to the excitation force enabling it to be used to control the point absorber. Equation 
(5.21) only includes the electromagnetic force due to Lorentz. However, even with 
no current flowing, a force exists due to the tendency of the teeth on the translator to 
align with the magnets and therefore maximise the permeance of the magnetic circuit. 
This is commonly known as the cogging force. In this machine it was found that 
provided the machine is balanced, the cogging forces produced by each phase were 
distributed such that their sum was always equal to zero [75]. 
In order to verify this force model, it was compared with an existing finite element 
model of the machine. The finite element model itself was verified using 
experimental results from the linear VHM in reference [75], in which full details of 
the finite element model can be found. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison between the 
two sets of force data, which varies with translator position. Peak forces can be 
observed at -7 mm and 19 mm, which correspond to the positions where a 
translator tooth is aligned with the interface between two adjacent magnets. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between finite element force data (solid line) and the force 
model data (dotted line). 
5.2.3 Power converter 
The power converter consists of two back-to-back three-phase inverters connected 
via a DC link as shown in figure 5.6. On the generator side, active rectification 
performs the dual function of armatthe current control as well as rectifying to DC. 
The DC link voltage determines the rate of change of the three-phase currents 




Linear machines with a high inherent inductance require a higher DC link voltage 
compared to. low inductance machines if they are to achieve the same rate of change 
in current. Theoretically, the resistance of the windings also affects the required DC 
link voltage, but it is the inductance that dominates. Depending on the topology, the 
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inherent inductance of linear machines can range from millihenrys (mH) to henrys 
(H). Hence, the DC link voltage requirement for a linear machine with high inherent 
inductance can be orders of magnitude higher. The DC link voltage is regulated by 
the inverter connected to the mains supply since, unlike the generator output, it is a 
















Figure 5.6: Power converter using two back-to-back inverters. 
The SimPowerSystems extension to Simulink provides a functional power converter 
block with user selectable topologies and power electronic devices. Each block can 
consist of up to 6 power switches connected in a bridge configuration. Hence, two 
blocks are required to implement the power converter shown in figure 5.6. Driving 
signals for the switches are provided by the control interface and controlled using 
pulse-width modulation (PWM). 
5.2.4 Control interlace 
Depending on the sea state and therefore the chosen control strategy, the required 
damping and spring stiflEhess coefficients for a given set of input parameters will vary. 
However, once these coefficients have been established, the process of generating the 
PWM signals for active rectification is the same regardless of the chosen control 
strategy. 
The low-frequency current envelope, i + i , determines the amplitude of the 
required three-phase armature currents. The high-frequency current profile is 
determined by the translator displacement. A simple intersective PWM control 
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scheme was adopted, which uses. the error between the desired currents and the 
actual currents to generate the switching pulses, as shown in figure 5.7. The error is 
multiplied by a variable gain and compared with a triangular waveform, which 
generates a square waveform with variable width. More sophisticated PWM schemes 




Figure 5.7: PWM control scheme for active rectification. 
- 	Figure 5.8 shows a similar PWM scheme adopted to generate switching pulses for 
the mains connected inverter. In this instance the required and actual DC link 
voltages are compared; the error is multiplied by the phase voltages to provide the 
reference three-phase currents. The error between the reference and measured 
currents is used to generate the driving signals. 
VdactijaI 	Vphase 	 'actual 
Vdreference 
Figure 5.8: PWM control scheme for DC link voltage control and inversion. 
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5.2.5 Equation of motion 
The chosen geometry for the heaving buoy model was a vertical circular cylinder that 
is semi-submerged in water, as shown in figure 5.9. The dimensions of the buoy were 
chosen to allow the use of existing hydrodynamic parameters, where data is given for 
specific ratios of radius to height; 
Figure 5.9: Geometry of the semi-submerged heaving buoy ('h = 7.52 m, a = 2.00 m). 
The equation of motion for a heaving body is given as follows: 
M1I(t) = fwave (t) + f0 (1) 	 (5.23) 
Where M1 is the inertia of the oscillating body, fwave(t)  represents the forces brought 
about by the incident wave acting upon the body, shown in equation (5.24), andf t0(t) 
represents the forces produced by the power take-off acting upon the body. 
fwave (t) = f (t)  + fr (t)  + fb (t) 	. 	 (5.24) 
•J(t) is the so called excitation force produced by the incident wave acting on the 
body, which is assumed to be stationary. fr(t) is the hydrodynamic force due to an 
oscillating body on still water. Known as the radiation force, it consists of the 
hydrodynamic damping force Bcyli and an added mass force MaddI  where Madd is 
perceived as a mass of water surrounding the cylinder that is accelerated due to 
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heaving motion. fb(t)  is the hydrostatic buoyancy force, which is dependant on the 
elevation of the body from its resting position and, the hydrostatic spring stiffness 
coefficient which is determined by the geometry of the floating body. 
fr (t) 	M addI - 	 (5.25) 
fb(t) = —K r1x 	 (5.26) 
For a floating circular cylinder axisymmetric about the vertical axis, K1 is a constant 
determined by pg multiplied by the water plane area 7ta2, where p is the density of 
sea water, g is the acceleration due to' gravity, and a is the radius of the cylinder. For 
this particular body geometry, the water plane area is independent of heave position. 
The mass of the cylinder M1 and the added mass Madd  form the overall inertia, M, of 
the oscillating body. 
Given that f 0(t) is represented by a damping term Bptoi  associated with energy 
extraction and a spring stiffness term K 0(t) which may or may not be present, the 
expanded equation of motion can be written as: 
+ Madd )i + 	+ B 0  ). + 	+ K 0 ) = fe (t) 	 (5.27) 
5.2.6 Hydrodynamic parameters 
In regular waves with a frequency co, M, B, and K are all constants. 
For the semi-submerged body in figure 5.9, the mass of the body is determined by 





= 48383.543 kg 
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Hydrodynamic parameters are calculated using the method given by Eidsmoen [74]. 
Figure 5.10 shows the non-dimensionalised radiation reactance or added mass 1 133 
versus ka, where k = co 21g  is the angular repetency and a is the cylinder radius. The 






Figure 5.11 shows the non-dimensionalised radiation resistance 633. The radiation 
resistance Bcy , is calculated by: 
B - 
wp2izi 3 e33 
cyI (5.30) 
633 and B1 tend to zero as co increases, and tend to a finite number as CO tends to zero. 
The peak value occurs at about ka = 0.24, which corresponds to a wave frequency of 
about 1.08 rad/s. 
Figure 5.12 shows the amplitude of the non-dimensionalised excitation force K3. The 
excitation force); is calculated by: 
fe = K 3 pg7ra2 A 
	
(5.31) 
f is known as the excitation force coefficient and is calculated byfe/A, where A is the 
wave elevation. For low frequencies (ka - 0), fe becomes independent of K3 and the 
magnitude of the excitation force is similar to what would be expected by applying 
Archimedes' law - "An immersed body is subjected to a buoyancy force equal to the 
weight of the fluid it displaces." For high frequencies (ka —'cx),j tends to zero and 
hence the excitation force vanishes. 
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As previously mentioned, the hydrostatic spring stiffness coefficient for a floating 
vertical cylinder in heave is constant for small and large excursions alike due to the 
uniform water plane area: 
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5.3 Simulation ofa Large Scale Model 
In this section two different control strategies to extract maximum power from sea 
waves using a directly driven linear generator are considered. It has already been 
established that by controlling the generator phase currents one can control the 
mechanical oscillation of the linear generator, and hence the floating point absorber. 
The two control strategies that will be looked at are continuous control and latching 
control. Both strategies aim to control the velocity of the wave energy device so that 
it is in phase with the wave excitation force. Bearing in mind that power is a product 
of force and velocity, it will be greatest when force and velocity are in phase. For 
each strategy, the floating body is excited at two different wave frequencies in order 
to analyse the behaviour of the power take-off system close to and further away from 
the natural frequency of the body. A comparison between the two strategies is made 
with comments as to the suitability for directly driven power take-off systems. 
5.3.1 Continuous phase and amplitude control 
5.3.1.1 Wave excitation frequency of 1.40 radls 
The wave energy converter model described in section 5.2 was simulated in an ideal 
swell wave environment, modelled by a sinusoidal wave with a frequency of 1.40 
radls and amplitude of 1 metre. At this wave frequency the added mass is 15217 kg 
and the natural frequency of the floating body is 1.41 rad/s. For a continuous phase 
and amplitude control strategy the required spring stiffness and damping coefficients 
are -1578.5 N/rn and 2647.5 Ns/m respectively. Figure 5.13 shows the wave 
excitation force (a) in phase with the velocity of the body (b), which allows 
maximum power to be absorbed by the body. In figure 5.13(c) and (d), the phase 
angle between the armature current envelope and the induced EMF envelope is due 
to the generator spring stiffness force. The envelope of the induced EMF waveform 
is proportional to body velocity, whereas the phase of the current envelope depends 
on the displacement proportional spring stiffness and velocity proportional damping 
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forces. Depending on the requirement for each force, the current envelope can be in 
phase with the induced EMF envelope or out of phase by up to 90 degrees. In this 
case,, the natural frequency of the floating body is close to the wave excitation 
frequency. Hence, the spring stiffness force requirement to achieve mechanical 
resonance is relatively low, resulting in a small phase angle between current and 
EMF envelopes. 
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Figure 5.13 Simulation graphs for a wave frequency of 1.40 radls - (a) Excitation 
force, (b) Body velocity, (c) Phase current, and (d) Induced EMFfor a 
single phase. 
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The total generator power given by the product of current and EMF is shown in 
figure 5.14. It can be observed that a small amount of reactive power is necessary to 
bring the system into resonance, effectively allowing the wave energy converter to 
resonate at L40 radls. 
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Figure 5.14; Total instantaneous and average generator power. 
5.3.1.2 Wave excitation frequency of 1.20 radls 
Excited at a wave frequency of 1.20 rad/s, the added mass is 15741 kg and the 
natural frequency of the floating body is 1.40 radls. The required generator spring 
stiffness coefficient has increased to -33896.5 N/rn whereas the damping coefficient 
remains at a similar value of 2859.6 Ns/m. The increased spring stiffness coefficient 
allows the velocity of the floating body to remain in phase with the wave excitation 
force, as shown in figures 5.15(a) and 5.15(b). Due to the increase in generator 
spring stiffness force and hence the displacement-proportional component of the 
current envelope, ix,  the phase current envelope is close to 90° out of phase with the 
EM.F. envelope, as shown in figures 5.15(c) and 5.15(d). 
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Figure 5.15: Simulation graphs for a wave frequency of 1.20 rad/s - (a) Excitation 
force, (b) Body velocity, (c) Phase current, and (ci) Induced EMFfor a 
single phase. 
More reactive power is required to provide the generator spring stiffness force in 
order to maintain mechanical resonance. Figure 5.16 shows peak values for 
instantaneous power of about 360 kW.with an average power of about 28 kW. 
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Figure 5.16: Total instantaneous and average generator power. 
In continuous control, the phase currents are controlled for two purposes: 
a) 	So that the natural frequency of the point absorber is always the same as the 
wave excitation frequency. 
b). 	So that the damping provided by the point absorber matches the 
hydrodynamic damping for maximum power transfer. 
In this case, the wave excitation frequency is constant throughout the simulation, so 
the spring stiffness requirement, k, is also constant. The spring stiffness force, icr, is a 
function of displacement and therefore varies sinusoidally with time. Since the spring 
stiffness force requirement is much greater than the damping force requirement, the 
overall required force and hence the envelope of the required phase currents are in 
phase with displacement. 
5.3.2 Latching control 
5.3.2.1 Wave excitation frequency of 1.40 radls 
In latching control, the generator. spring stiffness force is used to oppose and halt the 
movement of the floating body at certain instances in the wave cycle so that the 
velocity of the body can be in phase with the wave excitation force. At 1.40 radls, the 
wave frequency is close to the natural frequency of the floating body. Therefore, the 
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duration of the opposing force provided by the generator is short. This is illustrated 
in figure 5.17(c) which shows three instances where the current increases to provide 
an opposing force to latch the floating body in a stationary position. For the rest of 
the cycle the generator only produces' a damping force, hence, the phase currents are 
in phase with induced EMF. 
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Figure 5.18: Simulation graphs for a wave frequency of 1.40 rad/s - (a) Excitation 
- force, (b) Body velocity, (c) Phase current, and (d) Induced EMFfor a 
single phase. 	 - 
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Although not immediately visible in figure 5.19, there is a slight flattening of the 
sinusoidal waveform as it reaches zero. When the body is latched, the induced EMF 
is zero and hence no power is generated during this period. 
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Figure 5.19: Total instantaneous and average generator power. 
5.3.2.2 Wave excitation frequency of 1.20 radls 
At 1.20 radls, the wave frequency is further from the natural frequency of the 
floating body. Due to the larger difference in frequencies, the body needs to be 
latched for a longer period of time for each wave cycle. Figures 5.20(a) and (b) show 
the body velocity controlled to be in phase with the excitation force. However, unlike 
continuous control, the waveform is no longer sinusoidal as there are instances where 
the velocity remains at zero. 
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Figure 5.20: Simulation graphs for a wave frequency of 1.20 rad/s - (a) Excitation 
force, (b) Body velocity, (c) Phase current, and (d) Induced EMFfor a 
single phase. 
Due to the longer latching period, the flattening of the generated power waveform is 
more pronounced, as seen in figure 5.21. Therefore as the difference between the 
wave frequency and the natural frequency of the floating body increases, the period 
where the body is latched and hence where no power is being generated also 
increases. 
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Figure 5.21: Total instantaneous and average generator power. 
In latching control, the phase currents are also controlled for two purposes: 
To control the spring stiffness to hold the point absorber in a stationary 
position until its velocity can be brought in phase with the wave excitation 
force. 
To allow the damping provided by the point absorber to match the 
hydrodynamic damping while the point absorber is not latched. 
Since the spring stiffness is not controlled while the point absorber is free to oscillate, 
the natural frequency of the point absorber is not changed and hence does not equal 
the wave excitation frequency. 
The idea for using latching as a control strategy for linear generators is that induced 
EMF and phase current can be in phase with each other while the body is free to 
oscillate. It was thought that this would enable unidirectional power flow when 
power is being extracted. This is indeed the case as the generator only controls for 
damping during the unlatched period, and hence the current is a function of the buoy 
velocity rather than buoy displacement. However, it can be seen that an extremely 
large' amount of current is required to hold the buoy stationary. Taking this into 
account, the average output power for the latching strategy is of a similar magnitude 
to that of continuous control. 
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Essentially, latching separates the amplitude and phase control into two distinct parts 
of the wave cycle. As it stands, there is seemingly nothing to be gained from this 
compared with the continuous approach as the output powers are similar for both 
strategies. Latching may even have a noticeable disadvantage in that the peak 
currents are much higher than those of continuous control at frequencies close to the 
resonant frequency. Therefore the power converter would have to be rated higher, 
making this a less cost effective option. 
5.3.3 Current limiting 
As the wave frequency moves further away from the body's natural frequency, the 
required spring stiffness force produced by the generator to allow for phase control 
increases. As a result, a large i current component is required to generate a 
mechanical reactive force, which can be many times larger than the i current 
component, necessary to produce the useful active power. Hence, unless the wave 
frequency coincides with, or is very close to, the body's natural frequency, i will 
determine the magnitude of the three phase armature currents. Figure 5.22 shows a 
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Figure 5.22: Graph of peak current versus wave frequency for continuous control 
(black line) and latching control (grey line). 
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For continuous control, as the wave frequency tends to 1.41 rad/s, the i current 
component tends to zero. Therefore there is no reactive power and only the i current 
component exists. Hence at a wave frequency of 1.41 radls, it is i that determines 
the peak current, which is controlled depending on the required generator damping. 
As the difference between the wave frequency and the body's natural frequency 
increases, the peak current increases more rapidly since the generator spring stiffness 
vanes according to the square of the wave frequency. It would be unrealistic to 
perform phase control at all wave frequencies since the currents required would be 
unacceptable. Heavily overrated equipment and components would be needed and 
the entire system would be uneconomical. Phase control should therefore be 
restricted to operate at wave frequencies close to the natural frequency of the body 
where the benefits are greatest. 
As figure 5.22 shows, the peak currents .for latching control remain high even at a 
wave frequency of 1.4 radls. This is due to the fact that an extremely large force is 
required to latch the body in a stationary position, even at wave frequencies close to 
the resonant frequency. Therefore, although the latching duration gets shorter, the 
peak currents can be orders of magnitude higher than continuous control when the 
body is in the latched position. Hence, with latching control, there is no particular 
benefit in restricting the use of latching to wave frequencies close to the resonant 
frequency except for the possibility of additional cooling to take place while the body 
is unlatched. It should be noted that figure 5.22 compares peak currents for excitation 
frequencies up to the natural frequency of the floating body. As the wave excitation 
frequency increases beyond the natural frequency, peak currents also increase for 
continuous control but no data is available for the latching strategy. This is due to the 
fact that the latching strategy, by definition, is a control strategy that has been 
designed to operate at wave frequencies that are lower than the natural frequency of 
the floating body. Hence, comparisons between latching and continuous control 
strategy are only possible up to the natural frequency. 
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5.4 Continuous Control in Multi-Frequency Waves 
Point absorber control for single-frequency or monochromatic waves is useful where 
the body is controlled for the dominant wave frequency or where the waves are very 
regular swell waves. For other circumstances where waves are less regular or where 
a more advanced control strategy is required, a multi-frequency or polychromatic 
wave control strategy should be adopted. This section presents the theory for 
continuous multi-frequency control in a direct drive system and demonstrates the 
operation of a direct drive WEC model that implements continuous multi-frequency 
control. 
5.4.1 Continuous multi-frequency control 
In chapter 3, maximum power extraction is presented using the analogy of a series 
resonant circuit, driven by an AC voltage source at one particular frequency. The 
load resistance and capacitance, which represent the generator damping and spring 
stiffness coefficients, are controlled so that the resonant frequency corresponds to the 
frequency of the AC source, which represents wave excitation. Hence, for a given 
wave frequency, the generator provides a suitable damping and spring stiffness force 
that allows maximum power extraction. For multi-frequency wave excitation, the 
task is considerably more difficult, as any combination of damping and spring 
stiffness that the generator may provide will only result in maximum extracted power 
from the corresponding wave frequency component. Therefore, to allow maximum 
power to be extracted across the range of frequencies, continuous multi-frequency 
control should take into account each wave frequency component in its calculation of 
the reaction forces produced by the generator. 
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Consider a case where the incident wave train comprises two sinusoidal waveforms 
at distinct frequencies C01 and CO2,.  as shown in figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.23: Sinusoidal waveforms at distinct frequencies co, (a) and CO2  (b) 
combine to form a wave train (c). 
By considering each frequency component as individual monochromatic wave 
sequences acting upon the floating body, the generator spring stiffness and damping 
requirements for each frequency component can be -calculated, as shown by 
equations (5.33). to (5.36). 
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B 11 =B 1 	 (5.33) 
	
J!iL = JO)1 M 1 _JiYi 	 (5.34) 
£01 	 (Di 
(5.35) 
K, 	 K, 
j--=jW2 M 2  -j----~ -- 	 (5.36) 
£02 	 £02 
Since radiation resistance and added mass are frequency dependant, a subscript 
numeral 1 or 2 is used to distinguish between parameters for each frequency 
component. From these equations, the individual damping and spring stiffness forces 
can be derived, which are functions of velocity and displacement respectively. These 
are shown in (5.37) and (5.38). Each frequency component is treated as if it were 
acting upon a separate and independent oscillating system. Hence, for this example, 
there are two sets of velocity and displacement profiles; one profile is due to wi and 
the other due to (02. The sum of the resultant damping force and spring stiffness force 
gives the overall power take-off force in (5.39). 
Fg1 =Bx1 +K 1 x 	 (5.37) 
Fg2 =B2±2  +K12 x 2 	 (5.38) 
Fgj +Fg2 =B11 x 1 +K 1 x +B12i2+ K12X2 	 (5.39) 
For a multi-frequency wave train with n distinct frequencies, the resultant power 
take-off force can be derived according to (5.40). 
Fg =B11 ±1 +K 1 x +B122 +K 2 x 2 	+K1 x 	 (5.40) 
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5.4.2 Direct drive WEC model with continuous multi-frequency control 
To apply continuous multi-frequency control to a direct drive WEC and to analyse its 
performance, a Simulink control model was developed, as shown in figure 5.24. The 
control model interfaces with the floating body and power take-off models described 
in section 5.2, which allows comparisons between results from single frequency and 
multi-frequency control to be made. 
w 
Figure 5.24: Simulink multi-frequency control model. 
For each frequency component, the control system calculates the required generator 
spring stiffness and damping coefficients based on the corresponding hydrodynamic 
parameters for that frequency. Using these coefficients and generator parameters, the 
i and i  current components can be derived. The response of the floating body to 
each of the individual wave excitation and power take-off forces is determined 
through the use of a mass spring damper model. This second order differential 
equation provides the velocity and displacement profiles, which determines the 
damping and spring stiffness forces. The resultant i and i current components are 
determined through the summation of all the individual current components, and are 
subsequently used to generate the reference 3-phase armature currents for current 
control as described in 5.2.4. 
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A wave train comprising four distinct frequency components (1.5 rad/s, 1.4 radls, 1.3 
radls, and 1.2 radls) with amplitude of 0.6 metres was used for wave excitation. The 
natural frequency of the floating body remains at 1.41 radls; hence, there is one 
frequency ,  component above resonance and three components below resonance. A 















Figure 5.25: Wave excitation force. 
The four separate power take-off forces are given in figure 5.26. The peak force is 
smallest when the wave excitation frequency is closest to the natural frequency of the 
body, as shown in figure 5.26(b). The overall power take-off force provided by the 
generator is shown in figure 5.27, which is a summation of the individual power 
take-off forces shown in figure 5.26. 
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Figure 5.26: Power take-offforcé for wave excitation at (a) 1.5 radls, (b) 1.4 radls, 
(c) 1.3 rad/s, and (d) 1.2 rad/s. 
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Figure 5.27: Overall power take-offforce. 
S 
Figure 5.28 compares the velocity of the floating buoy (black line) with the wave 
excitation force (grey line), showing that they are in phase with each other. Since 
power is a product of force and velocity, the floating buoy extracts maximum power 
from the incident wave. 
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Figure 5.28: Graph showing body velocity (black line) in phase with wave 
excitation force (grey line). 
Figures 5.29(a) and 5.29(b) show respectively the graphs for armature current and 
induced EMF in a single phase. The current amplitude is determined by i + i j 
which is proportional to the body displacement, in this case, since the generator 
spring stiffness requirement is much greater than the generator damping requirement. 
The envelope of the induced EMF waveform is proportional to the body velocity and 
is therefore approximately 90° out of phase with the current envelope. Hence, much 
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Figure 5.29: (a) Armature current in a single phase, and (b) induced EMF in a 
single phase. 
Figure 5.30(a) shows the input power to the direct drive WEC and figure 5.30(b) 
shows the generated power in a single phase, as a product of armature current and 
induced EMIF. From the graphs it is clear that the input power is unidirectional, due 
to mechanical resonance. However, the generator reactive power requirement to 
allow mechanical resonance means that electrical output power is not unidirectional, 
as shown in figure 5.30(b). The average input power is 18 kW and the average 
generated power is 2.6 kW per phase. 
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Figure 5.30: (a) Input power and ('b) generated power for continuous multi-
frequency control. 
If a direct drive. WEC without phase control is excited by the same multi-frequency 
excitation force, mechanical resonance is not realised and hence, the power extracted 
from the incident wave is not at its maximum. Figure 5.3 1(a) shows a graph of input 
power where power flow is bidirectional, giving an average extracted power of 5.59 
kW in comparison to 18 kW for the controlled case. For the generated power, 
although power flow is unidirectional since there is no reactive power requirement, 
the average value is 0.75 kW per phase, as shown in figure 5.31(b). Therefore, 
without phase control it is possible to achieve electrical resonance and maximise the 
converted power. However, since significantly less power is extracted at the source, 
the converted power is less than the controlled case. 
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Figure 5.31: (a) Total input power and (b) generated power per phase for the 
uncontrolled case. 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 5 has analysed and assessed the performance of a large scale WEC with 
direct power take-off. The chapter has described a methodology for linear generator 
control using an analytical model of a prototype linear machine. A full WEC model 
design has been described and analysed  through simulation for continuous and 
latching control strategies. The chapter concludes with a control methodology for 






Through experimental work using a linear generator test rig and power converter 
system, this chapter verifies the theoretical work on linear generator reaction force 
control. A description of the experimental setup is given along with the design of a 
hardware control system. The. chapter highlights the limitations regarding the 
experimental setup, in particular, the input crank power limitation attributed to the 
test rig. Experimental results from a range of excitation frequencies are presented and 
analysed. 
6.2 Experimental Setup 
This section describes the main elements that constitute the experimental setup. The 
overall system block diagram can be found in appendix C. 1. 
6.2.1 Linear generator test rug 
The linear generator test rig consists of four main elements; the linear generator itself, 
a motor drive system, the test rig support structure, and an electronics sense unit. The 
linear generator is a prototype vernier hybrid machine, designed specifically to react 
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large forces at low speeds. The translator is horizontally mounted and runs between 
the stator coils. It is supported by a number of roller bearings in order to maintain a 
constant air gap above and below the translator. The stator coil windings are wound 
on a laminated iron C-core with permanent magnets on each pole face. Each of the 
C-core modules, of which there are six in total, are attached to a steel frame, which 
forms the main support structure for the machine. A cross-sectional diagram of the 
linear generator. is shown in figure 6.1. 
PJI 
Figure 6.1: Cross-section of the prototype vernier hybrid machine. 
The motor drive system is used to drive the linear generator with horizontal 
oscillatory motion at a range of low speeds. A three phase induction motor is 
connected to a reduction gearbox, which drives a crank. A torque transducer was 
fitted between the gearbox and the crank to measure the input mechanical power. 
Power generated from the crank is transferred to the linear generator via a system of 
cables, springs, and pulleys, as shown in figure 6.2. The springs are required due to 
the fact that the crank not only displaces the cables in the horizontal direction but 
also in the vertical direction. Therefore the cables must stretch when they are 
displaced vertically. The springs are required to allow the stretching to take place 
since the steel cables do not extend. The motor speed is controlled by varying the 
electrical frequency of an inverter drive unit by means of a user interface panel or 
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Figure 6.2: Linear generator drive system. 
The test rig support structure is. constructed from tubular steel sections to form a 
rectangular frame [79]. The steel frame that supports the linear generator is directly 
attached to the 'tubular frame. The cable pulleys are also mounted on' the support 
structure along with a displacement transducer to measure the displacement of the 
translator. A three-dimensional view of the test rig support structure is shown in 
figure 6.3. 
wheels 
Figure 6.3: A three-dimensional view of the test rig support structure. 
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An electronics sense unit allows the output voltages and currents from the linear 
generator to be measured accurately and safely. The sense unit also measures 
voltages from sense coils mounted on the support structure. Sense coils give an 
estimate of the induced EMF of the generator while it is on-load. When set up 
correctly, it gives the same distribution as that of the generator and can be scaled to 
replicate the EMF profile. 
The translator has a mass of 227 kg and the springs have a spring stiffness of 3959 
N/rn per spring. Therefore the linear generator test rig has a natural frequency at 
5.906 radls. Front and rear views of the linear generator test rig are shown in figures 
6.4 and 6.5 respectively. The main parameters for the linear generator test rig can be 
found in appendix C.2. 
Figure 6.4: Front view of the linear generator test rig 
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6.2.2 Power converter 
Three IGBT single phase bridge power modules form the basis for the AC/AC power 
converter [78]. Each module contains four IGBT switches; each half of the back-to-
back inverter topology uses one module with the third module shared between the 
two sides, as shown in figure 6.6. 
Module 1 	 Module 2 	 Module 3 
Figure 6.6: Allocation of JGBT power modules for the AC/AC power converter. 
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Each power module has three series-connected 4700 iF, 400 V capacitors connected 
across the DC bus. Since all the capacitors are linked at the midpoints, the total DC 
link capacitance is 4700 p.F. Choke coils are connected to the bridge midpoints for 
both generator-connected and mains-connected inverters. These limit the change in 
current with time to produce near-sinusoidal AC currents. 
To reduce the effect of electromagnetic interference on the operation of the power 
converter, fibre optics are used for the gate drive signals as well as for the internal 
fault monitoring and protection circuitry. The whole system is enclosed in a metal 
cabinet with panel meters to indicate the grid-side three phase voltages, currents, and 
the DC link voltage. 
6.2.3 Control system hardware 
Dedicated control boards were designed to demonstrate linear generator phase and 
amplitude control for maximum power extraction. The design uses a methodology 
similar to that described in chapter 5 to implement the hardware solution. Using 
existing current control PWM circuitry which generates the gate driving signals for 
the IGBTs, the control boards can generate a reference current equal to the i, + ij 
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Figure 6.7: Control board systems block diagram. 
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A systems block diagram of the control board design is shown in figure 6.7. The 
frequency of the crank is equal to the frequency of oscillation of the translator. This 
allows the use of an opto-coupler and a slotted disc mounted on the crank shaft to 
measure the excitation frequency. The square wave pulses generated by the opto-
coupler are converted to a DC voltage that is proportional to frequency. The square 
of the frequency is obtained through analogue multiplication and subsequently scaled 
and subtracted from the test rig spring stiffness term, which gives the required 
generator spring stiffness signal. 
The linear displacement transducer provides a current ranging from 0 to 20 mA 
depending on the position of the magnet relative to its sensor. Since the magnet is 
directly connected to the translator, the position of the magnet indicates the position 
of the translator. By selecting a suitable load resistance, a voltage signal can be used 
to represent displacement in suitable units such as metres or centimetres. Since the 
translator is driven by a crank, its oscillatory motion is sinusoidal, and therefore the 
voltage signals require level shifting if the average displacement is to be set at 0 volts. 
Analogue multiplying the displacement signal with the generator spring stiffness 
signal and subsequently scaling the result to account for the peak force constant 
generates the displacement-proportional current vector signal i . The translator 
velocity is obtained by differentiating the level shifted displacement signal and is 
analogue multiplied by the generator damping coefficient and scaled to account for 
the peak force constant to generate the i current vector signal. The i and i current 
vector signals are summed to produce the I'IC current reference signal. The complete 
control circuit board design with a full circuit schematic is given in appendix C.4. 
Control circuit testing can be found in appendix C.5. 
The existing current control PWM circuitry was designed to allow armature currents 
and induced EMF to be in phase with each other, to compensate for the high 
inductance found in certain linear machine topologies. This was achieved by 
multiplying the sense coil voltages by a variable gain, which determines the 
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magnitude of the armature currents. Hence, the armature currents have the same 
profile as the induced EMF but scaled in magnitude. For maximum power extraction, 
the envelope of armature currents are .determined by the 11,ed current reference signal 
and are no longer proportional to the voltage envelope. Hence, it is necessary to 
remove the voltage envelope or carrier signal from the sense coil voltages to obtain 
the correct reference three phase armature currents. Figure 6.8(a) shows the induced 
EMF for a single phase before and after processing by a carrier removal circuit. 
Figure 6.8(b) shows how the reference armature currents are generated from the 
carrier removed EMF signal and the I1t1 current reference signal. 
Carrier Signal 
Removal 
Induced EMF 	 . 	. 	 Induced EMF without carrier 
Induced EMF without carrier 
I1rcll 
 
Armature current reference 
 
Figure 6.8: (a) Induced EMF before and after carrier removal and (b) Generation 
of the armature current reference. 
A systems block diagram of the carrier removal circuit is shown in figure 6.9. The 
displacement signal is differentiated and amplified to obtain a scaled velocity profile, 
Q. The absolute value' is taken to obtain the divisor, IQI. The sense coil voltage is 
divided by IQI and quotient is multiplied by a signal generated from the zero-crossing 
The absolute value is required for the analogue divider stage since the divider, which is designed 
around the AD633 integrated circuit, is unable to divide by negative values. 
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detection and level shifting and scaling of the amplified signal. The resultant signal is 
the sense coil voltage without the carrier signal. The gain of the amplifier can be 
adjusted to ensure that the amplitude of this signal is unity. Subsequently, the IJrefI 
current reference signal is divided by IQI. and multiplied by a signal generated from 
the zero-crossing detection and level shifting and scaling of the amplified signal. 
This allows IJ1 to be multiplied by the sense coil voltage without the resultant signal 
being affected by the voltage carrier signal. 
X 
Sense Coil 	Analogue 	 Analogue 	Carrier Removed 
Voltage 	 Divider Multiplier 	 Sense Coil Voltage 
IQI 
Figure 6.9: Carrier removal circuit systems block diagram. 
The carrier removal circuit design with full circuit schematic can be found in 
appendix C.6. Carrier removal circuit testing is given in appendix C.7. Figure 6.10(a) 
shows the completed control circuit board and figure 6.10(b) shows the carrier signal 
removal board. 
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Table 6.1 shows a list of the instrumentation used for the experimental work. 
Instrument Type 
3-phase resistive load bank J.J. Lloyd Instruments Ltd. 2.4 kW 
Function generator Thandar TG 102, 2MHz 
Isolation transformer Skot Transformer Ltd, 23kVA 
Linear position sensor MTS Temposonics R-series, 0-20 mA 
Multimeter Caltek Instrument CM3900A 
Oscilloscope Agilent 54622D, 100MHz, 200MSaJs 
Agilent 54624A, 100MHz, 200MSaJs 
Tektronix TDS220, 100MHz, lGSaJs 
Power supply Coutant LQT100, Dual 0-30V, 2A 
Farnell ET30/2, Dual 0-30V, 1A 
Farnell PP5007, 4-6V, 12-15V, 0.5A 
Torque transducer Westland Aerospace/EEL 2400, 0-250 LB/FT 
Torque transducer indicator EEL TM30/3 
Vanac Fosters Transformers Ltd. "Troidac" 
Table 6.1: Instrumentation used in the experimental setup. 
6.3 Experimental Limitations 
As with all experimental work, it is necessary to identify any limitations or 
restrictions imposed by the test setup and its environment. By doing so, incorrect 
assumptions can be minimised, thereby allowing accurate conclusions to be drawn 
from results. 
Limitations of generator 
The linear generator was designed with a power rating of 3 kW. The current rating is 
set at 23 A to ensure that the iron does not saturate and is able to retain its linear 
behaviour. Since the translator has finite length and therefore has a finite number of 
teeth, there is a limit to the excursion of the translator. To prevent loss of interaction 
between the stator magnets and the translator teeth, and hence to maintain the rapid 
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change in flux, the linear displacement of the translator should be limited to ±238.5 
mm from the centre of the test rig, as shown in appendix C.2. 
Limitations of the power converter 
The component with the lowest power handling capability in the power converter 
determines the overall power converter rating. Appendix C.3 shows the power 
ratings of the main components within the power converter. The fuses at the 
generator-side output connection, the grid-side contactor, and the 4 mm 2 SY cable, 
are all rated at 30 A and were identified as the limiting components of the power 
converter. This gives the power converter an overall rating of 21 kW at 415 V. 
Limitations of the test rig 
The crank has a radius of 5 cm, which 'allows the translator to reciprocate at low 
amplitudes. The small crank size in combination with the springs also limits the 
amount of power that can be transferred to the generator. If the machine generates a 
sufficiently large damping force, there is ,the possibility that all the energy provided 
by the crank is used in stretching and compressing the springs rather than being 
transferred to the generator. The springs have a fixed spring stiffness coefficient; 
hence, the test rig has a fixed natural frequency. Changing the natural frequency of 
the test rig would require changing the springs, or adding or subtracting from the 
mass of the translator. A spring has an elastic range where it behaves according to 
Hooke's law; the extension of the spring is proportional to the force applied. When 
the force is removed, the spring returns to its original length. Beyond' this elastic 
range the physical properties of the spring are altered permanently. 
The steel cables are connected indirectly to the translator via a platform using cable 
hooks and clamps. If the displacement of'the translator is sufficiently large, the cable 
clamps will come into contact with the top left and right pulley wheels. Hence, the 
movement of the translator should be restricted so that the cable clamps and the 
pulley wheels do not incur damage. The, maximum translator excursion before this 
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physical limit is reach has been calculated in A.6.7 to be ±267.5 mm from the centre 
of the test rig. 
Although the motor drive was designed to operate at a range of different speeds, it is 
restricted to a single frequency input from the inverter drive. Therefore, the test rig is 
limited to emulating monochromatic wave excitation. 
6.4 Model of the experimental setup 
A Simulink model of the experimental setup was developed to verify the 
experimental results in addition to supporting both the development and optimisation 
processes. The model can also be used to simulate changes to the setup and analyse 
the effect that these changes have on the performance of the overall system before 
proceeding with modifications or adjustments to the actual setup. 
The power take-off and power conversion stages are similar to the large-scale model 
described in chapter 5. The main difference is that the linear generator is no longer 
driven by a series of waves, but by a crank rotating at a fixed frequency driving a 
system of cables and springs. Unlike a heaving buoy point absorber oscillating in 
water, the spring stiffness of the linear generator test rig is determined by the springs 
and is not dependant on body geometry. In addition, added mass is not present in 
such a system; hence the generator spring stiffness required to provide mechanical 
resonance is directly proportional to the square of the crank frequency. 
To accurately model the crank drive system, the amount that each spring is stretched 
at any given time must be known. This requires analysis of the forces acting on the 
drive system, in particular, the spring stiffness force caused by the stretching of the 
springs. These forces can be calculated from the angular displacement of the crank. 
Figure 6.11 shows a diagram of the linear generator drive system. The crank is 
connected to steel cables, which in turn are connected to springs k 1 and k2. r1 and r1 
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represent the distances from the bottom of the lower pulley wheels to the point where 
the cables are connected to the crank; Depending on the position of the crank, r1 and 
r1 vary in length. Geometric diagrams are shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13 to calculate 
the distances ri and rr. Equations for ri and rr are given in (6.1) and (6.2) respectively. 
xO 
d 	 d 
Figure 6.11: Linear generator drive system. 
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Figure 6.13: Geometric diagram to calculate lengths a and b. 
r.= ,I(d +a)2 +b2 
(6.1) 
= J(d+rcoswt)2 +(r sin &t)2 
rr =,J(d_a)2 +b2 
(6.2) 
=I(d_r cos &t)2 +(rsinwt)2 
Figure 6.14 shows a simplified diagram of the drive system, which essentially 
performs the same function as the drive system in figure 6.11 but would occupy a 
greater length since the springs are positioned on either side of the translator rather 
than underneath. When the crank angle is at wt = or wt = , the springs are 
stretched the most as they have to compensate for the increase in perimeter length. xi 
is the displacement of the spring k1, and x is the displacement of the spring 1c2. When 
the springs are not extended, xi = 0 or Xi = x, = 2r. To ensure that the cables are 
taut at all times, k 1 and k2 are at their original unstretched positions at a crank angle 
of cot = 0 or cot it, where the perimeter length is lowest. Note that the extension of 
the springs k1 and k2 is always equal and are never in compression simply because 
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Figure 6.14: Simplified diagram of the linear generator drive system. 
The extension of each spring is calculated by the difference between the 
displacement of the translator and the displacement of each spring, given in (6.3) and 
(6.4). The extension of each spring is given in equations (6.5) and (6.6). At all crank 
angular displacements other than at wt = 0 and wt = t, the springs are stretched and 
hence x 1 :A x and X,4 X. 
(6.3) 
Xr =rr — (d — r) 	 (6.4) 
Extension of k 1 = x - x 1 	 (6.5) 
Extension of k r . = Xr - x 	 (6.6) 
According to Hooke's law, the "pulling" force acting on each spring is: 
F1 =k1 (x —x) 	 (6.7) 
F2 =k2 (x—x 1 ) 	 (6.8) 
Since the "pulling" force on each spring acts in opposite directions, the net spring 
force. acting on the translator is: 
k(XXi)k(X r X) if k,=k 2 	 (6.9) 
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Therefore, if we model the linear generator test rig as a forced mass spring damper 
system Mi +Bi'+ Kx = F(t), the Kx term is modelled as k(x - x1 )- k(X r - x). This is 
expanded as shown in appendix C.8 to be: 
	
M+Bx+2kx.=k(J(d_rcosuPt)2 +(r sin wt)2 _ij(d+r COS wt)2 +(r sin  wt)2)+2kr 	(6.10) 
If the mass spring damper system is in resonance with the crank frequency, then the 
amplitude of oscillation of the translator can be greater than the crank diameter. 
Therefore, it is possible that the cables can still be slack at certain times. This 
potential problem can be rectified by "pre-stretching" the springs so that the springs 
are stretched from their original length' even when the perimeter length is at its 
lowest. Hence, the spring stiffness force must include an expression to take into 
account of the pre-stretched state. 
Original extension of k 1 = x(0) - x 1 (0) 	 (6.11) 
Original extension of k r  = Xr  (0) - x(0) 	 (6.12) 
For the chosen springs, the original extension for each spring is 0.3 m. Therefore: 
x(0)—x1(0)=x1(0)—x(0)=0.3 	 , 	(6.13) 
If we include the pre-stretched state in the equation of motion, the equation remains 
the same since the +kO.3 and the —0.3 terms cancel, as shown in appendix C.9. If we 
allow the K term on the left hand side of the equation of motion to equal 2k, then the 
equation of motion becomes: 
Mi+B±+Kx=.!f(J(d_rcoswt)2 +(rsinwt)2 _ tJ(d +rcost t)2 +(rsinwt)2)-4-Kr 	(6.14) 
Note that although the linear generator test rig can be represented using a mass 
spring damper system, the test rig itself is much more complicated.' Most of the 
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spring stiffness force has been transferred to the right hand side of the equation as 
part of the forcing term F(t), whereas in actual fact it does not represent the physical 
force that would be applied by the crank, which is driven by the motor. 
Figure 6.15 shows a model of the experimental setup implemented in Simulink. An 
emulated force model of the linear generator drive system is shown in figure 6.16. 
This subsystem implements the differential equation in (6.14). 
Figure 6.15: Simulink model of the experimental setup. 




6.5.1 No-load testing 
The test rig was operated at no-load over a range of inverter drive frequencies from 5 
Hz to 45 Hz. This equates to a crank rotational frequency range of 0.54 rad/s to 4.85 
rad/s. The translator displacement and the linear generator no-load voltage were 
measured and compared with the simulated model. At low drive frequencies, it was 
apparent that the movement of the translator was distinctly non-sinusoidal. This is 
illustrated in figure 6.17(a) where movement of the translator occurs in a series of 
steps rather than continuously. This action is due to a momentary increase in friction 
between the springs and the guide tubes through which the springs pass through. The 
guide tubes are necessary to provide support to the springs but, as a result, causes 
rubbing between the two surfaces. As the crank frequency increases, the waveform 
for translator displacement becomes increasingly sinusoidal in shape. At 4.85 radls, 
the displacement waveform is close to a pure sinusoid. 
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Figure 6.17: Translator displacement at a crank frequency of 0.54 radls (a), 1.62 
rad/s (c), 2.70 rad/s (e), 3.77 radls (g,), and 4.85 rad/s (i). No-load 
voltage at a crank frequency of 0.54 rad/s (b), 1.62 radls (ci), 2.70 
radis (/), 3.77 radls (Ii), and 4.85 rad/s (B. 
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As it is difficult to model the effect of rubbing between the springs and the guide 
tubes which causes variable friction at low crank frequencies, results from the 
Simulink model are more comparable with experimental results at higher crank 
frequencies. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show comparisons between experimental and 
simulated results at a crank frequency of 4.85 radls, for translator displacement and 
no-load voltage respectively. For both experimental and simulated results, the 
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Figure 6.18: Translator displacement at a crank .freqency  of 4.85 rad/s for (a) 
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Figure 6.19: No-load voltage at a crank frequency of 4.85 rad/s for (a) 
experimental and (b) simulated measurements. 
As it is difficult to physically measure the total friction acting on the translator and 
obtain an accurate value, the model can be used to provide an estimate of the friction. 
The translator displacement at different crank frequencies for the simulated model 
can be matched to the experimentally measured results by adjusting the damping 
coefficient in the mass-spring-damper model. Figure 6.20 shows a graph of the 
estimated damping coefficient versus crank frequency for the linear generator test-rig. 
A trend line was plotted to produce an estimated damping curve. From figure 6.20, it 














the inverter drive frequency increases, the crank frequency approaches the natural 
frequency of the test rig (5.906 rad/s), causing damping to fall to its lowest.value. 
0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5. 
Frequency, rad/s 
Figure 6.20: Estimated damping coefficient of the linear generator test-rig for 
different crankfrequencies.. 
6.5.2 Testing on-load 
To verify the performance of the linear generator model, the output of the linear 
generator was connected to a set of resistive load banks for testing on-load. Three 
load banks were connected in parallel to reduce the overall resistance in each phase. 
The linear generator was tested at different crank frequencies and at different load 
settings. For each load setting, the resistance per phase was measured, with the 
values used for the load bank model, which is connected to the generator output in 
place of the power converter described earlier in chapter 6. 
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Similarly to no-load testing, the damping at each crank frequency was estimated by 
displacement matching for each load setting. An exponential trend line of estimated 
damping coefficient versus crank frequency using results from 4 different load 
settings is given in figure 6.21. Load settings are given as watts per phase at 220 
volts for each load bank. 
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Figure 6.21: Estimated damping coefficient of the linear generator test-rig for 
different crank frequencies, at 4 different load settings. 
At low crank frequencies there is a substantial difference in estimated damping for 
different load settings at a particular frequency. Theoretically, there should be little, 
if any, difference in estimated damping for different load settings. At a fixed crank 
frequency, changing the load should not have an affect on the damping of the test rig. 
At higher frequencies the difference in estimated damping values between different 
load settings is much less. It is apparent that the trend lines converge to a value that 
is common for each of the load settings. 
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As previously mentioned, rubbing between the springs and the guide tubes causes 
variable friction at low crank frequencies. This leads to irregular movement of the 
translator. Hence, displacement matching may be less effective when comparing a 
sinusoidal displacement waveform, as generated by the test rig model, with the actual 
irregular displacement waveform. For this reason, it was decided that experimental 
verification should focus on testing at high crank frequencies; that is, crank 
frequencies closer to the natural frequency of the test rig where damping is largely 
independent of the load placed upon the linear generator. 
Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show the generator phase voltage and current waveforms 
respectively for three different load settings, all at a crank frequency of 4.85 radls. 
Figure 6.24 shows the generator power as a product of phase current and voltage. For 
each load setting, both experimental and simulated waveforms are given for a direct 
comparison and to verify the accuracy of the model. At a load setting of 200 W, the 
peak velocity achieved by the translator is about 0.7 m/s, which gives an electrical 
frequency at the generator output of about 30 Hz. Given that the inherent inductance 
of the generator is close to 0.5' H, there is a significant voltage drop across the 
inductance even at this relatively low load setting. This is shown more clearly in 
figure 6.25, which compares generator EMF with phase voltage. At higher load 
settings, there is an obvious flattening of the phase voltage due to a larger voltage 
drop across the inductance as the electrical frequency increases during each cycle. 
Since this voltage drop is proportional to the electrical frequency, there is little 
attenuation in phase voltage at or close to the point where the translator stops and 
changes direction, where the electrical frequency is close to zero. The phase voltage 
waveforms are also reflected in the current waveforms since the terminals of the 
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Figure 6.22: Generator phase voltage at a crank frequency of 4.85 rad/s at a load 
setting of (a) and (b) 200 W, (c) and (d) 1200 W, and (e) and (f) 2400 
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Figure 6.23: Generator phase current at a crank frequency of 4.85 racl1s at a load 
setting of (a) and (b) 200 W, (c) and (d) 1200 W, and (e) and (f) 2400 
W for experimental (left-hand column) and simulated (right-hand 
column) measurements. 
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Figure 6.24: Generator power at a crank frequency of 4.85 rad/s at a load setting 
of (a) and (b) 200 W, (c) and (d) 1200 W, and (e) and (t) 2400 Wfor 
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Figure 6.25: Generator EMF (grey line) and phase voltage (black line) at a load 
setting of 200 W at a crank frequency of 4.85 rad/s. 
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The generator phase voltage, phase current, and translator displacement were 
measured and used to produce a matrix of results shown in tables C.4 and C.5 in 
appendix C. 10. These were used to produce graphs as shown in figures 6.26 and 6.27. 
-0 rad/s 	- 0.54 rad/s 	1.08 rad/s - 1.62 radls -2.16 radls 
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Figure 6.26: Average power per phase vs. load selling at crank frequencies from 0 
rad/s to 4.85 rod/s. 
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Figure 6.27: Translator displacement vs. load setting for crank frequencies from 0 
rad/s to 4.85 rod/s. 
At each crank frequency, there is a load setting where the power dissipated is at its 
highest. This setting corresponds to the load resistance that is closest matched to the 
complex conjugate of the impedance of the stator windings. As the crank frequency 
increases, the load resistance at which maximum power is dissipated also increases. 
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Hence for maximum power dissipation, the load setting is inversely proportional to 
crank frequency, as shown in figure 6.26. For each load setting, power dissipated in 
the load increases as the crank frequency approaches the natural frequency of the 
linear generator test rig. This is mainly due to larger displacements and hence, higher 
velocities as the translator frequency of oscillation approaches mechanical resonance. 
Higher velocities result in a larger induced EMF and subsequently give rise to larger 
currents. 
At each crank frequency, maximum translator displacement occurs at no-load; when 
the generator phase current is zero. Minimum translator displacement occurs when 
the generator is on-load at a load setting where the highest amount of current is 
drawn. Assuming that the damping of the linear generator test rig is constant for each 
crank frequency throughout the range of load settings, the translator displacement is 
purely dependant on the reaction force produced by the generator, which is 
independent of phase voltage. 
6.5.3 Phase and amplitude control 
A power converter was connected to the generator output to control its phase and 
amplitude of oscillation. The external control circuit board, which interfaces with the 
power converter, was designed in such a way that allows three distinct modes of 
operation: phase control, amplitude control, and combined phase and amplitude 
control. Although all three modes of operation were tested at each crank frequency, it 
is the combined phase and amplitude control that is of most interest in terms of 
extracting maximum power. Figures 6.28 to 6.3,5 show graphs for input power, 
translator displacement, generator EIVIIF and current for a single phase, generator 
power (EMF I x current), terminal voltage and current for a single phase, and 
generator power (terminal voltage x  current) at four different crank frequencies. In 
each case, the required damping has been set to a nominal value of 700 Ns/m. 
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Phase and amplitude control for a crank frequency of 3.24 rad/s 
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Figure 6.28: Graph of input power (a), translator displacement (b), generator EMF 
and current for a single phase (c) at a crankfrequency of 3.24 rad/s. 
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Figure 6.29: Graph of generator power - EMF x  current (a), terminal voltage and 
current for a single phase ('b) and generator power - terminal voltage 
x current (c) at a crank frequency of 3.24 rad/s. 
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Phase and amplitude control for a crank frequency of 3.77 rad/s 
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Figure 6.30: Graph of input power (a), translator displacement (b), generator EMF 
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Figure 6.31: Graph of generator power - EMF x  current (a), terminal voltage and 
current for a single phase (b) and generator power - terminal voltage 
x current (c) at a crank frequency of 3.77 rad/. 
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Figure 6.32: Graph of input power (a), translator displacement (b), generator EMF 
and current for a single phase (c) at a crank frequency of 4.31 rad/s. 
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Figure 6.33: Graph of generator power - EMF x  current (a), terminal voltage and 
current for a single phase (b) and generator power - terminal voltage 
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Phase and amplitude control for a crank frequency of 4.85 rad/s 
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Figure 6.34: Graph of input power (a), translator displacement (b), generator EMF 
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Figure 6.35: Graph of generator power - EMF x  current (a), terminal voltage and 
current for a single phase (b) and generator power - terminal voltage 
x current (rnc) at a crank frequency of 4.85 rad/s. 
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In figures 6.28, 6.30, 6.32, and 6.34, graph (a) is the input power, which is a product 
of the torque and speed measurements from the torque transducer. The waveform is 
sinusoidal in nature due to the stretching and unstretching of the springs, which gives 
varying torque at the crank. With the generator damping held constant by the control 
system, the variable damping within the test rig at different crank frequencies causes 
the input power to vary. At lower frequencies, the input power is lower than at higher 
frequencies since the damping within the test rig is higher. For the same reason, the 
translator displacement increases as the. crank frequency is increased. Using the 
calculated input power from the crank, it is possible to estimate the input power to 
the linear generator by subtracting the power dissipated within the test rig. 
As mentioned in chapter 5, the low-frequency current envelope, i + i, determines 
the amplitude of the required three-phase armature currents. When the generator is 
driven at a crank frequency of 3.24 radls, the i current component that enables phase 
control is large compared to the i current component, which controls the amplitude 
of oscillation. Therefore a large phase. difference exists between the EMF and current 
envelopes, and hence, there is a significant reactive power component compared to 
the real power component. As the crank frequency increases towards the natural 
frequency of the test rig, the generator spring stiffness requirement decreases and 
therefore i also decreases. The phase difference between the EMF and current 
envelopes reduces and the reactive power component is small by comparison to the 
real power component, as shown in figures 6.34(c) and 6.35(a). 
Power measured at the generator terminals is lower than power estimated at the 
source, that is, the product of EMIF and current. The difference between the two is 
the power loss within the generator windings. As the reference current is derived 
from the EMF profile, the actual current is either in phase or 180° out of phase with 
EMF. Hence there are distinct periods of positive and negative power, which is 
dependant on the phase angle between the EMF and current envelopes. As a result, 
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the current is never fully in phase or out of phase with the voltage measured at the 
generator terminals. This is reflected in the graph of power as a product of terminal 
voltage and current, which shows bi-directional power flow where positive and 
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Figure 6.36: Generator average power per phase calculated as a product of EMF 
and current "bI,ie line) and as a product of terminal voltage and 
current (pink line) vs. crank frequency. 
A graph of generator average power per phase calculated as a product of EMF and 
current and also as a product of terminal voltage and current is shown in figure 6.36. 
The graph clearly shows that the power generated increases as the crank frequency is 
increased. This is directly as a result of the variable damping observed at different 
crank frequencies rather than to do with the control strategy adopted or the 
performance of the control system as a whole. As figure 6.20 shows, damping at 
lower frequencies is higher than damping at frequencies closer to resonance. Hence, 
there is more power dissipated within the test rig and less power transferred to the 
generator at lower frequencies. Ideally, the damping coefficient for the test rig would 
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be constant throughout the range of crank frequencies. Having a constant damping 
coefficient would produce a much flatter line than that shown in figure 6.36 since the 
power generated would largely be independent of the crank frequency. Controlling 
for maximum power extraction ensures that this is the case. In addition, the translator 
displacement at lower frequencies could be expected to be larger than the 
displacement at higher frequencies if the damping coefficient was constant since the 
peak translator velocity is the same regardless of frequency. 
6.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, an experimental linear generator test rig has demonstrated the 
operation of phase and amplitude control through armature current control. The use 
of a power electronics interface controlled by dedicated hardware circuitry has 
allowed the generator current to be control through active rectification. Comparisons 
for on-load results between the actual test rig and a simulated model have shown 
good correlation between the two. Results have been shown for phase and amplitude 
at a number of excitation frequencies. 
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Evaluation and Discussion 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapters 5 and 6 have looked at linear generator control through simulation and 
experimental work respectively. This chapter brings together both aspects of work 
and discusses them collectively. 
7.2 Phase and Amplitude Control 
Simulation and experimental results have shown that an effective generator spring 
stiffness can be controlled to modify the overall stiffness of the system and hence the 
resonant frequency of the device. By doing so, the velocity of the device can be such 
that its phase matches that of the wave excitation force, thus allowing maximum 
extraction of power. However, in order 'to do this, a mechanical reactive force is 
required, which is produced by current ix.  As the results have shown, unless the 
natural frequency of the floating body is very close to the wave excitation frequency 
this current component is significantly larger than the damping current i, which 
produces the useful active power. This mechanical reactive force leads to a negative 
power flow as shown in figure 5.16. Frequency control of the device therefore, 
requires a reactive power flow to supply a mechanical reactive force. It should be 
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stressed that this is not the same as electrical reactive power, although its presence 
has the same impact in that the electrical generator and converter would have to be 
overrated in order to achieve the results shown in figures 5.15 and 5.16. 
Experimental work on continuous phase and amplitude control of oscillation has 
been shown at low powers. The input mechanical power to the linear generator is 
limited by the crank size and the springs within the test rig. The springs emulate the 
spring stiffness experienced by a floating body oscillating in a fluid and allow the 
translator to be displaced by an amount that is greater than the radius of the crank. 
However, since power from the crank is transferred to the translator via a system of 
springs and steel cables, much of the energy is used to stretch the springs when 
current is drawn from the generator. In fact, an initial amplitude control test showed 
that it was possible to control the current drawn from the generator to a point where 
the translator was held stationary and all the energy from the crank was used in 
stretching the springs. This is an inherent limitation of the test rig; an issue which 
should be taken into account for future laboratory-based linear generator test rig 
designs. The solution is not trivial and requires careful consideration. On one hand, a 
solid linkage between the crank and the translator would allow as much power to be 
transferred to the generator as the drive system is capable of, but spring stiffness 
would be absent from the test rig and the translator displacement would be limited to 
a fixed stroke On the other hand, a flexible linkage with the inclusion of springs 
between the crank and the translator would provide spring stiffness to the test rig and 
allow the system to be tuned in and out of resonance, but there is difficulty in 
transferring the crank power to the linear generator. Therefore an opportunity exists 
to optimise the design of a linear generator test rig that encompasses advantages from 
both the above systems, which is a subject for further investigation. 
The variable damping within the test rig at different crank frequencies makes it more 
difficult to analyse the experimental results obtained. Upon inspection, the source of 
this non-uniform damping can be attributed to the abrasive action between the 
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springs and their corresponding guide tubes, which helps to minimise vertical 
oscillation. There is no simple method to resolve this problem as each guide tube also 
physically supports each spring. This is an area for future work and should be carried 
out prior to any further experimental work. Inevitably, at such low powers it is 
difficult to assess the performance of the machine in terms of efficiency and its 
thermal characteristics. However, it is apparent that even at these low powers, the 
generator currents can be controlled effectively to provide reaction force control 
using a power electronic converter. In addition, the experimental results are able to 
verify the performance and accuracy, of the linear generator test rig model through 
comparison ,with simulation results. This also gives confidence in drawing 
meaningful conclusions from large scale models. 
The latching control methodology achieves its purpose through an alternative route. 
The methodology allows the phase of the device velocity to match the phase of the 
wave excitation force but is achieved through periods within the cycle where the 
device is either latched or unlatched. Hence, for latching control, the effective spring 
stiffness force from the generator enables the device to be held stationary; useful 
active power is produced once the device is unlatched and free to move by 
controlling the generator damping. As the results show, holding the device stationary 
requires an extremely large amount of current regardless of how close or far away 
the natural frequency of the device is from the wave excitation frequency. It would 
be difficult for any system to tolerate a sudden injection of current as would be 
required for accurate and effective latching. For a fully electrical system, it is 
difficult to identify any gains in implementing latching control compared with a 
continuous control methodology. . 
For frequency control, it is likely that a control system will operate within a 
predefined wave excitation frequency band to prevent generator currents from 
becoming prohibitively large. Out with this predefined frequency band, phase control 
could either be temporarily disabled or operated sub-optimally to limit current. The 
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fact remains that heaving buoys have •a highly resonant power-frequency 
characteristic and that there is much to gain from widening the resonant bandwidth. 
A flatter device frequency characteristic would be more suitable for phase control 
and lead to fewer problems in terms of sizing the machine. It has been shown by 
Salter that an inclining IPS buoy can lead to a wider bandwidth of energy capture, 
which makes control significantly less energy intensive [80]. By applying phase 
control to a device with wider bandwidth further increases in rating size can be 
alleviated. 
However, it should be noted that even without any control the system needs to be 
sized according. to the peak wave power that it is likely to encounter, which can be 5 
times the average incident power. For example, the 2004 AWS prototype was peak 
rated at 2 MW with an average power of 400 kW. Since the variation of power takes 
place over several seconds, there is opportunity for some cooling to take place 
especially since, in certain sea states, the variation in power capture is more random 
than in regular sea states. Hence, there is some scope for investigating overload 
performance for machines in this application.. Overrating generation equipment is an 
issue . for wave energy systems as. a whole, not just those using phase control. An 
investigation into machine sizing and overload performance can form the basis of 
future work, with the modelling and results presented in this thesis providing a 
platform for the research. 
7.3 Control for Multi-Frequency Waves 
Continuous phase and amplitude control in multi-frequency waves presents a more 
challenging task. However, in sea states where the waves are either less regular or 
have more than one dominant frequency, controlling for multi-frequency waves is 
not only beneficial but necessary if maximum power extraction is to be achieved. In 
chapter 5, a methodology is presented where a power take-off force is derived from 
individual velocity and displacement profiles for each distinct frequency component 
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that makes up a wave train. Only by considering how each frequency component acts 
on the oscillating system independently of other frequencies can a resultant multi-
frequency power take-off force be derived. As a result, the linear generator produces 
a force that allows the wave energy converter to oscillate in resonance with the 
incident wave'. Frequency domain control is only possible if there are identifiable 
frequencies that are to some extent periodic. For highly irregular waves, the 
oscillation of a point absorber WEC would never reach steady state conditions. 
Therefore a time domain approach is more suitable, which would be an area for 
further research. 
7.4 Maximum Power Extraction and Maximum Efficiency 
Simulation and experimental work has shown that maximum power can be extracted 
from the waves through control of the generator. Another possible control 
methodology aims at operating a generator at maximum efficiency. It is often the 
case where by allowing a machine to operate at its maximum efficiency would lead 
to maximum power generation, and hence, reduce the cost of energy produced. 
However, with fluctuating sources of energy such as wave and wind, the movement 
or rotation of the generator greatly influences the energy captured, which, as shown 
in previous chapters, can be maximised if controlled appropriately. Therefore 
although maintaining maximum efficiency is desirable in some applications, for 
wave energy conversion the cost of energy generated would be higher since the 
amount of energy extracted is lower. 
For fluctuating energy sources where the energy captured is heavily reliant on the 
movement of the 'energy capture 'device, such as a heaving buoy, it may be useful to 
describe the overall efficiency as a ratio of output electrical power to the input power 
available at the source rather than the power captured by the energy capture device, 
as shown in (7.1). This would provide a true reflection of the performance of the 
wave energy converter system as a whole; including the performance of the control 
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system. Measuring efficiency as a ratio of output electrical power to captured 
mechanical power predominately looks at the performance of the parts of the system 
with significant power losses, which, in the case of a wave energy converter, are the 
generator and power converter. 
output (electrical) power 	
7 1 1 	
input (wave) power 
7.5 Reaction Force Control for Different Linear Machine 
topologies 
Although the work on reaction force control in this thesis is based on one particular 
linear machine, the idea of controlling a generator to allow optimal phase and 
amplitude of oscillation is not machine specific. The underlying principles behind 
reaction force control apply to all linear electrical machines, which allow a generic 
control procedure to be developed. This can be summarised as follows: 
Analyse the method of force production and, using the Lorentz force equation, 
derive an expression for the force in each phase of the machine. 
. Substitute the 3 phase currents into the expression and sum to obtain the total 
reaction force generated by the machine. 
Determine the spring stiffness and damping forces to be produced by the 
machine. Sum the forces to obtain the required power take-off force. 
. Resolve the total reaction force generated by the machine into an expression 
with 2 orthogonal components and 2 current vectors. Equate this expression 
with the required power take-off force. 
Derive expressions for the current vectors in terms of the spring stiffness and 
damping coefficients. Use these expressions to derive the reference 3 phase 
currents for current control. 
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This control procedure would also allow the application of reaction force control to 
existing WECs with a direct drive power take-off system, given that the method of 
force production is understood. As mentioned in chapter 5, it is useful for an 
analytical reaction force model to be verified using a finite element model. With the 
assumption that the finite element model is accurate, large differences between the 
models would indicate inaccuracies in the analytical modelling process. Reaction 
force control would consequently be less effective. 
7.6 Feasibility 
Simulation and laboratory-based experimental work on linear generator control is the 
first step towards control in a tank-based environment and subsequently testing in 
real seas. At small scale, there are no obvious barriers in progressing from laboratory 
testing to testing in real seas. However, with larger devices there are a number of 
considerations to take into account, some of which have been discussed in chapter 5. 
This section looks further into some of these issues, which are considered in 
conjunction with the feasibility of large scale direct drive WECs and the implications 
of linear generator control. 
7.6.1 Engineering challenges and dependence on emerging 
technologies 
One of the main engineering challenges with regards to implementing control for 
devices operating in real seas is the acquisition and processing of wave data. As with 
all control systems, the control output is only as accurate as the input to the control 
system. In the case of wave energy conversion, the control system relies on accurate 
wave data, which may consist purely of direct wave measurement techniques or a 
combination of direct wave measurements and mathematical algorithms. For many 
control methods, including continuous phase and amplitude control, it is necessary 
for the control system to acquire characteristics of the approaching wave train before 
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it interacts with the floating device. As mentioned in chapter 4, the use of wave 
measurement devices such as wave buoys and ADCPs has been well established in 
oceanography. However each type of device has its own limitations and presently 
lack the accuracy required by wave energy conversion control systems. Therefore, 
further development is needed to improve the performance of existing technologies. 
Novel wave measurement technologies that are aimed at high accuracy are being 
developed specifically for wave energy conversion although it may be some time 
before these technologies become commercially available. 
Other engineenng challenges relate more to the linear generators within direct drive 
WECs but also have  implications on the control system. Iron cored permanent 
magnet linear machines have high magnetic attraction forces between the translator 
and the stator. which have to be reacted against to maintain a physical clearance 
between the stationary and moving parts of the generator. Even for double-sided 
designs, large-scale machines are unlikely to have a constant air gap along the length 
of the machine. Therefore the opposing magnetic attraction forces are unbalanced, 
causing additional stress to be placed on the bearings and their support structure. 
Phase control of oscillation causes even higher forces to be developed within the 
linear generator, which may further add to the stress placed upon the bearings. It has 
been shown that conventional bearings have an average lifespan that is too restrictive 
for them to be considered for use in direct drive WECs [81]. Given the offshore 
• location of direct drive WECs and hence the desire for a low maintenance system, 
the estimated operating life of around 100 hours would render conventional bearings 
unusable. Even for an air-cored machine where magnetic attraction forces are lower, 
it has been estimated that conventional bearings will only operate for around 600 
hours before re-lubrication is required [82]. There is ongoing research into new 
bearing designs for linear generators that can tolerate very large forces but, similarly 
to novel wave measurement devices, it may take many years before these bearings 
become commercially available. 
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With all heaving buoy devices, the issue of end stops has been a necessary topic of 
discussion. Some form of end• stop is necessary to prevent the translator from 
exceeding its maximum displacement. It is possible for the translator to be displaced 
beyond its maximum excursion, thus causing a loss of interaction between the stator 
coils and the translator. This occurs if the incident wave is large and if the energy 
absorbed by the floating body is optimal. In normal operation, the heaving buoy 
should oscillate within its design limits, even without any reaction force control of 
the linear generator. As mentioned in chapter 3, control can be applied for 
survivability purposes where the generator can produce added damping to decelerate 
the heaving buoy as it reaches its design limits. For such a control scheme to be 
implemented, a measurement of the heaving buoy or linear generator displacement is 
required by the control system. There are numerous methods for measuring linear 
displacement such as magneto-mechanical techniques and ultrasonic position sensors 
which are presently on the market. Newer methods using microwave sensors [83] [84] 
or laser-based optical triangulation systems [85] claim to give higher accuracy and 
are less likely to be affected by the magnetic fields present in a permanent magnet 
machine. For prolonged extreme weather conditions, the heaving buoy may have to 
be decelerated or held in place mechanically to prevent damage to the WEC. A 
mechanical end stop would also act as a fail-safe or backup mechanism for reaction 
force control. 
7.6.2 Economic considerations 
In general, only. WECs that make economic sense will succeed commercially. Hence, 
there is an objective to minimise the cost of electricity generated from the WEC over 
its lifetime. This takes into consideration the reliability of the device and therefore 
includes the cost of maintenance and repair. For direct drive WECs it is beneficial to 
recognise how linear generator control is likely to affect the overall àost of energy 
produced in relative terms. Essentially, one needs to assess whether or not the rise in 
revenue gained from an increase in poweE extracted and hence, the increase in power 
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generated, can offset and exceed the added cost of infrastructure required to extract 
the extra power. 
To allow for phase and amplitude control, the generator and power converter would 
have to be rated higher. From an economic point of view, the amount of overrating is 
likely to depend on the rise in capital cost, which is a one-off cost, compared with the 
rise in revenue gained over the lifetime of the device from an increase in power 
generated. Figure 7.1 shows line graphs of the rise in capital cost versus the gain in 
revenue for 'five scenarios' that could be encountered. Line 'a' represents the case 
where the rise in capital cost is balanced by the gain in revenue. This is a highly 
unlikely situation as it would indicate that any revenue gained from an increase in 
power generated is exactly the same as the rise in capital cost for the increase in 
capacity. Line 'b' shows a linear relationship where the gain in revenue is higher 
than the increase in capital cost. In this scenario, larger devices are preferred in order 
to maximise the gain in revenue from generating more power. Line 'c' shows the 
contrasting scenario where the increase 'in capital cost is higher than the gain in 
revenue, thus indicating that devices with minimal overrating should be considered. 
In line 'd', only by overrating above a certain value will the gain in revenue exceed 
the increase in capital cost. This suggests that it is more profitable to try and extract 
maximum power from a broader range of wave frequencies. In the final scenario, the 
curve in line 'e' suggests that the gain in revenue is higher than rise in capital cost 
but only up to a certain point where subsequently the cost of increased overrating 
results in a lower gain in revenue. Further increases in overrating results in little or 
no further gain in revenue. 
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Figure 7.1: Graphs of rise in capital cost (one-off cost) versus the gain in revenue 
'(over its lifetime) for a direct drive WEC. Five different scenarios are 
shown in lines 'a' to 'e'. 
The most probable and realistic scenario is line 'e' as there is unlikely to be a linear 
relationship between the rise in capital cost and the subsequent gain in revenue. In 
addition, the flattening of the graph reflects the point where the maximum amount of 
power has been extracted and hence, the maximum revenue gained has been reached. 
From an economic viewpoint, one should bear in mind that the rise in capital cost 
and subsequent gain in revenue are dynamic. The cost of raw materials for machine 
production and semiconductor components for power conversion varies over time. 
Similarly, the price at which electricity can be sold without any subsidies is 
dependant on the electricity markets. As an example, figure 7.2 shows the price of 
copper for the period between September 1998 and September 2008 [86]. Over this 
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ten year period certain characteristics should be taken into consideration. Whilst 
there is an overall rise in copper price, recent years have seen large fluctuations over 
a relatively short period of time. In the space of two to three months from March 
2006, the price of copper rose by about 75 percent. This would dramatically increase 
the capital cost of overrating. Hence, decisions made with regards to overrating 
should not be seen as a final decision but should be reviewed continually taking into 




















Given the infancy of wave energy conversion as a source of renewable energy, many 
devices exist, varying greatly in their physical design and method of power take-off. 
The initial development stage in the majority of research into wave energy 
conversion has led to varying success among the existing prototypes in converting 
energy from sea waves into electrical energy. Compared with hydraulic and 
pneumatic power take-off systems, the direct drive approach is a relatively recent 
development where the use of linear electrical generators has shown good potential. 
This project investigated the application of reaction force control to a linear electrical 
generator. To reduce mechanical complexity, a direct drive system eliminates the 
need for an interface between the floating body and the electrical generator. Hence 
by controlling the generator, the movement of the floating body is also controlled 
due to this direct linkage. The reciprocating motion of a heaving buoy due to wave 
excitation gives a linear generator output that varies in amplitude and frequency. A 
power electronics interface is therefore necessary to convert the variable output into 
a suitable form for grid connection. Active rectification presents the opportunity to 
control the armature currents and consequently the reaction force of the generator. As 
such, the power electronic interface influences power flow within the whole WEC 
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system from energy absorption at source through to the conversion of power to the 
electricity network. 
This research was based on the hypothesis that linear electrical generators can be 
effectively controlled by a power electronic interface system to optimise the 
performance. of a wave energy converter with direct power take-off. This thesis has 
been proven through the simulation of a controlled large scale direct drive WEC, and 
experimentally verified through the demonstration of a prototype linear generator 
with power electronic converter control. 
8.2 Conclusion 
For direct drive WECs, by controlling the power take-off force the reciprocating 
motion of a heaving buoy can be controlled. It is possible for a direct drive WEC to 
achieve optimum phase and amplitude of oscillation by controlling the reaction force 
of a linear generator. Through an analytical study of a linear machine, a force model 
can be derived and used to generate the required spring stiffness and damping forces 
necessary for optimum oscillation, where the velocity of the heaving buoy is in phase 
with the wave excitation force. The reactive power required to maintain this resonant 
condition can be substantial for a large scale device such that an overrated generator 
and power converter are required. The amount of overrating is dependant on the 
frequency range of wave excitation that phase and amplitude control is to operate and 
the short-term overloading capability of the linear generator. 
It is possible to achieve phase and amplitude control by electrically latching the 
translator in a stationary position for part of each wave cycle. However, there is 
nothing to be gained in adopting latching control over a continuous control scheme. 
At wave excitation frequencies close to the natural frequency of the WEC, the peak 
currents can be orders of magnitude higher compared with continuous control. The 
peak currents at wave excitation frequencies further away from the natural frequency 
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of the WEC compare more favourably and may even be lower than those for 
continuous control, but this occurs at a point where the peak currents are 
unacceptably high and phase and amplitude control is not a viable option for either 
control scheme. 
Phase and amplitude control for multi-frequency waves is necessary where there is 
more than one dominant wave frequency. The generator spring stiffness and damping 
forces are calculated through the consideration of each wave frequency component as 
an individual incident wave acting on the heaving buoy. The required generator 
- spring stiffness and damping due to each of the frequency components gives rise to a 
resultant generator reaction force that consists of multiple frequencies. 
An experimental linear generator test rig is able to demonstrate the operation of 
phase and amplitude control through armature current control. A power electronics 
interface consisting of two back-to-back inverters connected via a DC link is able to 
provide generator current control through active rectification. Dedicated hardware 
circuitry is able to generate reference current signals based on measured frequency 
and translator displacement input signals. The DC link was maintained through the 
grid-connected inverter, which also controls power generation into the electricity 
network. Input power to the linear generator is limited due to the presence of springs 
between the crank and the translator. Friction between each spring and its respective 
guide tube further limits the input power. Both limitations are areas for further 
investigation into the design of a laboratory-based linear generator test rig. 
Overall, the work presented in this thesis provides a clearer understanding of control 
for linear generators for wave energy conversion and the challenges that lie ahead. 
The work gives greater awareness of direct drive systems as a viable power take-off 
for wave energy conversion and also provides a platform for further research. 
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8.3 Future Work 
There are many ways in which the work undertaken in this thesis could be extended. 
There are also many areas of research that could greatly benefit the development of 
direct drive WECs and effective control systems. 
From a modelling aspect, continuous control on a wave by wave basis through 
reaction force control would be a natural progression of further work. The interest in 
undertaking this task would be in finding out how continuous control algorithms for 
irregular waves could be applied effectively to a direct drive WEC. Continuous wave 
by wave control algorithms may be generic in nature, applying to heaving buoy 
WECs as a whole. For generator reaction force control, a generic control algorithm 
would almost certainly have to be adapted to suit the power take-off system 
implemented in the WEC. Due to the nature of irregular waves, continuous control 
requires a fast-acting response from the control system and subsequently from the 
generator in order to keep the velocity of the WEC in phase with the incident wave 
force. Inevitably, very large currents would be required for this fast-acting response; 
therefore, some form of current 'limiting would have to be implemented within the 
control algorithm. This could range from a crude current limiter that essentially sets a 
constraint on the generator current, to an 'intelligent system that limits current 
through some form of selective control. A selective control algorithm may choose 
not to extract energy from an incident, wave if in doing so would lead to the 
excessively high currents. A sthiple current limiter would act when the current 
threshold has been reached. Therefore, although energy is extracted from each and 
every wave, the imposed current limit means that reaction force control is limited, 
causing phase and amplitude control to be ineffective. For that reason, by ignoring 
certain waves the WEC and its control system could be in a better position to extract 
more power overall compared to a simple current limiting approach. Model-based 
simulations would be greatly beneficial in assessing how theoretical control 
algorithms could be best applied to real systems which inevitably have limitations. 
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Control of an array of direct drive WECs through modelling and simulation would 
provide another interesting area for further work. Analysing the interactions between 
buoys heaving independently in an array is a complex task, which requires much 
computational power; Research is presently being undertaken to try and understand 
these interactions with the aim of finding an optimum array geometry for different 
Sea states and to develop a control algorithm to maximise the performance of the 
array as a whole as opposed to any single device. Effective control of an array of 
direct drive WECs requires each device to be controlled individually. Hence each 
WEC requires its own power electronics interface. However, it is possible for all the 
devices or groups of devices within an array to share a common DC link. 
Investigation into the optimal configuration for interconnection between devices 
would give a clearer understanding of the requirements to provide effective control 
of arrays. 
Experimentally, laboratory-based work on the linear generator test rig could be 
extended to control for maximum power extraction with irregular excitation and 
analyse the performance of the linear generator operating under such a control 
scheme. One of the main challenges in undertaking such a task lies with the 
provision of irregular excitation. Presently the translator is driven by system of 
cables and pulleys connected to a crank that is driven by a variable speed induction 
motor via a' gearbox. Although the speed of the crank is variable, its rotational 
motion is essentially sinusoidal. To provide irregular excitation, the crank would 
have to be driven at variable speed within each revolution of the crank. Whilst it is 
possible for an inverter drive to provide a constantly variable voltage and frequency 
output, the effect of a constantly variable speed on the induction motor and gearbox 
are unknown. Since the control task is somewhat more complicated than for regular 
excitation, a software-based control solution should be adopted rather than a custom 
hardware design. A control model can be developed, converted into a programming 
language, and downloaded onto a programmable logic device, thus allowing changes 
and optimisation of the control model to be easily implemented. As mentioned in 
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Chapter 6, the non-uniform damping within the test rig and its variation over 
frequency can affect the interpretation of experimental results. This would have to be 
addressed if further experimental work is to be carried out using the existing test rig. 
Looking further into the future envisages the linear generator integrated into a 
heaving buoy device and tested in a wave tank or in real seas. The advantage with 
tank testing is that a device can be excited by waves under an irregular but known set 
of conditions, whereas testing performed in real seas is dependant on weather 
conditions. However, due to the dimensions of heaving buoy WECs, even testing of 
small scale devices would require a fairly substantial wave tank. Many existing wave 
tanks tend to have a large surface area but are too shallow in depth for investigating 
heaving buoy WECs. As an example, Europe has only one deep wave basin capable 
of carrying out studies on heaving buoys and marine hydrodynamics, which is 
located at Ifremer, Brest, in France. Hence, although considerable investment may be 
required to develop or obtain the use of a suitable wave tank, there is much 
knowledge and experience to be gained from testing in a controlled environment 
prior to facing the unpredictable nature of testing in real seas. 
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Series Circuit Calculations 
A.1 Maximum Power Transfer Theorem 
V Z2 
Figure A.!: Series circuit with source impedance Z i and load impedance Z2 
Z 1 ='R +X1 
Z 2 =R +X2 
Ill 
'Iz1+z2I 
Average power dissipated in Z2 is: 
r 
iZ1 + Z2i] 
ii 	lvi 	i P = - -I I R 2 Z2 	
2[  
1 	ivi2 R 
2 (R, +R2 )2  + (x, + x2 )2 
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is maximised when (R 1 + R2 )2  + (x1 + X2 ) is at a minimum 
...x2 =-x 1 
Hence: 
ir lvi 	12 IR 
2  2[R1+R2] 2 
V2 
R2 
2 R 1 2 +2R1 R2 +R2 2 
• V2 R2 





P is maximised when '_+ 4R + 2R2 is at a minimum 
2 	 •. 	R2 
Differentiate with respect to R2 gives: 
• —2R 1 2 
+2 
R 2 
Stationary points occur when the derivative is zero 
R2 2 
R 2 =±R1 
Differentiate again to find out whether the solution is a maximum or minimum: 
41 2 R 
For positive values ofR 1 and R2, the solution is positive. Therefore the denominator 
is a minimum. 
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Hence, power is maximum when: 
R1=R2 
Therefore, for maximum power transfer: 
Z 1 = R 1 +X, and Z 2 = - XI  
Fs 
Appendix A 
A.2 Calculation for the Phasor Diagrams in Figure 3.6 
I 	RgenlO 	 1-gen 
I. . 
E= 100 V, 
10 Hz 
Figure A.2: Simple equivalent circuit for an electrical generator (from figure 3.5) 
For Lgen = 0.05 H: 
Zgen =1+J3.14159 
Zload =10+jO 
E =100 + JO 
E 
- Zgen + Zload 
- 100+jO 
- 11+j3.14159 
= 100+jO 11—j3.14159 
11+j3.14159 11—j3.14159 
- 	1100—j314.159+JO+O 
- 121— j34.55749 + j34.55749 + 9.86959 
- 1100—J314.159 
- 	130.86959 
=8.40531—j2.40055 = 8.74139L-15.9393° 
V = i * Zload  
(8.40531 _j2.40055)*10 
= 84.O531—j24.0055 = 87.4139L-15.9393° 
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•Z g =(8.4o531—j2.400ssXl+j3.14159) 
= 8.40531+j26.40604—j2.40055 +7.54154 
= 15.94685 +j24.00549 = 28.8195Z56.4039' 
For Lgen = 0.5 H: 
Z gen  =1+J31.4159 
Z Ioad =lO+JO 
E= 100+ JO 
E 
- Z g ,j + ZIOad 
= 100+jO 
1i+j31.4159 











= 9.928—j28.3547 = 30.04Z-70.7° 
i Z gen = (0.9928 - J2.83547X1 + J3 1.4159) 
=0.9928+1.0897— j2.83547 + 89.078842 
= 90.0716+j28.25423 = 94.399L17.4159° 
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A.3 Power Factor Correction for the Equivalent Circuit in 
Figure 3.5 with Lgen = 0.5 H 
Zgen  =1+J31.4159 
—j31.4159 = jwC 




Average power dissipated in Rload  without power factor correction: 
V = 30.04Z 707o 
i=3.004L-70.7° 
P = V x i = 90.24Z 707 0 
Pave 90.24 = 45.12W 
Average power dissipated in Rload  with power factor correction: 
Z gen  =1+J0 
Zjd _lO+fO 
E =100+ JO 
E 
- Z gen + Zload 
= 100+ JO 
11+ JO 
= 9.09 A 
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Reaction Force Derivation 
B.1 Derivation of the Generator Reaction Force for a Linear 
VHM 
With reference to Brooking and Mueller [78], the flux variation with time in a linear 
VHM is given by the following equation: 
0(t) = CD sin(. x(t)) where x(t) = X sin(wt + co) 
The induced EMF can be obtained by applying Faraday's Law to the above equation: 
e(t) = –N 	where N is the number of turns per coil. 
dt 
e =E cos( 2g —x+90)cos(cot+çp) 
2,r. 	2,r 
e,3 =Ecos(--x---3--+Oo )cos(wt+ cog ) 
21r 	2,r 	 2NCDffai 




In order to generate the maximum amount of power from the linear generator, the 
voltages and currents must be in phase with each other. Therefore the current has a 
similar form to the induced EMF. 
2ff 
1A =I Cos( — 2 X+Oo)C0S(cO1+cog) 
2,r 	2ff 
1B =1 cos( - - x- -i--- + 9 ) cos(a1 + CPg ) 
' =I Cos( 
21r  
-,-x+ 2 --+Oo)cos(wt+g) 
Using (5.13), the reaction force of the linear VHIJVI is: 
(2 	 ff 	2ff. 	(2ff 	4ir ),c 





Applying the 3-phase currents, we have: 
	
(2ff \ 	2 1 2ff 	2ff 	2 2ff 	4ff 
I•—x I+ Cos I —x-- I+Cos I —x-- II fg KpJcos(wt+g)cos2 
2 ) 	2 3) 2 3)) 
Using the trigonometric identity, cos 2 A 
= COS 2A 
+ fg becomes: 
2 
• • 	 (2ff ' 	(2ff 	2ff 	(2ff. 	4,r' 
cos 2' —x '+1 cos2' —x-- '+1 cos2' —x---- '+1 
L'%) 2 3) 2 3) 
fg  =KFJcos(wt+cog) 	
2 	+ 	2 	+ 	2 
KFICOS(Wt+Pg)( (4t " 	(4 	4ffl Cos( 4z 	8,r'I 
f = 	 i cosi —x -+-.cosl —x-- I+cosl —x-- +3 




cosi 	 x i±cos—x-- I+cosl —x-- 1=0 








= KpJCOS(Wt+(Og ) 
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Design and Testing, for Experimental 
Work 
C.1 Full Systems Block Diagram of the Experimental Setup 
Figure C.1 shows the full systems block diagram of the experimental setup. 
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C.2 Linear- Generator Test Rig Properties 
Parameter 	 S Value 
Translator length 1720 mm 
Translator pole pitch (A) 24 mm 
Translator slot depth (B) 10 mm 
Air gap (C) 3 m 
Number of magnets per pole face 6 
Magnet pitch (D) 12 mm 
Magnet thickness (E) 4 mm 
C-core length (F) 100 mm 
C-core width (G) 288 mm 
C-core height (H) 137 mm 
C-core slot width (I) 144 mm 
C-core slot height (J) 72 mm 
Table C.!: Linear generator test rig properties. 
100.0( 
24.00 (A)-..] 










12.00 (D)-ø. h 	144.00 (I) 
Figure C.3: Diagram of a single c-core with dimensions in millimetres.' 
1167.00 
1644.00 
Figure C.4: Diagram of the three c-cores and the translator with dimensions in 
millimetres. 
The maximum translator excursion before loss of interaction with the magnets can be 
calculated with reference to figure C.4. 
Distance between the Vt  and 69th  translator tooth = 1644 mm 
Distance between the Vt  and 311  c-core = 1167 mm 






Figure C.5: Top section of the linear generator test rig with dimensions in 
millimetres. 
The maximum translator excursion before incurring damage can be calculated with 
reference to figure C.5. 
Distance between cable grips: 1440 mm 
Distance between upper pulley wheels: 1975 mm 
1975-1440 




C.3 Power Converter Component Ratings 
Component Rating 
IGBT single phase bridge pack 200 A 
DC link capacitor 400 V 
Input (grid-side) inductor 32A 
Output (generator-side) inductor 32 A 
Input contactor 30 A 
Output contactor 145 A 
Input miniature circuit breaker 32.A 
Input fuses 32A 
Output fuses 30 A 
Input socket 32 A 
Output socket 32A 
25 mm2 SYcable 100A 
10 mm  SY cable 61 A 
6 mm 2  SY cable 40 A 
4mm2 SYcable 30A 
Table C.2: Power converter component ratings. 
C.4 Control Circuit Design 
Frequency to Voltage conversion 
The slotted disc is positioned on the drive shaft between the step-down gearbox and 
the torque transducer. An STS-8831 opto-coupler located at the bottom of the disc 
generates square-wave pulses as the disc' rotates. The disc contains 100 slots/holes; 
therefore the frequency of the pulsed, output from the opto-coupler is 100 times the 
rotational frequency. A XR4 151 CP frequency-voltage converter was chosen to 
convert the output from the opto-coupler into a voltage that is proportional to 
frequency. By estimating the full-scale frequency, the XR4 151 CP was programmed 
to operate optimally within a certain frequency range, according to a design method 
set out in the datasheet. A 5 V peak-to-peak square-wave input can be converted to 
an output voltage between 0 V and 10 V. 
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Set the maximum crank frequency at 1 Hz. 
Hence, the full-scale input frequency,fo = 100 Hz 
Let R=14k!Q 
T = 1.1R000 = 0.75 [i/f0] = 0.0075 
Therefore, R0C0 = 0.0068181 
Let Co = 0.1 j.iF, hence R0 = 68.18 k1 - standard value = 68 W 
V0 =j/K where K = 0.486 R 
R B R O CO 
Let V0 = 3.14 V whenfinput = 50 Hz 
Hence, K = 15.92 = 0.486 	-3 R = 57 kL -+ standard value = 56 W 
R B R O CO 










CS 14K 2 
COMP 
Frequency Input 1\ 	One 	)\SW 
___________ _______ 3 22nF 	 6 .12 - 	Shot a. 'Cl 




Wave 10K 5.1K ___________ 
VCC 	 i[ 	RB 
IC- 
Figure C.6: XR4151 GPfrequency-to-voltage circuit. 
Voltage Output 
<vo 
Up to IOV 
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Test rig spring stiffness calculation 
The total spring stiffness of the linear generator test rig is 7918 N/rn. Assuming that 
the springs are never stretched beyond their elastic limit, this spring stiffness 
coefficient is a fixed value. 
Let l000N/m=1V 
Therefore 7918 N/rn = 7.918 V 
Use a potential divider to obtain the set voltage: 
Let RA =4.7kJQ  





47 + RB 
R B  =5.254k 
Let RB = 10 kQ potentiometer 
Generator spring stiffness requirement calculation 
The generator spring stiffness requirement is calculated using the following equation: 
k g = w2 m —k 
w 2 is, computed using an AD633 analogue multiplier connected for variable scaling 






Figure C.7: Connections for squaring and variable scaling. 
Transfer function: W = !-1' +R  2 ) where 1 k 	R1, R2<- 100 k 




Let R 1 = lkn  
R2 = 3.965 1 k - use a 6.2 kQ resistor in parallel with a 11 k1 resistor 
The output of the analogue multiplier, which is w12, is scaled using a potential 
divider to take into account of the mass of the translator. 
Mass of translator = 227 kg 
Let O.001V=lkg 
2 
Let output of the potential divider = 
w m 
1000 
Therefore, the transfer function is: V = R2 V. = 2m V. 
R I  +R2  ' 1000 
Let R2=lOkn 
10 =0.454 
R 1 ±10 
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Therefore, R 1 = 12.03 W - use 11.8 M.  
WithR 1 = 11.8 k, R2 = 9.811 M -+ use a 20 k.Q potentiometer 
A CA3 140 operation amplifier in differential configuration was used to subtract k 






Figure C.8: CA3140 in differential configuration. 
Transfer function: V. = 	- ) for R 1 = R 3 and R2 = R4 R I 
= 
1000' .2  1000 
k 
Let V. = - 	g  where F ak = 325.14 
2•F 
R 2 R 3 	1000 
Therefore - = - = = 1.538 
R 1 R 4 2•F_ 
Let R 1 =R3 =lOkfl 
Therefore R2 = R4 = 15.38 M -p use a 15 k.(1 resistor in series with a 390 K2 resistor 
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Translator displacement centre point adjustment 
The displacement of the translator is measured by an NITS Temposonics R-series 
linear position sensor. The output from the sensor is 0 to 20 mA and is able to 
measure displacements from 0 cm to 50 cm. To obtain meaningful readings, a load 
resistor was chosen that allows 1 metre to be measured as 10 volts. For accuracy, the 
load resistor value was chosen through experimentation by measuring the voltage 
increase for a given change in displacement. This resistor value was found to be 300 
ohms. 
Using this resistor value, the voltage output from the position sensor ranges from 0 V 
to 6 V. In order to generate the correct spring stiffness forces, the displacement 
measurement should have an average value of 0 V. Therefore centre point adjustment 
was required to bring the average to the correct level. Before adjustment the average 
value was measure to be 2.5 V, as shown in figure C.l0(a). Therefore 2.5 V had to be 
subtracted from the sensor voltage to obtain an average of 0 V. This was achieved 
using an operational amplifier in differential configuration. The non-inverting input 
is the output from the position sensor and the inverting input is a 2.5 V reference set 







Figure C.9: Centre point adjustment circuit. 
C 
B VCC ref, 
RA+RB 
2.5= 
RB  15 
RA + RB 
Let RB = 1M. 
Therefore RA = 5 M —+ use a 10 -kD variable resistor 
Transfer function: V. ­2 (VI —V f ) forR1 =R3 and R2 R4 
R I 
Let V= 




— = — = 0.1 
R I R 4  
LetR1=R3=10k 
Therefore R2 = R4 = 1 kQ  
Figures C. 10(a) and C. 10(b) shows the displacement reading before and after centre 
point adjustment respectively. 
• 	 ii 
U) .3 	 . 	 (03 
-4 _____________________. -4 
	
0 	0.5 	1 	1.5 	2 	2.5 	3 	3.5 	4 	0 	0.5 	1 	1.5 	2 	2.5 	3 	3.5 	4 
- lime. s Time, 8 
(a) 	 . 	 (b) 
Figure C.10: (a) Sensor voltage before centre point adjustment and (b) Corrected 
sensor voltage after centre point adjustment. 
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Generator sprihg stiffness force requirement calculation 
The required generator spring stiffness force is a product of the required generator 
spring stiffness. coefficient kg and translator displacement x. The multiplication is 
computed using an AD633 analogue multiplier in variable scaling configuration, as 
shown in figure C. 11. 
+15V 
• 	 0.lpF 
Xi o 	Eli 	 8 
	
2 	. 	7 	 0  
AD633 R 1 
• Y, 0— 3 	 6 
4 	 .5 	 ñR 
I. 	rHH 
 
pF 4— 0.1 
• 	-15V. 
Figure CA 1: Connections for multiplication and variable scaling. 
Transfer function: W 
= X 1 . 	+ R2 where 1 k 	Ri, R 2 100 k 
10 L R1  ) 







R 1  +R '  =20 
1 i 
Let R 3 =1M . 
Therefore R2 = 19 k -+ use a 18 M resistor in series with a 1 LQ resistor 
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Translator velocity calculation 
The velocity of the translator can be calculated from the translator displacement 
using a differentiator circuit. An operational amplifier can be configured as a 
differentiator, as shown in figure C. 12. 
+15V 
R2 
0.lpF II R 1 	Ci 
Dl. 	8LJ'' 
Vi 	 7L ii 





0.1 iiF __ 
-15V 
Figure C.12: CA3140 dfferentiator circuit. 
Transfer function: V = - 
d
- V. x - 
di' R2 
V == lOx 








LetR 1 = 1 M 
Therefore R2 = 10 M 
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Test rig damping coefficient calculation 
The inherent damping or friction present in the linear generator test rig has been 
estimated to be around 700 Ns/ .m through comparison with a test rig model. The 
reference damping coefficient can be provided using a potential divider circuit as 




I Ui 	 811 II 0.ipF 
RA 	 CA3140 	
I 
JT_C13 	








Allow bg to be set up to 800 Ns/m 
Therefore V.- ma,. = 2.460 V 
Let RB = 1 kKvariable resistor 
Therefore, RA = 5.1 U 
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Generator damping force requirement calculation 
The required generator damping force is a product of the required generator spring 
stiffness coefficient bg and translator displacement x. The multiplication is computed 






Figure C.14: Connections for multiplication and variable scaling. 
Transfer function: W 
= 	) 1R1_+ __ where 1 k 	R 1 , R2 100 k 
10 L R1  ) 
bi 
Let W=—i 1 =—_g 
F 
b ,y=— 
F 	 . 
Therefore 
R 1 -1-R2= 10 
R 1 
Let R 1 =lkn  
Therefore R2 = 9 kf -* use a 18 M resistor in parallel with a 18 M resistor 
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Generator current reference 
The generator current reference is used to generate the required 3-phase armature 
current signals for the PWM circuitry. The displacement proportional i component 
and the velocity proportional i  component can be added together using a summing 
amplifier circuit to generate the current reference. The summing amplifier circuit is 







Figure C.15: CA3140 summing amplifier circuit. 
( 	 3 
 V2 Transfer function: V = —I 	+ 
R 
° 	RR2 
Let V = ix ± ix 
Let R 3 =lM 
Therefore, R 1 = R2 = 1 kn 
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Figure C.16: Maximum power extraction control circuit schematic. 
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C.5 Control Circuit Testing 
This section shows one set of control circuit test results for a constant crank 
frequency of 0.6 Hz. 
Linearity testing for XR4I5ICP Frequency-Voltage converter 
Input frequency (Hz) Ideal output (V) Actual output (V) Error (V) Error (%) 
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 
5 0.314 0.315 0.001 0.318471 
10 0.628 0.626 -0.002 -0.318471 
15 0.942 0.946 0.004 0.424628 
20 1.256 1.256 0.000 0 
25 1.570 1.566 -0.004 -0.254777 
30 1.884 1.880 -0.004 -0.212314 
35 2.198 2.196 -0.002 -0.090991 
40 2.512 2.507 -0.005 -0.199044 
45 2.826 2.825 -0.001 -0.035385 
50 3.140 3.131 -0.009 -0.286624 
55 3.454 3.443 -0.011 -0.318471 
• 	 60 3.768 3.750 -0.018 -0.477707 
• 	 65 4.082 4.060 -0.022 -0.538951 
70 4.396 4.370 -0.026 -0.591446 
75 4.710 4.680 -0.030 -0.636942 
80 • 	 5.024 5.000 -0.024 -0.477707 
• 	 85 	• 5.338 5.310 -0.028 -0.524541 
90 5.652 5.610 -0.042 -0.743099 
95 5.966 5.920 -0.046 -0.771035 
100 6.280 6.240 -0.040 -0.636942 
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Figure C.17: Graph of ideal output voltage and actual output voltage versus input 
frequency for the XR4J51CP frequency-voltage converter. 
UI: XR4I5ICP 
For a crank frequency of 0.6 Hz, the input signal is a 5 V peak-to-peak square wave 
with a frequency of 60 Hz. 
The output is 3.775 rad/s = 3.775 V 
002004 	0.06 	0.08 	0 	 0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
time,s 	 tlme,s 
(a) . 	 (b) 
Figure C.18: Ui input and output signals - (a) Square wave input signal and ('b) 
DC output signal.. 
U2: CA3I40E!LM741 
Buffer amplifier (for centre point offset), input = output 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure C.19: U2 input (a) and output (b) signals. 
CA3I40EILM74I 
U3 differentiates the input (displacement to velocity). 
A sinusoidal input of amplitude 0.37 V at a frequency of 0.6 Hz will give a 




(a) 	 (b) 
Figure C.20: U3 input (a) and output (b) signals. 
CA3I40E/LM741 
Buffer amplifier (for damping measurement), input = output 
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U5 applies the square function to any input and divides the result by 2. 
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Figure C.22: U5 input (a) and output (b) signals. 
U6: CA3I40E/LM741 
Buffer amplifier (for stiffness measurement), input = output 
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(a) 	 . 	 (b) 
Figure C.23: U6 input (a) and output ('b) signals. 
U7: CA3I40EILM74I 
Difference amplifier 
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Figure C.24: U7 inputs (a) and (b), and output (c) signals. 
U8 multiplies the inputs at pin 1 and 7. 
0.4551 x  1.4 amplitude at a frequency of 0.6 Hz = 0.637 V amplitude at a frequency 
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Buffer amplifier (for w 2 x m = k measurement), input = output 
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Figure C.26: U9 input (a) and output ('b) signals. 
UlO: CA3I40E/LM741 
Difference amplifier 
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U  1 multiplies the inputs at pin 1 and 7. 
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Figure C.28: Ui] inputs (a) and ('b), and output (c) signals. 
U12: CA3I40E/LM741 
Summing amplifier 
Current proportional to spring stiffness force and current proportional to damping 
force added to give the total current amplitude llref]. 
2 	 2 3) 4 













Figure C.29: U12 inputs (a) and (b), and output (c) signals. 
C.6 Carrier Signal Removal Circuit Design 
Divisor generation 
The voltage signal from the displacement transducer is differentiated using a 
differentiator circuit to obtain the translator velocity. This velocity signal is then 
scaled to generate the divisor signal, which replicates the carrier signal to be 
removed. An operational amplifier configured as a differentiator, and an inverting 




Figure C.30: Divisor generation circuit. 
dR 1 
Transfer function: V = - - V. x - 






-15V 	 -15V 
Appendix C 
Let  =--x ° 	di 
Therefore 
R 2 
Let R 1 = I  
Therefore R7=l0M 
For variable scaling, let R4  = 1 M and R 5 = 20 M variable resistor 
Precision absolute value circuit 
A precision absolute value circuit ensures that its output is precisely equal to the 
absolute value of its input. The circuit is based on a dual op-amp design utilising an 
OPA 134 op-amp and an INA 134 difference amplifier with integrated precision 
resistors [87]. A schematic for the precision absolute value circuit is shown in figure 
C.31. 
Figure C.31: Precision absolute value circuit design using an 0PA134 op-amp and 
a INA 132 difference amplifier. 
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Divider circuit 
The divider circuit consists of an op-amp with an analogue multiplier in the feedback 
loop. A TL08 1 op-amp was chosen for its low input offset voltage, thus providing 
higher accuracy. The divider circuit diagram is shown in figure C.32. 
Figure C.32: Divider circuit design using an AD633 analogue multiplier and a 
TL081 op-amp. 




Zero-crossing detection circuit 
The zero crossing detection circuit takes the divisor signal as its input and outputs a 
square waveform from -1 volt to +1 volt, which is subsequently multiplied by the 
quotient signal from the divider output. The circuit consists of three stages: a 
comparator to generate the square waveform, a buffer stage, and an inverting 
amplifier to scale the output to ±1 volt. The zero crossing detection circuit is shown 






Figure C.33: Zero-crossing detection circuit design. 
Cl Carrier Signal Removal Circuit Testing 
The carrier signal removal circuit board was tested using the actual sense coil voltage 
measurement from the generator sense box, shown in figure C.34. Figure C.35 shows 
the sense coil voltage envelope, which is derived using the divisor generation circuit 
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Figure C.37: Carrier removal circuit. 
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C.8 Forced Mass Spring Damper Equation for the Linear 
Generator Drive System 
MY + Ri + Kx = 0 
Mi+B+k(XX i )k(X r —x)=0 
M1+B1k(X i + Xr )+2k'C=0 
Mi+Bi—k(—(r 1 —(d+r))+rr —(d—r))+2kx=0 
Mi+B±—k(—r1 +rr  +2r)+2kx=O 
i+B±-i-2kx = k(_(d+rcosot)2+(rsinag)2 +V(d_rcoswt)2 +(rsinwt)2 + 2r) 
Mi+B±+2/a= k(_J(d+r  cos at)2 +(r sin at)2 + Jd_rcosa,t)2 +(r sin  wt)2)+2kr 
= k(J(d_rcoswt)2 +(rsinat)2 --j(d+ r cos wt)2 +(rsin cot)2 )+ 2kr 
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C.9 Forced Mass Spring Damper Equation with Pre-stretched 
State for the Linear Generator Drive System 
Mx + Bx + Kx =0 
Mi = -Bi -k[(x -x 1 )-i-0.3]-i- k[(X,. - x)+ 0.3] 
Mi = -Bx - icc ± kx, - kO.3 + kx,. - icc + kO.3 
Mi=-Bx-i-k(x, +x r )-2kr 
x1 =-(r, -(d+r)) 
Xr =rr -(d-r) 
Mi = -Bx+k(-(rj -(d+r))+r,. -(d-r))-2kx 
Mi =-Bi+k(-(r, -d-r)-i-r,. -d+r)-2kr 
ii'fi=-Bi+k(-r,+d+r+r r -d+r)-2/cc 
Mi=-Bi+k(-r, -fr,. +2r)-2kx 
r1 =sJ(dircosw1)2  ±(rsin alt) 2 
rr =f(d_r COS wt) 
2±(r  sin cot) 2 
Mi=_Bi+k(_I(d±r COS wt) 2 +(r sin wt) 2 + -r COS cot) 2 +(r sin alt) 2 +2rJ_2kx 
Mi = _B+k_,j(d+rcostht)2 +(rsin cot)' +i.J(d_r COS  wt)2  +(rsin alt) 2 )+2kr_2kx 
Mi=_Bi±k(.J(d_rcosalt)2 ±(r sin alt)2 _sj(d+r  COS cot) 2 +(r sin  alt)2)+2kr_2kx 
Mi+Bi+2kx=k(I(d_rcosalt) 2 +(rsin alt)2 _1(d+rcoswt)2 +(rsin  alt)2)+2kr 
Mi±Bi+Kx =.i.((d_r  COS wt)2 +(rsin alt) 2 _.I(d+r COS alt)2 +(rsin alt) 2 )+Kr 
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ClO Experimental Data 
Crank Load setting (W) 
Frequency(radls) 	0 200 400 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2400 
0 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.54 	-0.022 0.027 0.057 0.105 0.151 0.168 0.171 0:171 0.178 
1.08 	0.014 0.094 0.182 0.306 0.318 0.324 0.352 - 0.320 0.299 
1.62 	0.009 0.218 0.367. 0.528 0.530 0.546 0.523 0.506 0.460 
2.16 	0.008 0.413 0.663 0.871 0.877 0.846 0.803 0.726 0.684 
2.70 	0.011 0.945 1.328 1.436 1.370 1.294 1.129 1.042 0.948 
3.24 	0.007 1.161 1.747 1.842 1.733 1.603 1.400 1.223 1.074 
- 	 3.77 	0.012 1.751 2.395 2.305 2.187 2.003 1.724 1.488 1.322 
4.31 	0.008 3.201 3.558 2.887 2.529 2.244 1.778 1.506 1.345 
4.85 	-0.033 6.262 5.264 3.445 2.914 2.558 1.965 1.649 1.422 
Table C.4: Experimental values for generator output power per phase for different 
• 	 crank frequencies at different  load settings. 
Crank Frequency - 	 - - - 	 - Load setting (W) 	- - - - 
(rad/s) 	0 - 200 400 800 1000 1200 1600 2000 2400 - 
0 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.oOo 0ô 0. 0.0,00 0.000 
0.54 	0.044 0.041 0.042 0.040 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.037 
1.08 	0.045 0.041 0.041 0.038 0.038 0.039 0.037 0.034 0.033 
1.62 	0.043 0.039 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0;039 0.041 
- 	
- 	 2.16 	0.0.48 0.045 0.044 . 0.042 0.043 0.043 0.045 0.048 0.049 
- 	 2.70 	0.057 0.052 : 0.053 0.054 0.054 0.054 0.054 0.054 0.054 
- 3.24 	0.068 0.060 0.060 0.061 0.062 0.065 0.067 0.067 0.069 
- 	 3.77 	0.077 0.068 0.067 0.068 0.068 0.070 0.071 0.072 0.071 
4.31 	0.093 0.086 0.087 0.089 0.089 0.090 0.090 	- 0.090 0.091 
- 	
- 	 4.85 	0.151 0.133 0.134 0.137 0.136 0.137 • 0.137 0.136 0.137 - 
Table C.5: Experimental values for translator displacement for different crank 
frequencies at different load settings. 
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Paper Identification Number: 256 
Control of Linear Electrical Generators for 
Direct Drive Wave Energy Conversion 
Jonathan K.H. Shek, D. Ewen Macpherson. and Markus A. Mueller 
Absznzct—Linear generators have been proposed as a suitable 
power take-off system for direct drive wave energy conversion. 
Coupled directly to a reciprocating wave energy device, it is 
suggested that linear generators could be a viable alternative to 
hydraulic and pneumatic systems. This paper discusses the 
challenges involved in control of a direct drive wave energy 
converter. predominantly for maximum power extraction through , • 
electrical means. It highlights characteristics of linear generator 
control. particularly due to mechanical and electrical resonance, 
and the implications upon the power conversion stage. Results 
show that an overrated power converter is necessary due in the 
reactive power requirement for optimal control. 
Index Terms—Control, direct drive, linear nmachines, wave 
energy conversion. 
I; INTRODUCTION 
THE generation of electricity by harnessing time power of sea waves has been at the forefront of research into 
renewable energy for more than 25 years. Although extracting 
energy from the sea waves has been investigated for decades. 
it was the 1973 oil crisis that triggered a sudden growth in 
research into wave energy in several countries II . More 
recently. the 1997 Kyoto Treaty has prompted the continuation 
of this research. 
Since the early seventies, many prototypes have been 
developed to extract energy front sea waves, and convert if 
into electricity. In comparison with wind energy, extracting 
power from sea waves is very much in its infancy. While there 
is a general consensus of the optimal design parameters for a 
wind turbine - three blades mounted on a horizontal axis there 
is as yet no widely accepted design approach for wave energy 
COflVCI'tCI's (WECs). 
Presently, the vast majority of WECs at a prototype or later 
stage use either pneumatic or hydraulic power take-off' 
systems. Another form of power take-off system, which has 
often been overlooked. is the direct electrical power take-off 
system. It has been shown through a comparative study that a 
direct electrical power take-off system has potential and 
justifies further research and development 121. In partiêular. 
Manuscript received June 30. 2006. This wort was supported in pan by 
the Engineering & Physical Science,, Research Council. 
Thc authors are with the Institute for Energy Systems. Joint Research 
Institute in Energy. Schtnrl tnt Engineering and Electnnnics. The University of 
Edinburgh. The King's Buildings. Mayfield Road. Ectnhurgh. E119 3JL 
United Kingdom (phonic: +44 (0)131-050-5029: e-mail:j.slreked.ac.uk(.  
the area of research that has attracted interest is the use of a 
linear electrical generator directly coupled to the wave energy  
device, as implemented in WECs such as the Atvhitncdcs 
Wave Swing 131, 141. This eliminates the need for an interface 
between the wave energy device and an electrical generator, 
thereby reducing complexity and increasing the overall 






Fig. I. Diagr.miu of a generic direct drive wave energy convener. 
This paper begins with an introduction to linear machine 
topologies that have been proposed for wave energy 
conversion and highlights certain characteristics for each 
topology. The need for control is emphasized along with a 
discussion of control implementation for directly driven linear 
generators. Control considerations are outlined, focusing on 
extracting maximum power from the energy source, explained 
in electrical terms. Generator force production and armature 
current control are presented. followed by a discussion of the 
crucial role in which the power converter plays and its et'lct 
on the entire system. 
11. LINEAR MACIIINE TOPOLOGIES 
The introduction of high energy density pennancnt magnets 
in the 1980's led to the development of novel permanent 
magnet machine topologies 151. Neodymium-Iron-Boron or 
"rare earth" magnets enabled machines such as Variable 
Reluctance Permanent Magnet (VRPM) machines with high 
shear stresses to be developed. VRPM machines are 
particularly suited to low speed. high torque applications, 
Publications 
Paper Identification Number. 256 
which prompted their use in wave energy conversion. 
VR.PM machirics are described in papers by Harris. 
Iwabuchi and Web (61-1101. They have a toothed structure that 
moves relative to a stationary part consisting of permanent 
magnets with a small pole pitch. A large force is developed in 
the airgap between the permanent magnets and the toothed 
translator, which is caused by an energy change over a very. 
short distance. This is due to a rapid change in flux provided 
by the slotted surface, which varies the reluctance as the 
translator moves along the magnet pitches. - 
A study by Web shows that a VRPM machine, namely, the 
Transverse Flux Permanent Magnet (TFPM) machine, can 
have a shear stress of up to 20)kN/m: ID times greater than a 
conventional linear generator 1101. The study also suggests 
that the machine would he smaller, lighter and more efficient 
than a conventional linear generator with a similar power 
output. However, the inherent inductance in the TFPM 
nuichine meant that it would suffer from low power factor 
while operating at full load. The unconventional design also 
meant that construction may prove to be rather difficult 141. 
Analysis has shown low power factor to be a trait of this 
machine type and is a compromise that needs to be made for 
the high specific output (II). 1121. Therefore, to achieve a high 
average power output, compensation by capacitor banks or 
active power factor correction is needed. It is most likely, 
however, that a combination of both would be required to 
allow for variations in electrical frequency. 
Efforts made to overcome certain problems related to the 
VRPM topology include the Linear Vernier Hybrid Machine 
(LVIIM). which was proposed as an alternative to the TFPM 
machine. Although the shear stresses are not as high as that of 
the TFPM machine, the more conventional machine structure 
simplifies construction considerably. Another topology 
proposed by Baker and Mueller is the air-cored tubular 
machine. Unlike the LVHM. this topology does not possess 
the favorable high shear stresses which are associated with the 
topologies mentioned above. But in turn, it does not suffer 
from low power factor, requires a simpler support structure 
due to the absence of large magnetic attraction forces, and 
facilitates the use of conventional seals due to its tubular 
design [13]. 
ill. CONTROL 
A. The ;ieed for control 
The reciprocating motion of linear electrical generators 
suggests direct coupling to a "point absorber" or "heaving 
buoy" type of wave energy device. These are deep water wave 
devices with small physical dimensions compared to the 
incident wavelength. They are usually axisymmetric about the 
vertical axis and have a narrow bandwidth due to its small 
horizontal extension. Therefore, it is essential that the motion 
of a point absorber is controlled in order to extract as much 
energy as possible from the waves. 
80 
Ii 	
; 	 I 
Frqnry nd/ 
Fig. 2. Percentage of maximum extracted power versus wave frequency for a 
typical point absorber. 
Due to the random nature of sea waves, an uncontrolled 
point absorber will operate mostly away from resonance and 
would therefore only extract a small percentage of the 
maximum power available, as shown in Fig. 2. in addition. 
control is required to limit the excursion of the point absorber 
so that maximum stroke length is not exceeded in the event of 
freak waves occurring. In a similar sense, although it is desired 
that as much energy as possible is extracted from the waves. 
the rating of the power take-off must not be surpassed. 
Therefore, it is desired for a WEC to operate away from 
resonance in some circumstances. 
B. Physical implementation 
Much of the research into implementing control for point 
absorber WECs has focused on mechanical methods: the 
majority of which have either been based on a form of 
mechanical braking system such as a friction coupling or a 
clutch mechanism, or a valve that regulates the fluid or air 
pressure. In a hydraulic system, the use of a variable valve 
would be the obvious choice for control as it would 
complement the power take-off without adding complexity to 
the overall system. Such mechanical methods could be 
implemented in a direct drive WEC although it would seem 
counter intuitive due to the lack of mechanical power take-off. 
thereby adding an extra degree of complexity to the WEC. A 
much simpler option would be to utilize the linear machine 
itself to control the motion of the point absorber; thereby 
having an electrical power take-off with electrical control. In 
addition, it is well known that linear machines benefit from 
being able to be controlled with a high degree of variability 
and precision that would not be possible with a mechanical 
system. This has been demonstrated in a number of 
applications ranging from nanopositioning mechanisms to high 
power inverter drives for high speed trains. 
C'. Control considerations 
Similarly to oscillating water columns (OWCs), direct drive 
WECs are able to extract energy from both rising and falling 
waves. However, unlike the generator coupled to the Wells 
turbine in an OWC. the motion of a linear machine is 
bidirectional and therefore experiences both positive and 
negative forces. From the EMF profile of a linear generator. it 
is apparent that phase reversal occurs at the frequency of 
oscillation each time the translator reaches its maximum 
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Fig. 3. 3-phase induced EMF profile. Translator reaches its Inasinwm 
excursion at -53.4 seconds. 
This is equivalent to a change in phase rotation for a 
conventional machine and is a concern if the generator is 
directly grid connected. 
A point absorber WEC can be represented using the 
electrical analogue of a mass spring damper system.  
back into the sea; whereas the energy in R 2 is transferred to the 
power take off for electricity generation. Therefore, the 
theoretical limit for the wave energy absorbed by a point 
absorber WEC is 50 percent. V 1 and I, are in phase with each 
other, which is analogous to wave excitation force being in 
phase with device velocity. 
It should be noted that the selection of values for R. and C, 
determines the magnitude and phase of the voltage Vr, which 
represents the generator force. The physical model, however, 
controls the generator force to determine the hydrostatic spring 
stiffness, and hydrodynamic damping. 
IV. REACrI0N FORCE 
Similarly to a conventional electrical machine, the 
fundamental principle upon which a linear machine is based 
lies with the force on a current (I) carrying conductor within a 




Fig. 4. Electrical analogue fite a point alsaw$vr WEC 
In Fig. 4, the excitation force is represented by a sinusoidal 
voltage source Vr. with the assumption of regular waves. The 
impedance Z, represents the point absorber's mass, hydrostatic 
spring stiffness, and hydrodynamic damping. Z2 represents the 
power take-off, which is to be controlled to maximize the 
power extracted Front the waves. The impedances of Z, and Z2 
are as followe 
Z,=R1 +JZL_f_L  
(.') 
Using the maximum power transfer theorem, the power 
transferred to Z2 can be maximized if the impedances of Z1 
and Z2 are complex conjugates of each other. as in (3). 
Therefore, the reactive components of Z1 and Z2 will be of 
opposite phase although their magnitudes will be equal. 
(3) 
At resonance, the imaginary parts disappear, leaving the 
damping components R 1 and R2. The energy in R, is radiated 
F=qrB=I1B 	 (4) 
where q is the charge traveling along a conductor of length I 
at a velocity v, assuming that the conductor is perpendicular to 
the magnetic field. 
In the case of a VRPM machine, the magnetic field B is 
produced by the armature currents and therefore able to 
control the generator reaction force. Indeed, it is the only 
feasible approach for force control as all other factors such as 
geometry and permanent magnet properties are generally fixed 
parameters. 
For any WEC. there are two pans to the resonance 
requirement in extracting maximum power. 
Mechanical resonance: the natural frequency of the wave 
energy device must be in tune with the frequency of the 
driving wave. Hence, the velocity of a point.ahsorber will be in 
phase with the wave excitation force. This is required to 
transfer as much energy as possible from the waves to the 
point absorber. 
Electrical resonance: the armature current must be in phase 
with the induced EMF. This gives unity power factor, and 
hence unidirectional power flow, which is required to reduce 
1 2 R losses. - 
For a directly driven WEC, an additional factor must be 
taken into account as both requirements need to be achieved 
through armature current control. As stated previously, the 
armature currents must be in phase with the induced EMF for 
electrical resonance, which was the basis of a control 
algorithm proposed in 1141. Since the induced EMF is directly 
proportional to the velocity of the point absorber, the same can 
be said of the armature currents if it is controlled to follow the 
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The spring stiffness (K) is proportional to the displacement 
of the point absorber as shown in (5). Therefore the envelope 
of the armature currents required to produce this spring 
stiffness force will he 90 degrees out of phase with the 
envelope of the induced EMF, as shown in Fig. 5. This 
suggests that mechanical and electrical resonance can only be 
achieved simultaneously if no spring stiffness force is required 
front the generator. 
icItG: 
Ag. 5. (a) Induced F.MF for a single pha'. th) Annatuce current for a single 
phase. 
In most circumstances, the generator force will consist of 
damping and spring stillness forces. In electrical terms, this is 
a combination of resistive and reactive (capacitive) loads 
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Fig. 6. Generator power. For the negative pan of the cycle. energy is returned 
to the sea due to the spring stiffness force produced by the generator. 
Fig. 6. shows the instantaneous power produced by a linear 
generator for a point absorber \VEC with a natural frequency 
of 1.4 rad/s excited by a sinusoidal wave force with a 
frequency of 1.3 rad/s. The spring stiffness force required for 
mechanical resonance means that energy is returned front the 
power take-off system to the sea for part of the cycle in order 
to extract more energy for the rest of the cycle. The result is 
higher overall net power flow. 
V. POWER CONVERTER 
The electrical output from a linear generator varies in both 
amplitude and frequency due to its reciprocating motion. Grid 
connection requires a constant voltage and frequency, which 
can be provided through the use of a power converter. A diode 
rectifier and inverter would be sufficient for this purpose since 
the converter merely rectifies the generator output and 
reconstructs the mains voltage and frequency. However. the 
need for armature current control means that active 
rectification would be required, prompting the use of two 
hack-to-hack inverters. The DC link volthge is particularly 
important for generator force control as it determines the rate 
of change of the armature currents according to (6). 
V=Ld 	 (6) 
di 
V is the voltage across the inherent inductance of the 
generator and I is the armature current. If the generator has a 
large inherent induetattce such as is the case for electrical 
machines based OIi the VRPM topology, a Ilsuch larger DC 
link voltage would be required in order to compensate for the 
large inductance, which imposes a greater restriction on the 
rate of current change. A poorly maintained DC link voltage 
would obviously result in poor current control. 
For an uncontrolled point absorber, the current is controlled 
to be in phase with the induced EMF to maximize the real 
power generated. In this case, the power converter is rated for 
the maximum power, which is not more than twice the average 
power at steady stale. For a controlled point absorber, where 
the current is controlled to produce a specific reaction force 
froin the generator. the power converter needs to be overrated 
to cope with the reactive power demands. The average power 
may he orders of magnitude lower than the peak power, as 
shown in the. comparison between a resonant (fig. 7(a)) and an 
off-resonant (fig. 7(b)) point absorber WEC. Fig. S. 
emphasizes this point by showing the variation in peak prover 
compared to the average power as the frequency of wave 
excitation changes. As expected, the pea - power is lowest 
when the wave frequency coincides with the natural frequency 
of the point absorber, which has been set to 1.4 rad/s. 
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Fig. 7. Ceaph of instantaneous power (grey) and average power (black) for 
(a) a resonant point absorber, and hI an off-resonant point absorber requiring 
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Fig. 8. Graph of peak power (grey) and average power (black) versus ware 
frequency. where the natural frequency of the point absorber is set to 1.4 
rad/s. 
Inevitably, overrated power electronic components increase 
the cost and size of the converter. However, this should not 
necessarily be seen as a drawback since we are able to profit 
from the reactive -power demands by extracting more energy 
from the sea. From a different perspective, the increased cost 
of an overrated converter could be comparable to the cost of 
implementing a mechanical control system. but in either case, 
a power converter would always he required. The electrical 
approach is seemingly the much simpler option. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that mechanical and electrical resonance 
are desirable l'or wave energy conversion. it is also apparent 
that the use of a direct drive system means that both 
requirements cannot be achieved simultaneously unless the 
WEC is naturally resonant with the wave frequency, a state  
that is unrealizable in real seas. These however, along with an 
overrated power converter, are not drawbacks due to the fact 
that the linear generator perfonns the dual function of a power 
take-off and control mechanism, and there are in fact 
advantages to the gained. Further investigation is required to 
realize these advantages. 
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Reaction force control of a linear electrical generator 
for direct drive wave energy conversion 
J.K.H. Shek, D.E. Macpherson, M.A. Mueller and J. Xiang 
Abstract: Direct drive wave energy converters have been proposed in view of the disadvantage of 
mechanical complexity and low conversion efficiencies in conventional wave energy converters. 
By directly coupling a linear generator to a reciprocating wave energy device, it is suggested 
that direct drive power take-oil could be a viable alternative to hydraulic- and pneumatic-based 
systems. To further realise the benefits of a direct drive system, a control scheme based on reaction 
force control to maximise energy extraction is presented. It focuses predominantly on the theoreti-
cal analysis of the linear generator reactioh force. The modelling, simulation and control of direct 
drive wave energy conversion are systematically investigated by computer-aided analysis via 
Matlab/Simulink. 
1 	Introduction 
Wave energy has the potential to make a significant contri-
bution in reducing carbon emissions with targets set by the 
UK government in a 2003 White Paper [I]. The energy 
from waves in UK waters represents half of Europe's total 
wave resource: the technical resource is estimated at 
approximately one-quarter of the UK's total installed gener-
ation capacity [2]. Developments in wave energy conversion 
have concentrated on the method of extraction rather than on 
the electrical power conversion. As a consequence, power 
take-off systems that make use of conventional-high-speed 
rotary electrical generators such as induction machines and 
synchronous machines have been implemented in wave 
energy converters (WEC5). Direct drive power take-oil 
systems incorporating, linear generators have been proposed 
as a viable alternative to the use of conventional rotating 
machines [3. 4]. Using linear generators that operate at 
low speed, the need for a mechanical interface involving 
complex hydraulic or pneumatic systems is eradicated, 
resulting in a simpler power take-off system with fewer 
conversion losses. An example where a direct drive 
power take-oil system has been used can be found in the 
Archimedes Wave Swing (AWS) WEC [5]. 
The reciprocating motion of a linear generator implies 
that direct drive power take-off systems can be implemented 
in point absorbers or heaving buoy-type WECs by direct 
coupling, as shown in Fig. I. The frequency at which sea 
waves excite a wave energy device can vary enormously, 
but the capture bandwidth of a device is limited. Point 
absorbers naturally have a narro* bandwidth because of 
their small physical dimensions compared to the incident 
wavelength. Therefore device characteristics need to be 
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matched to the wave climate so that maximum energy can 
be extracted from the waves. This makes it essential to 
control the reciprocating motion of a wave energy device 
if they are to work well over a wide range of conditions. 
A number of investigators have proposed various 
methods for achieving control; most of which aim to 
obtain an optimum phase and optimum amplitude of oscil-
lation to maximise the energy extracted [6-8]. In each case, 
a purely mechanical or electro-mechanical - method was 
suggested. A method of controlling a heaving buoy. point 
absorber using a linear electrical generator directly coupled 
to a wave energy device is presented. 
2 Control of point absorbers 
A point absorber can be represented using the electrical ana-
logue of a mass spring damper system to givean insight into 
power transfer within a direct drive WEC [9]. Fig. 2 shows a 
series resonant circuit representing the wave energy device 
and generator where the electrical equivalent of the wave 
excitation force (Fe ) is represented by an EMF source. 
The EMF source drives an equivalent current, the device 
velocity (U) through the various elements of the circuit: 
inductance represents the mass of the device (M), capaci-
tance the inverse of the spring stiffness force constant 
(K,) and the resistance the mechanical damping (B 5 ). 
which includes radiation resistance because of the radiation 
of waves by the oscillating body. The load represents the 
generator, having a reaction force (F5), across an equivalent 
variable and controllable impedance (Z5). Frictional losses 
from the generator are also represented by Z5 . 
The expression for the device impedance (Z) is given by 
applying electrical theory to the circuit in Fig. 2. 
Zw  = B +jwM —J —fl. 	 (I) 
0) 
By expanding the load impedance (Z5 ) in terms of equiv-
alent resistive, inductive or capacitive, components, the 
-ability of the generator to control the frequency character-
istics of the above circuit, can be investigated. As with an 
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Fig. 4 Electrical analogue of a point absorber wave energy con-
- 	 %t'rler. iiiih Z0 represented as damping and spring xtifluiess 
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shown in (6) and in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 1 Diagram cf a generic direct drive ware ene,xv converter 
f5 =B+K5x 	 (5) 
- 	 K, 
(6) 
K. 
Wave energy device 	Generator 
Fig. 2 Electrical analogue of a point absorber 
diagram as shown in Fig. 3 where it is assumed that the dis-
placement x(I) is given by 
x=Xsin(cut 	 (2) 
The generator reaction force and the excitation force are 
given by 
fg =Fg sin(wi+p,,.) 	 (3) 
and 
(4) 
respectively. By using trigonometric identities, the genera-
tor force can be represented by two force terms: one 
which is proportional to velocity and a second force term 
that is proportional to displacement. These forces can be 
represented by a damping force term (B)  and a spring 
force term (Kgv). respectively, as shown in (5). The genera-
tor impedance (Z9) can therefore also be represented as a 




Fig. 3 Pliasor lepresentalion o/evcita:io,, and generator forces 
atjrequenci' w 
Is 
Similar to an electrical series resonant circuit, mechanical 
resonance occurs in a point absorber WEC when the sum of 
the imaginary components of the total impedance adds up to 
zero. Maximum power transfer occurs when the generator 
impedance is equal to the complex conjugate of the 
device impedance. Hence, the generator impedances have 
to be controlled to meet the following requirements given 
in (7) and (8) to achieve amplitude and phase control 




In a linear electrical generator, phase control requires the 
control of a force that emulates a spring stiffness force. 





The resonant frequency given in (9) can be controlled by 
varying the generator spring stiffness constant. At reson-
ance, the total impedance of the point absorber and the 
load is real; the excitation force (Fe ) and the velocity (U) 
are in phase, and therefore maximum power is transferred 
to the load impedance which represents the generator. 
This is shown in Fig. 5 where the phase of the load at res-
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Fig. 5 Phasor replescntatio,z oJcvduation and generator forces 
at resonance 
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3 Implementation of phase and amplitude 
control 
In order to control the phase and amplitude of a heaving 
point absorber, the force generated by a directly coupled 
linear electrical generator, the so-called generator reaction 
force, can be utilised. The generator force can be rep-
resented as two components: a damping force proportional 
to velocity and a spring stiffness force proportional to dis-
placement, as given in (5). The generator force is a function 
of the geometry and properties of the permanent magnets. 
the machine design and the peak current. However, only 
the latter can be used to control this force. Therefore to 
resolve the generator force vector (f) into two orthogonal 
components, the current vector is decomposed into the 
x-directed component and the .-directed component. 
fg =Klcos(wI+ g ) 	 (II) 
The expression for generatrir force given in (II) which is 
derived in Section 4 can be expanded to give 
(12) 
where the two current terms in the brackets can be rep-
resented as current phasors i, and i. Electrically, these 
are the orthogonal components of the armature current 
envelope. A simplified equation is where, KG = 3K12. 
= K(i +i) 	 (13) 
= -i sin Tsin WI and i = lens ç. cot WI 
By comparing (5) and (13). expressions can be given for 
the generator forces in terms of the damping and spring 
stiffness forces. These are given in (14a) and (14b) which 
can be rearranged to provide the current vector require-
ments in terms of the generator spring stiffness and 
damping constants shown by (15a) and (15b) which can  
also be expressed in terms of the device parameters as 
described in Section 2. 
= —K,x = i.KG  
= Be = iKG  
(l5a) 
= (15b) 
Subsequently, the desired 3-phase currents are derived 
from the current vectors and used for current regulation. 
By controlling the current vectors i and . it is therefore 
possible to control the phase and amplitude of the device for 
maximum energy conversion. The current vector i, controls 
the generator spring stiffness force providing phase control: 
the current vector it controls the damping force providing 
amplitude control and conversion of real power. 
4 Direct drive wave energy converter model 
A direct drive WEC was modelled using Matlab/Simulink. 
4.1 Simulink model description 
Fig. 6 shows a Simulink model of a direct drive WEC. The 
model primarily comprises a wave energy capture device 
modelled as a mass-spring-damper system and a power 
take-off system that includes the linear generator, the 
power converter and the control system. 
The linear generator is modelled on the vernier hybrid 
machine (VHM) [10, II] which is based on the Variable 
Reluctance Permanent Magnet (VRPM) machine topology. 
VRPM machines are well known to have high shear stresses 
and are particularly suited to low-speed, high-torque appli-
cations. Shear stresses of up to 200 kN/nr can be found in 
machines such as the Transverse Flux Permanent Magnet 
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complexity. The VHM goes some way to resolving the latter 
by adopting a more conventional machine -structure. 
The electrical output of the linear generator has variable 
amplitude and frequency because of the reciprocating 
motion of the point absorber. The model uses two 
back-to-back inverters for the power conversion stage to 
allow inversion into the mains and armature current 
control by way of active rectification. A description of the 
converter design and operation can be found in [12]. 
The control system implements the control procedure 
described in the previous section and is divided into two 
main subsystems within the power take-off block, which is 
shown in Fig. 7. The spring stiffness and damping coefficient 
requirements are used 'to calculate the x-directed and 
.v-directed current components, which are then fed into the 
first subsystem (3-phase i) to derive the required 3-phase 
armature currents. The required 3-phase currents are then 
compared with the actual 3-phase currents by a second sub-
system (i control) the error is used to generate driving 
signals for the power converter switches on the active rectifier 
side. A similar controller exists to regulate the DC link voltage 
via the inverter, which has a direct influence on the rate of 
change of the armature currents. A well-maintained DC link 
voltage would not only allow the armature current to be con-
trolled effectively,, but would in turn also allow the motion of 
the point absorber to be more in time with the incident wave. 
Hydrodynamic parameters are required in both the wave 
energy capture device model and the power take-off model 
where numerical values are calculated based on a method 
described in Eidsrnoen [13]. using linear hydrodynamic 
theory. These numerical values are subsequently stored in 
look-up tables as excitation force, added mass and damping 
coefficients, which are then used to derive the excitation 
force because of the incident wave and the radiation impe-
dance, which make up the added mass and damping forces. 
4.2 Generator reaction force model 
As with a conventional electrical machine, the useful force 
in a linear machine is produced by the interaction of 
current-carrying conductors with a magnetic field known 
as the Lorentz force. If the magnetic field (B) and the 
current (I) in a conductor of length I are perpendicular. 
the Lorentz force is given by (16) where q is the charge tra-
velling along a conductor at a velocity v. 
F=qvB=IIB 	 (16) 
Calculation of the Lorentz forces in an electrical machine 
can be achieved using finite element modelling with a 
reasonable level of confidence. The force can be stored in 
a look-up table for various positions of the translator in 
the machine and then used in the control simulation. 
However, a new finite element model has to be regenerated 
for any change in geometry and so is not very versatile for 
use in the design office. Hence a simpler analytical model is 
derived and presented with finite element and experimental 
results to support the model. 
A cross-section of one phase of a linear VHM is shown in 
Fig. 8a. A linear toothed translator moves back and forth 
between two C-cores with coils wound on each pole. 
Magnets are mounted on each pole face so that the flux 
flow is of that shown in Fig. 8a when the translator teeth 
are fully aligned with the magnets. The flux decays to 
zero and then reverses polarity as the translator moves to 
the fully unaligned position. Hence, the coils experience a 
rapid change in flux where the electrical frequency of the 
pulsations is greater than the frequency of translator oscil-
lation, producing a so-called magnetic gearing effect. For 
a 3-phase machine, the adjacent phases are separated by 
two-thirds of a translator pitch so that the flux pulsations 
are 120' out of phase. The machine can be constructed 
via a modular approach with each phase magnetically iso-
lated from the other, which allows a high degree of flexi-
bility in the choice of power ratings and design 
parameters. Details of the design and modelling of the 
linear machine can be found in [14, 151. 
Fig. 8h shows the machine magnified around one pole 
face to illustrate the method of force production. A set of 
equivalent currents is used to represent the permanent 
magnets mounted on the pole face with the magnetic field 
produced by the coils wound around each limb of the 
C-core. A higher flux density (B 1 ) is observed in the air 
gap under a tooth compared to the flux density in the slot 
R9.7 Si,nullnk ,nodc'I of she pcwer take-4(PTO) hk.ek 
20 	 - 
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Fig. 8 Simple i,,wh'iwuI iziodd with fuiiie ek'me,,i 
to One phase module of the linear VHM topology 
I, Method of force production 
region (82). As shown in the figure, maximum force is pro-
duced when the centre of the tooth is aligned with the inter -
face between two adjacent magnets. If the magnetic field is 
in the direction shown, a large force is produced under a 
tooth (F 1 ) and a smaller force acting in the opposite direc-
tion is produced in the slot region (F2). The peak force on 
one translator tooth is given by 
	
'oo1h = (B 1 - 	 ( 17) 
where Bi and B are both because of the armature exci-
tation. I is the core length of the machine and 'PM,  given 
in (18). is the equivalent current at the interface of two adja-
cent magnets of thickness r. 
2B. 
'PM ___SdS_ 	 (18) 
P10 Ar 
8rrn is the remanent flux density of the rare-earth magnets, 
, is the permeability of free space and p is the permanent 
magnet recoil permeability. A conformal transformation 
technique has been applied by Spooner and Haydock [10] 
to calculate B 1 and 82 and is given by 
82 	g 	
(19) 
81 1g2 +a2 
where a is half the slot width, and g is the distance between 
the translator and the pole face and is equal to the sum of the 
actual air gap length and the so-called magnetic air gap. 
Hence, the peak force for one phase with p pole faces and 
Z teeth per face can now be re-written as 
PZB I (l - ,/g2+02)'tM! 	(20) 
lET Rerietv. l',orer (iener.. VoL I. No. 1. lion'S 2007 
The maximum flux density Bi is given in (21). It is calcu-
lated from the magnetic reluctance network of one phase 
with the assumption that the magnetic air gap is constant. 
B 1 (21) 
g 
where N is the number of turns per coil and IA(l)  is the coil 
armature current which can be controlled. A similar 
expression has been derived by Iwabuchi ci al. [16] with 
the only difference is that their expression for peak force 
contains a constant. 6, which is equal to the bracketed 
term in (20). 
As the translator moves position, the flux density wave-
form produced by the armature currents moves with the 
translator, so that the force acting on the translator teeth 
also changes. The geometry of the air gap was chosen for 
sample machine such that the harmonics in the flux 
density waveform can be ignored. The method for calculat-
ing the harmonics is given by Freeman where the flux 
density waveform can be obtained for any slot width to 
air gap length ratio [17]. Hence, an air gap length can be 
chosen to minimise harmonics and allow the flux density 
waveform in the air gap to be assumed, sinusoidal; so, it 
can be inferred that the force distribution with position is 
also sinusoidal. For a translator oscillation frequency, w, 
which would be equal to the buoy frequency in a direct 
drive system, the force for a single-phase machine is 
given by 
f(x. i) = K1 sin2T(j - Ws)IAu 	 (22) 
where the peak force constant is given by 
Kp =PZ(l 
- 	,g 
, )! 1 !N!± 	(23) 
g 
In most applications, there will be three phases each pro-
ducing its own force similar to (22), but each force will be 
out of phase with the other by 120 electrical degrees. The 
form of the phase current depends on the nature of the 
induced EMF. which is given by (24)—(26) for all three 
phases [12]. 
- 	f2ir 	\ 
CA = Ecos — 
 , 
-x +06  )cos(wl + cc5 ) 	 ( 24) 
C5 = Ecos(x - + )coswi + ) (25) 
cc =Ecos(Tx+T+o)cos(wl+(Ps) (26) 
In order to convert maximum electrical power from the 
linear VHM. the induced EMF and the current must be in 
phase with one another in order to compensate for the 
high reactance typical of these machines. Hence, the 
phase currents will be of a similar form to the induced 
voltages and are given in by 
1A =J  COS ( !x±Oo)cos(w$+cc.,,) 	(27) 
1 	21T 
1 a 	 (28) 






Fig. 9 Comparison bet ween finite element jrce data (solid line) 
and the force model data (dotted line) 
Substituting each of the 3-phase currents into (22) will 
produce the forces produced by each phase. The total reac-
tion force generated by the machine is equal to the sum. 
which is expressed in (30) and assumes that (l ) = IT/2. 
=K.Icos(wt+ 8 ) 	 (30) 
For a point absorber in monochromatic waves, the exci-
tation force is assumed to be in phase with the wave displa-
cement. Hence, the generator force is of a similar 
distribution to the excitation force enabling it to be used 
to control the point absorber. Equation (30) only includes 
the electromagnetic force because of Lorentz. However. 
even with no current flowing, a force exists because of the 
alignment of the magnets with the teeth on the translator. 
a so-called cogging force. In this machine, it was found 
that provided the machine is balanced, the cogging forces 
produced by each phase were distributed such that their 
sum was always equal to zero. 
in order to verify this force model, force calculations 
from a finite element model were generated. The finite 
element model was verified using experimental results of 
a prototype machine in [15], in which full details of the 
finite element model can be found. Fig. 9 shows a compari-
son between the two sets of force data. 
5 Results 
Simulation results are based on a model of a linear generator 
directly coupled to a floating buoy with a single degree-of-
freedom. The floating buoy is excited by a sinusoidal wave 
force at a frequency of 1.3 rad/s, causing it to exhibit heave 
Table 1: Simulation parameters 
Wave excitation frequency, rad/s 	1.3 
Natural frequency of the point 1.4 
absorber WEC. red/s 
Mass of floating buoy, kg 48383 
Hydrostatic spring stiffness, N/rn 126230 
Hydrodynamic damping. N s/rn 3032 
Generator spring stiffness, N/rn —18291 
Generator damping, N s/m 2884.26 
motion. Parameters related to the simulations can be found 
in Table I. 
Fig. 10a shows the frequency response for an uncon-
trolled direct drive WEC. As expected, average power is 
at a maximum when the wave excitation frequency 
coincides with the natural frequency of the WEC. On 
either side of the natural frequency, the extracted power 
rapidly decreases. In Fig. 1 0b the velocity of a controlled 
heaving buoy is in phase with the wave excitation force 
so that maximum power can be extracted from the waves. 
This is achieved by calculating the required spring stiffness 
and damping to be produced by the generator, which is 
controlled by the .t-directed and the i-directed current 
components, i and i, as shown in Fig. iOc. For this 
particular simulation, the required generator spring stiff-
ness force is much greater than the required generator 
damping force. Hence, i has a greater amplitude in com-
parison to i5 . The envelope of the 3-phase currents given 
by i + ij in which i dominates is therefore out of phase 
with the envelope of the induced EMF, where EMF is pro-
portional to the velocity of the heaving buoy, as shown in 
Fig. 1 0d and 10e. This implies that geflerator power flow 
is not unidirectional because of the reactive power 
demands to achieve mechanical resonance, indeed, any 
amount of spring stiffness produced by the linear generator 
would mean that electrical resonance is not achieved. This 
is simply because of the i component that is required for 
energy to be returned to the sea for part of the cycle. The 
only condition where mechanical and electrical resonances 
can be achieved simultaneously is when the linear genera-
tor is not required to produce a spring stiffness force, and 
therefore only the ifj component exists, which allows the 
armature currents to be in phase with the induced EMF. 
In Fig. lOf the instantaneous power produced by the 
linear generator has a peak value of about 375 kW. 
whereas the average power is around 70 kW. As a result, 
the linear generator and power converter would have to 
be considerably overrated for maximum power extraction. 
However, measures can be taken to reduce the level of 
overrating that would still result in a vast improvement in 
extracted wave power compared with an uncontrolled 
system. Implementing these measures would also allow 
direct drive WECs to be optimised for specific require-
ments that are not necessarily based on extracting 
maximum power from each WEC. Ongoing investigations 
into different approaches are being explored along with 
extension to real sea states. 
6 Discussion 
As shown in Fig. IOu. a heaving buoy wave energy conver -
ter has a highly resonant power—frequency characteristic. It 
should also be noted that the resonant 'frequency is high 
reflecting the fact that a smaller device has been modelled, 
which would operate closer to shore. In deep water, a domi-
nant wave period of approximately 10s can be expected. 
The device would be designed so that the resonant fre-
quency corresponds to the most common wave frequency 
at the site, but the device should also be controllable so 
that it can capture energy at frequencies either side of the 
resonant. It has been shown that an effective generator 
spring stiffness can be controlled to modify the overall stiff-
ness of the system and hence the resonant frequency of the 
device. However, in order to do this, a mechanical reactive 
force is required, which is produced by current i. As the 
results in Fig. lOc show, this current component is signifi-
cantly larger than the damping current i. which produces 
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Fig. 10 Si,nulaiio,, results based on a linear generator model 
a WEC frequency response 
h Wave excitation force and buoy velocity 
c i,a lid i 
d Induced EMF for a single phase 
e Armature current tar a single phase 
Generator instantaneous and average power 
the useful active power. This mechanical reactive force 
leads to a negative power flow as shown in Fig. lOf 
Frequency control of the device therefore requires a reactive 
power flow to supply a mechanical reactive force. It should 
be stressed that this is not the same as electrical reactive 
power, although its presence has the same impact in that 
the electrical generator and convener would have to be 
overrated in order to achieve the results shown in Fig. 10. 
It is apparent that mechanical methods for achieving 
phase control, such as latching, would require similar 
amounts of energy. 
A flatter device frequency characteristic would be more 
suitable for phase control and lead to fewer problems in 
terms of sizing the machine, it has been shown by Salter 
and Lin [18] that an inclining inter-project services (IPS) 
buoy can lead to a wider bandwidth of energy capture, 
which makes control significantly less energy intensive. 
For the purposes of illustration, the heaving buoy example 
used here is very illuminating in subsequent issues associated 
with implementing phase control. The issue of machine 
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sizing is also worth discussing. Even without any control, 
the system needs to be sized according to the peak wave 
power that it is likely to encounter, which can be five 
times the average incident power. For example, the AWS 
device was peak rated at 2 MW with an average of 
400 M. The ratio of peak-to-average power shown in 
Fig. 10f is of a similar order to that of the AWS. As the vari-
ation of power takes place over several seconds, there is 
opportunity for some cooling to take place. In real sea 
states, the variation in power capture is much more 
random than in pure monochromatic seas states. Hence, 
there is some scope for investigating overload performance 
for machines in this application. Overrating generation 
equipment is an issue for wave energy systems as a 
whole, not just those using phase control. However, by 
applying phase control to a device with wider bandwidth 
further increases in rating size can be alleviated. An inves-
tigation into machine sizing and overload performance is 
forming the basis of future work, with the model and 
results presented here providing the basis for the research. 
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7 Conclusions - 
The work presented has highlighted two aspects of a linear 
generator for direct drive wave energy conversion: control 
for maximum energy capture and linear generator force devel-
opment using a simple analytical method. Theoretic analysis 
methods for a direct drive WEC are systematically provided, 
with both EMF and reaction forces of the VRPM machine ver-
ified by simulation. The simulation results show that although 
the proposed control system is feasible for implementation, 
the linear machine and power converter would have to be con-
siderably overrated because of the reactive power demands. 
Control through electrical means, however, still represents 
an attractive option for a direct drive system mainly 
because of its simplistic approach with other advantages to 
be realised through the course of ongoing investigation. 
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Abstract 
Direct drive power take-off for wave energy conversion has 
been proposed as it viable alternative to hydraulic and 
pneumatic based systems found in conventional wave energy 
converters. Allowing for further benefits to be realised, this 
paper presents it reaction force control scheme to maximise 
energy extraction, and investigates the modelling and 
simulation of a direct drive wave energy converter. The 
control scheme is applied 10 an experimental lest rig with a 
prototype linear machine with results presented and analysed. 
1 Introduction 
With energy from waves in UK waters representing half of 
Europe's total wave resource, wave energy has the potential 
to make a significant contribution in reducing carbon 
emissions with targets set by the UK government [4]. 
Developments in wave energy conversion have concentrated 
on the method of extraction rather than the electrical power 
conversion, which has led to power take-oft systems that 
make use of conventional high speed rotary electrical 
generators being implemented in wave energy converters 
(WECs). Direct drive power lake-off systems have been 
proposed as a suitable alternative to the use of conventional 
rotating machines -  [l.  81. By utilising linear generators that 
operate at low speed. the need for a mechanical interface 
involving complex hydraulic or pneumatic systems is 
eradicated, resulting in a simpler power take-off system with 
fewer conversion losses. 
The reciprocating motion of it linear generator implies that 
direct drive power take-off systems can be implemented in 
point absorber or heaving buoy type WECs by direct 
coupling, as shown in'Figure I. The frequencies at which sea 
waves excite a wave energy device can vary enormously, but 
the capture bandwidth of a device is limited. Point absorbers 
naturally have a narrow bandwidth due to their small physical 
dimensions compared to the incident wavelength. Therefore. 
device characteristics iced to be matched to the wave climate 
so that maximum energy can be extracted from the waves. 
This makes it essential to control the reciprocating motion of 
Floating buoy I 	I Sea 
Translator 
Stator 	/ 
Figure I: Diagram of a generic direct drive wave energy 
converter 
A number of investigators have proposed various methods for 
achieving control; most of which aim to obtain an optimum 
phase and optimum amplitude of oscillation to maximise the 
energy extracted [5-7]. In each case a purely mechanical or 
electro-mechanical method was suggested. 
A method of controlling the oscillatory motion of a heaving 
buoy by utilising a linear electrical generator is presented in 
this paper. The paper begins with n overview of the 
parameters for phase and amplitude control. It then explains 
how the generator reaction -force can he used to control these 
parameters through armature current control. A direct drive 
WEC model with control implementation is presented. 
Results are shown from a simulated model of a large scale 
device and also from an experimental linear generator test rig. 
2 Control of Point Absorbers 
Given its small physical dimensions compared to the incident 
wavelength, a floating buoy can he thought of as a point 
absorber, which in turn can be represented as a mass-spring-
damper system. Using electrical analogues, a floating buoy 
directly coupled to a linear machine can be represented by a 
series resonant circuit. Figure 2 shows the electrical analogue 
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for a direct drive WEC where the floating buoy is represented 
by 4., which consists of an LCR branch. The linear generator. 
which Consists of spring stiffness and damping components. 
is represented by the load impedance Z. 191. 
	
I 	ti 	•. 	 I/K. 
I..... 
I 
•tt.) 	 .Z!Ift_ 
floating buoy 	 Generator 
Figure 2: Electrical analogue of a direct drive WEC 
In a series resonant circuit, resonance occurs when the sum of 
the imaginary components of the total impedance adds up to 
zero. Maximum power is transferred to Z when it is equal to 
the complex conjugate of 1.,. The generator impedances can 
be controlled to meet this requirement according to equations 
(I) and (2). These allow the buoy to oscillate with optimum 
phase and amplitude, and thus to achieve maximum power 
extraction and conversion. 
Bg=Bo. 	 (I) 
.K =o M — K 	 (2)  
vector is decomposed into the .r - directed component and the 
.i -directed component. 
f = B5x+ K5 .v 	 (4) 
fS = 4 KFIc05((tt+cOg) 	. 
The expression for generator force given in (5) can be 
expanded to give 
f•g = K0 (L + .) 	 (6) 
where 
Kr, =_I_. i, = 'ISfl9: g sin wt and i , 	cos 97, cos an 
By comparing (4) and (6). expressions can be given for the 
generator forces in terms of the damping and spring stiffness 
forces. These can be rearranged to provide the current vector 
requirements in terms of the generator spring stiffness and 
damping constants shown by the equations in (7) and (8) 
which can also be expressed in terms of the device parameters 





The resonant frequency WI is given in (3) which can be Subsequently, the desired 3-phase currents are derived from 
controlled by varying the generator spring stiffness constant the current vectors and used for current regulation. 
(Ks ). At resonance the total impedance of the point absorber 
and the load is real: the excitation force J) 
and the velocity By controlling the current vectors i and i. it is therefore 
(1) are in phase, and therefore, maximum power is possible to control the device for maximum energy 
conversion. The current vector i. controls the generator 
transferred to the load impedance which represents the 
generator, 	 spring stiffness force providing phase control; the current 
vector i. controls the damping force providing amplitude 
I_K + K5) 	 control and conversion of real power. 
M 	
(3) 
4 Direct Drive Wave Energy Converter Model 
3 Implementation of Phase and Amplitude A direct drive WEC was modelled using Matlab/Simnulink. A 
Control 	 description of the model is given in 4.1. followed by 
simulation results in 4.2. 
In order to control the phase and amplitude of a heaving point 
absorber, the force generated by a directly coupled linear 
electrical generator. the so-called generator reaction force, 
can be utilised. The generator force can be represented as two 
components: a damping force proportional to velocity and a 
spring stiffness force proportional to displacement, as given 
in (4). The generator force is a function of the geometry and 
properties of the permanent magnets. the machine design and 
the peak current. However, only the latter can be used to 
control this force. Therefore, in order to resolve the generator 
force vector (J) into two orthogonal components, the current 
4.1 Sinnulink Model Description 
The model primarily comprises a wave energy capture device 
modelled as a mass-spring-damper system and a power take-
off system that includes the linear generator, the power 
converter and the control system. 
The linear generator is modelled on the vernier hybrid 
machine 110,' 111 which is based on the Variable Reluctance 
Permanent Magnet (VRPM) machine topology. VRPM 
machines are well known to have high shear stresses and are 
particularly suited to low speed, high torque applications. 
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The electrical output of the linear generator has variable 
amplitude and frequency due to the reciprocating motion of 
the print absorber.. The model uses two hack-to-back 
inverters for the power conversion stage to allow inversion 
into the mains and armature current control by way of active 
rectification. A description of the converter design and 
operation can be found in [2]. 
The control system is divided into two main subsystems 
within the power take-off block. The spring stiffness and 
damping coefficient requirements are used to calculate the x - 
directed and . - directed current components. which are then 
used to derive the required 3-phase armature currents. The 
required 3-phase currents are then compared with the actual 
3-phase currents; the error is used to generate driving signals 
for the power converter switches on the active rectifier side. 
A similar controller exists to regulate the DC link voltage via 
the inverter, which has a direct influence on the rate of change 
of the armature currents. A well maintained DC link voltage 
would not only allow the armature current to be contr011ed 
effectively, but would in turn allow the motion of the point 
absorber to be more in tune with the incident wave. 
Hydrodynamic parameters are required in both the wave 
energy capture device model and the power take-off model 
where numerical values are calculated based on a method 
described in Eidsunoen,.using linear hydrodynamic theory [3]. 
These numerical values are subsequently stored in look-up 
tables as excitation force, added mass and damping 
coefficients, which are then used to derive the excitation force 
due to the incident wave and the radiation impedance. which 
make up the added mass and damping forces. 
4.2 Simulation Results 
Simulation results.are based on a model of a linear generator 
directly coupled to a floating buoy with a single degree-of-
freedom. The floating buoy, which has a natural frequency of 
1.4 rad/s. is excited by a sinusoidal wave force at a frequency 
of 1.3 tad/s. causing it to exhibit heave motion. The average 
generated power is at a maximum when the wave excitation 
frequency coincides with the natural frequency of the WEC. 
On either side of the natural frequency the extracted power 
rapidly decreases .since point absorbers have rather narrow 
bandwidth. 
In Figure 3(a) the velocity of a controlled heaving buoy is in 
phase with the wave excitation force so that maximum power 
can be extracted from the waves. This is achieved by 
calculating the required spring stiffness and damping to be 
produced by the generator. which is controlled by the .v - 
directed and the . -directed current components. i, and i. 
as shown in Figure 3(b). For this particular simulation, the 
required generator spring stiffness force is much greater than 
the required generator damping force. Hence. i, has a greater 
amplitude in comparison to i . The envelope of the 3-phase 
currents given by i + i .j in which i dominates is therefore 
our of phase with the envelope of the induced EMF. where 
EMF is proportional to the velocity of the heaving buoy. This 
implies that generator power flow is not unidirectional due to 
the reactive power demands in order to achieve mechanical 
resonance. Indeed, any amount of spring stiffness produced 
by the linear generator would mean that electrical resonance 
is not achieved. This is simply due to the i component that is 
required for energy to be returned to the sea for part of the 
cycle. 
In Figure 3(c) the instantaneous power produced by the linear 
generator has a peak value of about 375 kW. whereas the 
average power is around 70 kW. As a result, the linear 
generator and power converter would have to he considerably 
overrated for maximum power extraction. However, measures 
can he taken to reduce the level of overrating that would still 
result in a vast improvement in extracted wave power 
comnj,ared with an uncontrolled system. Implementing these 
measures would also allow direct drive WECs to be optimised 
for specific requirements that are not necessarily based on 
extracting maximum power from each WEC. Ongoing 
investigations into different approaches are being explored 
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Figure 3: (a) Wave excitation force and buoy velocity. (h) 
i and i. and (c) Generator instantaneous and average power 
Frequency control of the device, therefore, requires a reactive 
power flow to supply a mechanical reactive force. It should 
he stressed that this is not the same as electrical reactive 
power. although its presence has the same impact in that the 
electrical generator and converter would have to be overrated 
in order to achieve the results shown in Figure 3. 
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5 Experimental Results 
In order to demonstrate the ability of the electrical generator 
to control both the phase and amplitude of a wave energy 
device an electro- mechanical test rig was designed and built 
to emulate a heaving buoy point absorber. Figure 4 shows a 
schematic of the test rig. The translator of the vernier hybrid 
machine is driven by a variable speed drive through a step-
down gearbox and a crank which provides the linear motion. 
Springs are connected between the crank and the generator 
translator via cables and pulleys: which produce some 
frictional damping. The translator itself provides the mass, in 
the mass-spring-damper system. By controlling the frequency 
of the variable speed drive, it is possible to vary the frequency 
at which the macs-spring-damper system is driven. The mass 
of the translator represents the mass of the buoy (M: the 
springs represent the spring stiffness of the buoy (K6 ): and the 
frictional damping represents the mechanical damping due to 
the movement of the buoy (Be.). The main parameters for the 
test rig are given in Table I. 
Translotor 
Crank 
Figure 4: Schematic of the linear generator test rig 
Test rig parameter 	Value 
Mass of translator 227 kg 
Spring stiffness (per spring) 	3959 N/rn 
Damping 	 550 Ns/m 
Crank radius 	 0.052 m 
Natural frequency 	 5.906 md/s 
Table 1: Test rig parameters 
Due to the limitations of the test rig, a small crank radius was 
chosen, thus providing low oscillation amplitudes. The 
combination of the springs with the small crank size also 
limits the power transferred to the linear machine. In addition. 
the lest rig does not account for any hydrodynamic 
parameters that would be present for a moving body in fluid. 
Therefore, there is no frequency dependant added nias or 
added damping in the system. 
The control system uses dedicated hardware that allows 
maximum power extraction using the excitation frequency as 
its input. By calculating the generator spring stiffness and 
damping values, the required three phase armature currents 
are derived and used to generate the driving pulses for the 
IGBT switches in the power converter. The switches for the 
mains connected inverter are controlled by a separate control 
board that regulates the DC link voltage. 
Figure 5(a) shows the induced EMF derived from 
measurements from sense coils mounted on the test rig. With 
a crank frequency of 3.775 rad/s, there is some asymmetry 
with regards to the peak values for EMF. This implies that the 
motion of the translator is not completely sinusoidal which 
may be due to greater friction as the translator moves in one 
particular direction. Comparing the EMF with the phase 
current in Figure 5(b). the low frequency envelope for each 
waveform is not in phase with each other due to the generator 
spring stiffness force that is required for mechanical 
resonance. As a result, power flows in the opposite direction 
for part of the cycle, as shown by the grey coloured waveform 
in Figure 5(c). Without phase control the instantaneous 
generator power has no reactive component. as is shown by 
the black coloured wavefonn in Figure 5(c). In this case, 
power flow is unidirectional but the average power is 50 
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Figure 5: (a) Induced EMF for a single phase. (b) Phase 
armature current, and (c) Generator instantaneous power with 
(grey line) and without (black line) phase and amplitude 
control 
Despite the limitations of the test rig, the benefits of phase 
and amplitude control are evident. Allowing bidirectional 
power flow so that the translator oscillates with optimum 
phase and amplitude enables the generator to extract 
maximum power from the crank. The peak powers involved 
are, of course. higher than the uncontrolled case, which would 
have implications for a large scale wave energy converter. It 
may therefore be necessary to restrict the use of phase and 
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amplitude control to wave frequencies within a certain range 
so that generator and power converter ratings stay within 
reasonable limits. In this case, applying phase and amplitude 
control to a wave energy device with wider bandwidth may be 
more suitable and avoid further increases in rating size. 
The overrating of the generator and power converter. 
however. may not necessarily be a drawback of applying 
phase control. Without any control, the system would still 
need to be sized according to the peak wave power that it is 
likely to encounter, which can be 5 times the average incident 
power. As an example. the AWS wave energy device was 
peak rated at 2 MW with an average of 400 kW. 
6 Conclusions 
Two aspects of linear generator control for direct drive wave 
energy conversion have been highlighted in this paper the 
control of a heaving buoy for maximum energy capture and 
the application of phase and amplitude control to both a large-
scale wave energy Converter model through simulation, and 
also to an experimental linear generator test rig. Theoretical 
analysis methods for a direct drive WEC are systematically 
provided, with both EMF and reaction forces of the VRPM 
machine verified by simulation. The results show that while. 
the proposed control system is feasible for implementation, 
the linear machine and power converter would have to he 
considerably overrated due to the reactive power demands. 
Experimental results have shown that a linear generator can 
be effectively controlled to provide phase and amplitude 
control, to an oscillating system. Direct electrical control 
represents an attractive option for a direct drive system 
largely due to its simplistic approach with other advantages to 
be realised through the course of ongoing investigation. 
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